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. d Iks in vital,: stage': 
TERRACE - -  Mining com. has come out •indicate it critical stage, restricted to air travel. Skyline development, said last week the :gritty," said Parker. " 
Mining companies have in the Gold, the one operating mine in. parties involved in the •financing ponies are expected to soon tell 
the provincial government they 
disagree with how much money 
they're xpected to pay for a 
road into the Iskut Valley. 
~l'heir position will be based 
downplays, forest resource • 
values.in the lskut-area and says 
there .is little benefit for recrea- 
tion and tourism; 
That's .Considered important 
because the value of. all the 
onacritiqueofarninesministry resources in the area to which 
report which states mining com- . the i'oad will provide access will 
panics wilt benefit the most determine how much each in- 
from the proposed 60kin road dustry should contribute o con- 
leading\from Hwy37 at Bob struedoncosts. 
Quinn Lakeint o.the Iskut. " : " 
That report has not yet been 
released but information which 
past said that since the road will 
be used by more users .then 
themselves, Construction should 
be the responsibility of the pro- 
vincial government and costs 
paid back through a toll-fee. 
• That goes against he pro- 
vince's position-of having the 
mining.:c0mpanieS take on the 
major i ty  of_'the financing 
All parties involved in the because of the benefits it says 
negotiations On how to finance ,, they will enjoy. 
the roadsay talks are now in the Access to the'area is-now 
the lskut, uses Wrangell, 
Alaska as a staging base as do 
companies doing exploration 
and development i  the area. 
A provincial road study 
released last fall stated road ac. 
negotiations are now waiting 
for. the mining companies' criti- 
que. 
And although e said mining 
companies will benefit, timber 
• values contained in the mines 
cess would lead to more mineral ministry report go against 
development in the Iskut and to  figures he has. 
benefits for northern corn- "It's at the point ofwhat pro. 
munities which would then act portion those (road construe. 
as service.centers, tion) will be -- what comes 
Skeena MLA and lands from government and what will 
minister Dave Parker, who is come from the mining com- 
also responsible for northem panies. That'll ead to the nitty. 
When Parker was forests 
minister, he committed the 
ministry to provide road. con- 
struction money through a pro- 
,gram to help smaller forest :!~ 
companies. 
And because Parker no 
longer is in charge of forests, he ' ~:i 
Said it .is now more difficuit"t~ 
press home his point. ~, • :::~ 
Parker added that the cabinet • 
committee on sustainable 
dey¢lopment will soon,~be 
cont'd A2 - -  
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IREMEN SHAUNCE Kruisselbrlnk and RichardOwens peer through the doorof No. 2, a,1951 
/: Fargo truck Converted into .a firetruck. It servedl the city for years and WaS retired in the 
mld,1970s. Volunteer firemen wil restore the vel~iclefor use in parades and other:functions. 
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45 workers gone 
as. mJli lays off 
TERRACE - -  Skeena Sawmills 
is blaming a shortage of 
economically priced logs for last 
week's decision to lay off 45 
employees March 9. 
Mill manager Don Chesley 
said 31 employees would be laid 
off when the graveyard shift in 
the sawmill was ends March 9 
and a further 14 will lose their 
jobs in the planer' mill in early 
June. 
The layoffs will reduce the 
number of shifts from three to 
two. Three shifts have been 
operating at the mill since 1986. 
• Emphasizing the problem was 
one of wood supply, Chesley 
said them i l l  required 950,000 
the open market. Those logs 
were still available, but no 
longer at an economic price, 
cu.m. of logsa,year to run a / /  * ~', ~ _ . _ ~  . ins shipped out of Stewart ef- 
three~ :ql~if~7.systeni2;~0wever, Don Chesley fected West .Fraser's ability to 
"Our 6v~ntenures 0/tly:pr/~;Jde .... " • - ........ buy whatitneeded, headded. 
about haif that,~Lhe adddd~'. ' Chesley said, ' However, although an export 
Until now~ the C0mpany had . When the third shift wa~ in- ban would Hkely mean the corn- 
been able to,make up the dif- troduced in 1986, the company pany would be able to secure 
ference by purchasing logs on was able to buy logs at $28-30 part of that supply, he could not 
predict whether it would be per cubic metre. That price had 
now risen to as much as $46 but 
there had been no equivalent in- 
Highways ratings. • 
kept in private 
TERRACE-  Highways 
ministry officials have refused 
to release performance ratings 
of the private companies now 
doing road work. 
Ministry spokesman David 
Baker compared the companies 
to employees and the ministry 
regularly with company 
representatives to go over 
reports. They have the option of 
issuing notices telling the com- 
panies they are not performing 
to the contract and to instruct 
them to do so. 
Local highways district 
to an •employer in giving his • manager John Newhouse called 
reasons .  
"It's no different from an'. 
employer-employee r lation. 
ship," said Baker in adding 
such matters are normally kept 
confidential. 
The ratings are based on the 
ministrY's i quallty:il assurance 
program introduced to measure 
the work of the private corn- 
panics When they:ussumed road 
and bridge .m~tdnance in: 
1988. .~:! 
Highways ministry managers 
grade the companies in certain 
specific areas such:us when 
roads are cleared-after a 
snowfall and assign points for 
completion of each task and 
how it was accomplished. The 
the assurance program ratings 
system complicated and that 
there is a danger they might be 
taken out of context. 
"In general they are doing 
well," said Newhouse of the 
companies.."There are some 
areas at times where we may 
talk to them and they recognize 
that and take action." 
He said a driver's perception 
of hoW roadsare being cleared 
of snow may often rest upon 
when the highway is travelled. 
One driver may be just ahead 
of snowplow and have a low 
opinion, while another one may 
bejust behind and have the opi- 
nion there is, no problem, 
Newhouse said. 
areas are laid out in the con- Contracts with the Companies 
tracts the ministry has With each are dueto come up for bid and 
company, • negoiiation in the middle of 
Ministry officials also meet 1991'U ' 
• ~ ' : '  ~( '~I~, ~i / 
crease in lumber prices. / ; 
Attributing the raw log price 
hikes to increasing demand 
chasing decreasing supply, 
Chesley said greater log con- 
sumption by mills elsewhere in 
the region, a five per cent cut in 
timber companies' annual 
allowable cut "and the export 
(of logs) in the north end of the 
province" were all contributing 
factors. 
While he conceded Stewart 
residents were unlikely to agree, 
Chesley pointed out West 
Fraser, operators of Skeena 
Sawmills, had consistently op- 
posed whole log exports. The 
high pricesobtained forlogs be- 
enough to reinstate the third 
shift. 
Chesley said lay-offs would 
be on a last in-first out seniority 
basis, in line with the 
company's contract with the 
IWA. He estimated the seniori- 
ty cut-off date as late 1986 to 
earlY 1987. Those laid-off 
would have recall rights under 
which they would be offered a 
job as vacancies occurred. 
While acknowledging the cut- 
back would come as "bad 
news" to those losing their jobs, 
he said the measure had been 
taken to ensure the continued 
viability of the remaining two 
shifts. The future of the remain- 
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_oe'o!aderunners itake to" roads 
Now this is a good winter 
road. If it was like this aH the 
time, there would be no pro- 
Hem." 
Mike Zylicz points through 
the' windshield of his mini-van 
while travelling along Hwyl6 
west of .Terrace. 
It 's one of several trips the: 
manager of North Coast Road 
Maintenance, the private com- 
pany now taking care of roads 
in the Terrace and Kitimat 
area, takes each week. 
There is snow on the 
highway, but it is compact. 
Sanding mucks equipped with 
front and belly plows have 
already cleared the highway 
and graders have already 
swept the accumulation back 
from the Sides of the road. 
But the problem is that if it 
keeps nowing, the roads have 
to be kept clear. And with 
snowfalls of more than 30¢m a 
night, as in the past two 
weeks, the job becomes dif- 
ficult. 
It's harder still on the ap- 
proximately 50kin stretch of 
Hwyl6  beginning at the 
Shames River Bridge. That's 
in the middle of the snowbelt, 
an area in which geography 
places the highway close to the  
mountains and in which 
weather conditions guarantee 
massive amounts of snow each 
year. 
North Coast crews can work 
constantly to .clear the road 
and, if the weather warms up 
• and salt and sand then become 
effective, expose the blacktop, 
says Zylicz. 
His point is made several 
hours later whert, on the trip 
back from the snowbelt, the 
once-compact snow has most- 
ly broken up and the van's 
wheels run over wet pavement. 
But then it'll snow again 
and the work of clearing, san- 
cling, salting and pushing snow 
hack from the highway's 
shoulders begins once more. 
Zylics admits to frustration, 
not so much from the work of 
clearing snow, but from ~/i~- 
ments from the publ;c=about' 
the state of the roads in his 
company's area. 
"The guys work hard all 
day, they go home at night and 
then hear the complaints. It 
gets them down," he said. 
"We're doing a better job, 100 
per cent better, than it was 
when highways was doing it." 
., Zylicz said the public reac- 
t ion  to road clearing is based 
" on two words - -  perception 
and expectation - -  both of 
¢ . 
MASSIVE CURVED snow clearing blade can be adjusted to 
wing snow to either side. It's pa~icularly helpfulwhen clearing 
which can change from hour 
to hour. 
A driver making his way 
through 10 or 12cm of snow 
on the highway might think 
the private company isdoing a 
lousy job. 
Yet, a plow truck might on- 
ly be minutes behind. And 
behind that is another vehicle 
But then it'll snow 
again and the work of 
clearing, sanding, 
sa!ting and pushing 
snow..back from the 
highway,s shoulders 
beE, ins once more. 
whose driver thinks things are 
just fine. 
"People want to be able to 
drive l l0km an hour, seven 
days a week, 24-hours aday," 
said Zyiicz of a motorist's ex- 
pectations. 
There are also problems 
arising from equipment 
breakdowns that cause delays 
in clearing, he 'said. 
"A plow truck can get 
stuck. Another one goes to 
pull the first one out and it 
gets stuck. Then we have to 
call in a grader or front end 
loader. That's three pieces of 
equipment and a couple of 
hours gone in clearing that 
up," Zylicz said. 
"Look. Now we're on pave- 
ment. If people want that, 
they can have that, but it's go_ 
ing to cost," Zylicz said later 
on in the tour. He estimated 
that meeting that standard 
would require api¢~, of equip'; 
men(~ for e~ery 5ki~t oP 
highway. ~ ,  ...... 
What North :C()ast' does 
have is a combination of its 
own and hired equipment. 
Through the mowbelt area, 
North Coast is based at Salvus 
Camp, about halfway to 
Prince Rupert. From there 
plow trucks, grader s , cats and 
front end loaders patrol the 
highway. 
There's a cook at the camp 
to provide meals, it's a stopp- • 
¢t 
i r "~, . .  " 
. ~ 
V 
highways near rail lines as the snow then doesn't land up on 
the tracks. 
ing point for various commer- 
cial traffic using the highway 
and the place from which the 
highways ministry's avalanche 
crews operate. 
There's not much sand or 
salt used through the snow belt 
because it would be wasted 
owing to the constant clearing 
because of the heavy snowfall, 
said Zyiicz. 
The public reaction to 
road clearing is based 
on two words - percep- 
tion ao~ .qx#ectation , :  
b oth ,~f~:~ which;:can 
change from hour to 
hour. ~ 
The talk on the day of the 
tour among the crews and 
highways avalanche techni- 
cians was of a weather front 
moving up the Skeena from 
the coast. 
Weather forecasts were 
predicting 30cm or more of 
snow, leading to an increase in 
the warnings of possible 
avalanches. 
The most worrisome word 
of the day came out of Prince 
Rupert with reports that snow 
there was staying on the 
ground. That meant the 
weather front was hitting the 
coast cold and wouldn't likely 
warm up or stop dumping 
snow as it moved inland. 
This prediction held as early 
the next morning, the highway 
was closed due to avalanche 
warnings. Crews were busy 
clearing two small slides, one 
natural and one man-made to 
reduce the threat of a larger 
one. - J~ 
Snowclearing is not without 
its interesting observations. 
One of those was at the spot 
on the highway where O'Brien 
Road Maintenance, the Prince 
Rupert-based company, takes 
over. 
On the right hand side of the 
highway - -  the portion a vehi- 
cle travels leaving North 
Coast's jurisdiction - -  the 
road is bare for several hun- 
dred metres. 
Western :  
power  ' 
route , , , : ,  
favoured  ' 
TF J~ i~cE-  All but o"e:!:!i/' 
B,C. Hydro's environmental 
impact studies into buildinga 
second Kitimat-Terrace power- 
fine favour a route on. the 
western side of the Kitimat 
Valley. 
But B.C. Hydro offidalstold 
those at a public meeting last 
week no decision has been ma~e 
on which route to use. Com-~ 
party spokesmen fit'st laid out 
the two routes - -  one roughly 
follows the existing eastern 
routeand a second runs along 
the western side of the valley - -  
at publ ic  meet ings in 
November. 
B.C. Hydro says itneeds the 
new 287kV line so it can buy 
surplus power from Alcan's 
Kemano completion project and 
transfer that power to the pro- 
vincial power grid. The existing 
line - -  which runs along the east 
side of Lakelse Lake and down 
the east side of the valley - -  
can't handle the up to 800 
megawatts of extra power to be 
generated by the project. 
The company's environmen- 
tal consultants found fisheries, 
~vildlife, potential heritage sites, 
views and existing development 
would be least affected by the 
western route. Only the forestry 
study favoured the eastern 
route. 
Environmental consultant 
Mark Walmsley said the 
evidence so conclusively favours 
the western route that it was a 
mistake to build Hwy37 and the 
existing hydro and natural gas 
lines on the eastern side. 
Running the line on the 
western route, the study said, 
could block logging access to  
parts of that side of the valley, 
cut off upslope timber, and take 
25 per cent more productive 
forest land out of service than 
the ~astem route. Tl~e°up to 
, ~32-metre swath of forest to be 
cut for the corridor would be 
worth about $200,000 a year in 
extractable timber. 
If the company does opt for 
the western route, which is 10 
km shorter, it could slice nearly 
$2 million off the cost of the 
$18.million project. 
Hydro officials say the 
western route would also give 
the power utility a completely 
separate backup line, that 
would be less vulnerable than 
running both lines side-by-side. 
HAMS 
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Simply revolting 
There's the old joke about the servant have a say in how much they should pay ~ ,~- .  '~  
who rushes into the king's quarters, and where it should go. But, to listen to ' ~  
"The peasants are revolting," gasps the those who are a cozy part of  the educa- 
servant. "Of  course they are," responds tion factory, it's heresy. One report last 
the king. week, painted the horrifying picture of  L 
sionalThat,bUreaucratsinshort, iSin wha the educationall the fuss is school trustees "going hat in hand"  to [ i |  i 
about concerning the provincial govern- taxpayers. Imagine that. [ , 
ment's latest fiddle over paying for  What's right with this proposal is that 
education. Taxpayers are revolted by it places with the taxpayer a form of con'  ~ , • 
what education costs and the pro fes - t ro l  over what, up until now has been a ~ ~  ~l .  \~ l J | l  
game bureaucracy that  has governed and /[  t 
are revolted by the idea of asking the tax- financed itself. What's wrong with the ~ , 
payer for money, proposal is that it has all the appearances ,~  ~ l ~ ~ , ,  t ~  
The way things stand now, the provin- of an election campaign platform clever- 
cial government gives each district a ly designed to divide and conquer, h • 
chunk of cash. Anything it thinks it Overall, the idea is sound. And if 
needs over that, it raises taxes. Under the school districts and their employees 
proposed new system, each district don't  like it - -  that's tough. It is their • 
would get a chunk of 'money, there job to provide education. It is also there R e f e r e n d  u m i d .  e "a  
would be allowances for inflation. For job to seek the assurances and support of  • 
anything after that. the school district the taxpayer. In the marketplace it's call- 
would need voter approval, edsdlingyourproduct. If a b siness vS mply no good r ~ ": I t 's  a simple concept and one that is doesn't  provide what the paying 
supposed to be at the foundation of our customer wants, then it doesn't last for 
society - -  the requirement that taxpayers very long. 
Higher learning I ' -- ' " 
For the past month Prince George response-  yes, it likes' the idea but no, r~:~; ~o~ t~:t~'l d bemr;~nUr20 Cap l ta i  
residents have been drooling over the there hasn't been any money set aside Ml~i.s~:l~o~;veby 
prospect of  a northern university. That's yet. ' ~d~S~tt ! ~ ~  
:?because. its. main campus would be When first proposed, it was suggested ." Sticking around might have 
.:.located.m that city and that means jobs a northern university sh6uld have Tuined his whole day.. Let's ~ ' n6b0dy Wan~s anyffa/t bf it.'' ~ht~h,~" -' ..... : v~t.h . . . . . .a ]lttl¢.:'!uck,~":,mlg~I:'"~ '~ 
and more money circulating in that area. regional campuses, each one specializing face it, basking inthe sun and Initially, teachers across the eveh be blown upinto a full-: '~ 
letting the warm sand run province ven threatened job blown election issue. 
Their optimism is based on a report in the main economy of  the a~:ea in which through is toes must have action, and although they have But even if the government 
calling for the formation of a northern it is located. That proposal has survived beat listening to the chores of now softened their stand a bit, were serious about wanting to 
university based mainly on the lobbying in the report mentioned above but scorched cats that greeted his they still maintain that trying curb spiralling taxes, tying. 
efforts of Prince George residents, doesn't have the.  prominence it had decree, back here at home. to finance ducation by - something as serious as educa- 
There are two reasons for the op- earlier. Seeking temporary political referendum will be disastrous, tiont0 the whim of the voting • 
asylum in Hawaii also got him Parents, too, are angry. The public is not to be commend- 
timism. One is that the provincial Lately there's been a strong northwest off the hook, .as far as ques- B.C. Home and School ed. 
government has all but promised such an lobby to have here a forestry faculty of tions by the media are con- Federation plans an anti- Governing by referendum is
institution would be created. The second the proposed northern university. Given cerned. I certainly have a ques- referendum campaign. Federa- not part of our system. One of 
is that we're close to an election and elec- that wood processing is the dominant tion or two. For example, I tion president Maxine Wilson the few exception axe 
would like to know where the says her group plans to warn municipal capital expenditure 
tions mean the expenditure of  large economy of the area it does make sense, minister found the courage to parents that the referendum budgets. By law, municipalities 
amounts of  money to increase the It's something to keep in mind before refer to the referendum scheme plan will hurt the education cannot spend more than they.. 
government's chance of being returned things get confused with the building of as tax relief, system, collect in any given year. 
to office. Just how close that election is an educational bureaucracy and its ivory From where I sit, it looks as ~chool trustees like the idea Plans for capital projects 
can be measured by the province's towers, if all the minister's plan will even less.Some have said they tSat cannot be funded out Of : 
accomplish is a shift in the may resign from their posi- the current budget must be ap- 
burden of collecting taxes from tions. Others have warned that proved by the ratepayers who~ Checking out o check up the provincial government to nobody will want to run for arcn't always inclined to agree school boards, school trustees any more if the with the need for the projects. 
• According to the new school government implements he Voters in the city of Victoria 
funding plan, the provincial plan. last year turned own a $55 
government is to take over the " million referendum, killing, ,. 
. Going to the doctor is as "~ '~~l~ cost of students' basic-educa- among other things, plans for gh , _ _ -  ,~ i ~ l l l~ l~N  tion estimated at $5,259 per School. trustees like a new police station anda new • diverting as preparing income Throu student package, they will have the idea even less. sports arena. tax. 
I'm not apprehensive about I 1~ / ,~  
pain or physic.a] discomfort. I Blfooal= to go to referendum. Some have said they Some peoplewere, of
The strategy is by no means may resign from their ~ourse, disappointed, but there 
just shiver with the anticipation by' Clclud@ffO Send a new one. In 1969, W.A.C. is always a possibilityto ..,, 
of  being clad in nothing more Bennett had a similar positions, refloat he referendum some 
than a jacket fabricated from brainstorm. Of 38 referendums time in the future. The police i~ 
bleached pulp, and elastic im- 
prints, elegance, I'm predisposed to opinion before undergoing held between 1969 and 1972, would be just as happy about, 
My expectations grow from pneumonia. Thus for a winter valve surgery, only six passed. When the You may well ask whether, getting their new quarters five"!: 
the moment I jot the appoint- exam fur-line boots are the sen- Two paper napkins the color socialists hordes tormed the the government was asleep at years from.now .. 
r ~ ment on my calendar, sible option -- though they're a of skim milk sit folded on the gates in 1972, they quickly kill- the switch. Shouldn't they An education eferendum, ::
The first hurdleis electing an tad incongruous with the tissue examining table. One shakes ed the education-by- have expected this reaction? on the other hand, can't be ......... 
outfit from which I can quickly vestment, out into a cropped jacket with referendum ethod. They did, they did. In fact, so just put onhold until the. :::~ 
change to patient garb. For this, Given a choice, I schedule plastic ties at the collar. The In the early.1980s,.Bill Ben- far, everything is going as " yoters are in abetter mood. -. 
I sift my closet for an ensemble medical exams in July. Then I larger napk.in masquerades a a nett's Scoreds came up with a planned, indi~ding the strike Some of the kids' W0uld be ,i. 
emobodying the largest number need only sandals, and one layer sheet, to preserve my modesty, similar idea. Again, they of- threats by teachers. The only grand patentsbY ~ t[~"time tSe"~: 
of examination criteria: of clothing. That's all the hook It makes no bid to ward off fered to pay the basic cost of problem may be that the voters mightreel inciined ito*'': i 
Cuffs must be loose enough on the examining room door chiUblains, education and force school teachers will come to their pass areferendum.,.... " " . 
to push above the elbow. Once, will hold. More is sure to siither There's nothing else to do but boards, to raise money locally sense and refuse to take the In a nutshell, the referen-.' 
I wore a blouse with fitted cuffs to the floor, distracting the don Mac-Blo's finery, hop.up if they wafited more. After a bait dangled so temptingly in dum idea.is just as unaccep~ 
that refused to go higher than physician from my. spiking on the paper-draped table, aiid while, the scheme was scrap- front of them. table and unworkable now as 
mid.forearm. To bare a target blood pressure, cozy up with the industrial.sized l~d again, until now, when You didn,t really believe it was in the late 60sand early 
paper towel. Vander Zalm's Socreds decided that the government introduc- 80s, and the fact that peoPle. ~: 
vein for the lab:tech to draw a The office nurse leaves me Coem to think of it, visiting to have yet another go at it. ed the referendum scheme to " are fed up Withrising taxes has 
blood sample, I had to disrobe with the chipper assurance, the doctor in winter has its Then as now, the reaction "avert a tax revolt," as Bm~n- nothing to dowith it. Now as 
one arm. Which I could have "Doctor will be right with bonus --  at least my feet are has beenextremely negative. • met claimed. The idea was. to then, the ideashould be alloW: 
managed with ease of people in you". She returns to the securi- warm. Except for the government, create abit of a confiontation ed to die a merciful death, 
lab's waiting room would ty of her faniiliar work sation, " ~ " 
h~ve averted their eyes. decently clothed, comfortably | :~~[D- ] ] . ] I ,  WA~A(~L~TLIT].LE.TE~...f-.'THK['$SP/~EXPL02AT, OI~ ~ " B ~ ' ~  
. :The blouse or sweater can be warm. Meanwhile I'm left in the [ ~ ~  R0@~ "ill SLY I't~E IT Iffi'0 A ~/IPEO £OHPANY b~¢, IS REALLY 
a pull-on if I've recently had my examining room wondering I [~~,~.~[ ]~ 
' PARh:~Og0 A,DTt~T k/~; A '  OLD I=1" A TAX 9~ELTER,ANP hair cut; otherwise Il l opt for a whether "right with you" ~a~e~ i 's 
b0tton or zipper closure. Pan- translates into two minutes or I!r ~.:~:~.~ ITff0RAI~ f~011~lE~T YARI). , , j  ADI$C0A~I7 l~b¥ ~gB,.,...~ 
tyhose and elasticized slacks do 29, ' Ii :~'i:~i~.:~~~" 
away with garters and belts. ~ " "~ ~ , . . . ~,~. ~ /  //. \ 
~,~%~ ~.~. . ~.. ~. -~.  • A~d~I always take along my . If the doctor arrives within l! / ~ ' ~ / / ~  
largest handbag to secrete my two minutes he may catch me l! ~ 
glasses, scarf, gloves and novel. , frantically stuffing my unmen- li !~'~ 'i~i~:~ ~ 
:. ::Shoes can be a predicament, tionables into my handbag. On' i l !=~~~ 
Slipon pumps streamline the the other hand, if I 'm left to l i ~ ~  I~//.[~/~z/.~,'w,~¢r~,f 7"ot~" 
dO~f/~ process. :,But in, ex- wait half an hour, I'll be m blue.,.. [ ~ '~'~:! ' " ~ ~  
• change for "their dash o f  he'll ihink'l'm seeking as~id~ ",] . . . . . .  , ~ i - 
i 
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".I HER ITA.G E WEEK 
• i [i~ .:fLOng recogitized as. one of the city's main tourist attrac. 
/ I "~ tlons, Heritage Park is evidence of tke success of the Terrace 
t';i::Regio~al: Museum Society's efforts to provide a link to the 
[ ~.~trea's lPast.As the,community prepares to mark Heritage 
:| !i~week::(Feb.: 19-25), society prestdent Mamie Kerby recalls 
| ~ below the history of  that organization and its achievements to 
• I date. 
society gained provincial statu~ 
as a non-profit organization. 
With a capable supervisor, city 
support and using government 
work programs, development 
work at the park forged ahead. 
A Heritage Trust grant allow- 
ed us to put in extra time and 
finishing work on the Kalum 
Hotel and, through the New 
Horizons program, w.e were 
able to build cupboards and set 
up the interior as a workable 
museum. Donations from local 
pioneer families also financed 
the purchase of a gas furnace 
and washroom equipment. 
The introduction of the 
Challenge program in 1985 
allowed us to hire student 
guides to conduct tours of 
.... By MAMIE KERBY 
!!~, What is. now the Terrace 
Regional !l~uiebm Society was 
Started in January, 1983 when a 
group of five people got 
together to form a provisional 
organization ~to collect and 
preserve the histories and at- 
'. tifacts left by local pioneers and 
• early settlers. 
Realising a building would be 
:needed to house these articles, 
• that group took a look at the 
Kalum Lake Hotel: A heritage 
• structure still on its original site 
at Kalum Lake, the building 
was at the time falling victim to 
• attacks by.vandals. 
Built in the early '20s by 
:George Cobb, the hotel had 
.!been used as a 'road house' for 
miners, homesteaders and pole 
cutters travelling to the north 
~ end of Kalum Lake and beyond. 
~ . Several years later it had been 
purchased by Everrett and Ethel 
Dix of Florida who upgraded it
tO a tourist hotel. As such, it 
was  much used by American 
hunters and fishermen taking 
advantage of the opportunity to 
enjoy the wild "country of nor- 
thern British Columbia. 
Having determined the log 
structure could be adapted to 
serve as a museum, the group 
decided to have it moved on to 
park land in the city - -  this also 
ensured its preservation. Short- 
ly thereafter, other pioneer log 
structures were donated and the 
• lo~ation was officially named 
Heritage Park. 
The range of buildings - -  the 
architecture of each was. slightly 
dfffer~ent from the others ,-- il- 
lastrated the different lifestyles 
of the early settlers.• 




On Dee. 15, 1922, the 
Omenica Herald and Terrace 
News responded to "en- 
quiries from every part of the 
civilized world, from in. 
vestors and homeseekers for 
information of Central 
British Columbia" by pro- 
ducing a special edition 
outlining the area's economy~ 
and attractions. 
The  following exerpts arc 
taken from its description el 
* ' k***  
~"On the  Canadian Na. 
tional Railway in the centre 
o f  the Lakelse, Kitsumkalum 
and Skeena River Valleys, 
lies,he pretty, little village ot 
Terrace. 
',The chief natural pro- 
duct is lumber, a number of 
mills being located in the 
vicinity, and one in the 
village, it being the Geo. Lit. 
tie Lumber Co.'s mill, about 
25 people being employed. 
Mining prospects are of the 
~t ,a  number of silver, lead 
and gold• properties having 
being bonded. Oil prospects 
also are bright. 
',Fourteen miles from Ter- 
race, situated on Lakelse 
Lake, is the celebrated 
Lythia Water Hot Springs, 
having a temperature of 187 
degrees. A large new hotel is 
contemplated to take care of 
the steadily increasing tourist 
trade who seek the springs 
f~r  their marvellous curative 
purposes. . 
14 • .: Approx imate ly  ten 
~blllion feet o£  timber is 
available in thesetwo valleys. 
,',Terrace climate is ideal, 
the loweat temperature .being 
Heritage Park during the sum- 
mer months. Training and 
supervision of these guides was 
provided on a volunteer basis. 
We now have eight log 
buildings, a gate house/gazebo 
and a large post and beam 
storage building on the 1.73 
acre site. A large number of the 
items found in the buildings 
were used by the original 
pioneers and early settlers. The 
larger artifacts, including a fire 
truck, grader, wagons, farm 
machinery and" sternwheeler 
parts, are kept in the storage sh- 
ed or on display around the 
park. 
Today, the society - -  
membership haS, climbed to 
more than 40 (plus volunteers) 
- -  continues in its efforts to 
preserve historical  
buildings/landmarks and docu- 
ment the early history of the 
area. To date it has produceda 
number of books, calendars, 
posters, notepaper and cards all 
on the heritage theme. 
THEN AND NOW. Its location on the shores of the southern end of 
Kalum Lake made George Cobb's Kalum Lakeview House a 
popular spot with area residents as the crowd at the holiday gather- 
ing above shows. Today (inset) it still serves as a focal point for local 
festivities uch as Riverboat Days. 
TERRACE - -  Believing the audience will catch a glimpse of Scouts will be offer ing 
region's history is something the musical traditions of the refreshments during the 
worth making a song and dance many ethnic groups that have 2.30-3.00 p.m. coffee break. 
about, organizers have made over the years made the Skeena That pause will also give people 
that the theme for this year's Valley. a chance to talk to the per. 
Heritage Day celebration. Artists will include old time formers and take a closer look 
Those attending the three- French Canadian fiddlers and at their costumes and in- 
hour event will have an oppor- step dancers, square dancers, struments. 
tunity to enjoy a wide range of the pipes and drums of 
entertainment reflecting the Scotland, the Vicki Parvianen The event is Jointly sponsored 
many cultures that have played troupe and students from the by the Terrace Regional 
their part in building today's Northwest Academy of Perfor. Museum Society,  the 
community, ming Arts. Guide/Scout movement and the 
' From nat[ve songs and danees It all gets under way a t1  city recreation departmmt;and ,~
to performances by members of p.m., Sunday, Feb. 18. Admis. promises to be afine kick-off to 
the Multicultural societY, the sion is free and local Guides and Heritage Week. 
A look at municipality's first election 
By VIC JOLLIFFE 
Thirty years ago this week the Village 
of Terrace was going through the 
democratic procedure of electing 'a new 
enlarged seven-member council to repre- 
sent the extended area. 
An all candidates meeting was held in 
the old civic centre. There was a record 
number of candidates, ome represented 
the old guard who had been in charge of 
the village affairs for many years; there 
were candidates from the business com- 
munity, and there were candidates con- 
nected with the woods industry. 
I thought it would be of interest o 
record the names of all those who ran 
for public office, not just the winners. 
We will begin with EMIL  
HAUGLAND/He had served the old 
village council off and on over the 
previous 25 years. He was the village 
barber and therefore knew just about 
everybody in town. Emil ran unsuc- 
cessfully for the position of Reeve 
(mayor). 
There was JAMES McKAY, The 
village undertaker. He had served on the 
village commission; active with the 
Board of Trade, and ran unsuccessfully 
for the position of reeve. 
HARRY PEDRINI was also running 
for the position of Reeve; had served in" 
the last year as the village commission 
chairman, and had been one of the 
guiding lights in moving Terrace from a 
village to district municipality status. 
He was struck down by illness during 
the election campaign and failed in his 
bid to become the Reeve. He was by pro- 
fession a lawyer and was in partnership 
with Cecil Pratt, who is still in business 
today. 
ALEX GRANT, also running for 
Reeve, was an electrical contractor and 
store owner; his wife Verna, owned and 
operated the Sheri-Lynn Ladies Wear 
store on the corner of Lakelse and 
Kalum, which is now Northwest Sports. 
Alex failed to get elected. 
The successful candidate for Reeve 
was WALTER YEO. He had served for 
a couple of weeks as the interim chair- 
man of the caretaker village commis- 
sion, was the general manager of  Little, 
Haugland & Kerr, a local company that 
had been bought out by a large 
American conglomerate with head- 
quarters in Sandpoint, Idaho and 
Chicago. 
Yeo was regarded by some of the peo- 
ple as an American, however this was 
not so, he was actually born in 
Courtenay, Vancouver Island. I'll have 
more to say about this interesting Ter- 
race character later. 
Persons offering themselves as can- 
didates for Councillor included: 
MENNO BULLER, who was a 
farmer,' lived on Graham Avenue, and 
also worked for the highways depart- 
ment. 
HANK BUNCOMBE, part of the old 
village commission, was a superinten- 
dent for Columbia Cellulose, another 
large American company that owned 
and controlled large tracts of timber 
around the Terrace area. 
AL DAVIS was a contractor that had 
been engaged in building both residen- 
tial and commercial buildings in the 
area, worked under the name of Skeena 
Construction, and was in partnership 
with Helge Sundberg, another long time 
resident of Terrace. 
AI had been appointed by the govern- 
ment to the interim village commission 
along with RUDOLPH Rapske. They 
were there to provide input during the 
transition period between village and 
district municipality. Both,of them got 
elected to the new council. 
RUDOLPH RAPSKE was also a 
Reverend, having come to Terrace to 
manage the North American German 
Baptist colonization group. The Zion 
Baptist church on Keith Avenue is a 
result of the work of those German im- 
migrant families that were part of the 
Reverend Rapske's flock. 
These families were involved in exten- 
sive land clearing and farming, and there 
was quite a size German colony in and 
around Terrace at that time. 
Another successful candidate was 
PARKER MILLS. Parker was the son 
of a Terrace pioneer couple Dr. and 
Mrs. Stanley Mills. He was active in the 
Kinsmen, a local boy, and cruised to an 
easy victory. He was employed with 
George Martin, civil engineer, as a 
bookkeeper. 
Also successful  was MRS. 
DOROTHY NORTON. She had served 
on the old village commission, lived on 
Lakelse Avenue, in an old army building 
on the site that the present Totem Fur- 
niture building now occupies. 
Dorothy had the best "bush 
telegraph" system in town. Her house 
was opposite the government building, 
and from her kitchen window.she.could ~ 
keep an eye on-the'fire hall, which also 
doubled as the public works yard. Mrs. 
Norton topped the polls and went on to 
serve for many years. 
Also elected was CURLEY WATSON 
BAILEY. Curley operated a gas filling 
station located near the turn off of 
Kalum Lake drive. It was a B/A or 
British American sation - -  really just 
two gas pumps in front of a wooden 
garage. 
Curley stayed open all night, had a 
bed right there in the building, was the 
first gas station coming from Prince 
Rupert, and the only one to stay open 
and give 24-hour service in the late fif- 
ties. He was a staunch supporter of the 
Cont'd Page A6 
FIRST COUNCIL for the District of Terrace took office Feb. 23, 1960. From left to presented last night to the Terrace council by Bill Yeo, son ot wait Yeo, ana by former .i 
right, councillor Parker Mills, councillor Watson (Curley) Bailey, councillor AI Davis, mayor Vic Jolliffe, on behalf of the Yeo family, to mark the 30th anniversary of the  
Reeve Walter Yeo, Magistrate C.J, Nordngton,.Councillor Hank Buncombe, Councillor' village expanding its boundaries to become a district municipality. .i,~, 
Dorothy Norton and Councillor Rudolph Rapske. A copy of this photograph was • . . . . . . . .  ~ .... ~.. ,~  :~ 
{ L .'~ 
<] 
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Federal tree money needed 
TERRACE - -  The province's 
forest industry faces disaster if a 
federal-provincial reforestation 
agreement that runs out March 
31 isn't renewed, says a lob- 
byist. 
Bill Young, a retired chief 
forester with the provincial 
• forests ministry and now work- 
ing for a public relations com- 
pany promoting a second agree- 
ment, said the first one has 
made a good start on replanting 
and  taking care of reforested 
areas .  
But what is needed now is 
more money to continue spac- 
ing and thinning of what has 
been replanted, he said. 
" In the worst case scenario, 
the timber ~economy 'will start 
stepping down in the province 
as the harvesting will no longer 
be sustained," said Young. 
He compared the stand ten- 
cling emphasis for the planned 
second agreement as taking care 
of a garden once it has been 
sown.  
The"  Fores t  Resource 
Deve lopment  Agreement  
(FRDA) now running out was 
for $300 million over five years. 
The cost is being equally sprit 
between the federal and provin- 
cial governments. 
Although the province has 
said it is committed to a second 
agreement, running rive years at 
a proposed $700 million cost to 
be divided equally, the federal 
government has yet to make a 
commitment, Young said. 
"A year and half ago, if you 
asked me, I would have bet 
odds it would be renewed. Now 
I don't know," said Young. 
He  said the federal govern- 




Co-op and even though he did 
not attend the all candidates 
meeting he was successful in get- 
ring elected. " 
• ~Other. persons who ran, but 
were unsuccessful were: 
LES ROACH, produce 
managei: for the Terrace Co-op, 
lived at Eby and Davis. 
KEN WILMOT, another 
• employee of Columbia Cellulose. 
PAT SIMS, a fisheries of. 
ricer for the federal government, 
who rived onNorth Eby Street, on 
the Bench. 
OTTO VAN BARNEVELD, 
who operated Doc's Cartage, at 
that time a small local delivery 
service, and lived at South Kaium 
Street and Haugland, a two- 
storey house• 
Otto was a Dutch immigrant 
and a member of the Dutch 
Christian Reformed Church. 
Candidate GEORGE MAR- 
TIN ran an engineering firm 
located on the south-west corner 
of Kalum and Keith Avenue, to- 
day it is a garage. His company 
specialized in installing sewer and 
water lines. 
NELLIE LEWIS was the 
widow of Dr. Munthe, a 0entist 
who moved from Prince Rupert 
in the fifties and bought Hillcrest 
Farm, which was located on the 
bench in the area now called 
Munthe Avenue. Nellie was 
Norwegian. 
She had remodelled the old 
farm house into one of Terrace's 
finer homes and was an excellent 
hostess, with a fine collection of 
china and silverware. 
As you can see, all of the can- 
didates were persons of diverse 
backgrounds, all offering their 
ideas on how Terrace should 
prepare for the future boom that 
was to come. 
Terrace has taken many twists 
and turns in its development, but 
it has stayed by and large with the 
over-all plan that was developed 
in the early sixties from the ideas 
brought forward by these people. 
There were five candidates run- 
ning for Reeve, only one to be 
elected. There were twelve can. 
didates running for councillor, 
and only six to be elected. 
• It is interesting to note that of 
all the  unsuccesful Candidates, 
only Nellie Lewis ran for council 
again. 
" A: former mayor of Terrace, 
Vic Joll~ffe'$ ,20 years in local 
politics aiso saw him serve on the 
~¢~ioiial idistrict and hospital 
i~trds a# well as the chamber of 
¢O~.merce industrial develop. 
merit/committee. 
:Dealin# with items of corn- 
mUnity: intemsts, his column ap- 
p~rs exclusively in The Terrace 
SOmdard, 
Bill Young 
what plans it has even though 
the agreement runs out March 
31 and a federal budget outlin- 
ing its expenditures for the next 
year is to be released Feb. 20. 
Frank Walden, whose public 
relations firm received the con- 
tract to promote a FRDA 
renewal, said the federal 
government is facing decisions 
about reducing the deficit. 
He and Young said similar 
agreements in Nova Scotia and 
New Brunswick have been 
renewed• 
An agreement for. Quebec 
runs out the same time as  the 
one here and Walden and 
Young say they don't believe 
one will be signed and the other 
left to expire. 
Young said the agreement is
very critical in B.C. because its 
money will go to lands held by 
the province that weren't suffi. 
ciently replanted in previous 
years. 
And since the province owns 
95 per cent of the land base, a 
continuing program is required, 
he said. 












For a FREE consultation call 
LINK WINDOW COVERINGS 635-4444 
PICTURE THESE 
Fur ry  Wed. 
No, 2 - -  4627 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace  B.C. 638-8555 
"GST Workshop" 
An/nformation session on the 
Federal "Goods & Seryices 
Fax" 
I Presentedby_J. McM_ynn, C.A. 
(Car/yle :ShePherd • Co.) 
Find out how the GST will 
impact on you and your 
business...... 
--overview of the GST system 
--what will be taxed?.and how? 
---documentation/reporting requirements 
--the system for "input tax credits" 
Date: February 21, 1990 
Time: 7:00 p.m.- 10:00 p.m. 
Place: Terrace Hotel 
Cost: $25.00 per peison 
Pre-registration Reauire~ 
~.  
Phone Danielle at 635-4951 
• La Banque offm ses services 
dens les deux langues officielles.- 
BACKING INDERNDENT BUSINESS 
~) ' Federal Bu=lnlu>. Development Bank Banque f~dre le  do d&ve loppement  
. . . .  . - , , . .  .......................... ,, : ..... . , . ......',,." • ,: ,, . , ,  
OFF 
, HURRY!  
THiS OFFER, IS 
FORA LIMITED TIM 
i O e  
~i  :~ 
v v. N~E~ D ,# ",i GUARA " , . _ _w. . __ . ,  I Gom~tR ~, zv~4~ al In slack INto whbl 1~ I m i m=m = ~ smtmoq~ proof m u~ mr  i i I ~tmz~ ~,  ~ ~ '  ~ ~ ~'1 
I ~ m ~ ~ U m N ~  I 
LOWEST PRICES IN B.C. ' " ' ~ " * " - ' "  
FOR THE BEST IN FURNITURE & APPLIANCES.. .  




. . . .  ESCORT 
F 
Purchase or Lease As LOW As 
TEMPO/TOPAZ 
• .... AEROsTARIRANGER 
4 
OfferExp!res:  February 28, 1990 
CALL TOLL' FREE - 1400.772.1128 
r I I 
I 
• °~ 1 " 
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r • " yOU may or may not.(especially 
if~youjust[eturned fi:om a trip 
• :to ICBC) find amusing, Ical l  it 
" .iihe:Zamboni Factor. 
i':Ziimbonl Factor 5 - -  A good 
• description of this are Terrace 
~ streets five days after a major 
snowfall.., i f  accompanied by 
~arm raln~Ter four days. 
The roads are in good shape 
in front of the mall, the hospital 
and most thoroughfareS. kid 
ability centered on back alleys 
and front yards. 
Zamboni Factor 4 - -  Salt 
• and sand crews are out there for 
this stage of the game, because 
it is important to be seen spen- 
ding the tax dollars in the cause 
of public safety. 
Intersections are in good 
shape if you haven't left • home 
before the road crews have 
• made at least one pass at it. 
! CARMENS KITCHEN ::i 
i TO THE TERRACE STANDARD ' I I  
: Zamboni guide to snowcleaning I 
17:i.:: ,: :. : . ' .  . . . [] 
' ::7!i"Dear: Sir: - ' " ;" - ' I :;:;lhaVecon'ieupwithameth6d, I • ~7 ' . I slippery out, you can rest 
: ' Of gauging just how slippery it is assured that they have plowed • 
r: i ~ut:~there. on the highways and those huge piles into the middle I .: l)YWays: of the northwest hat of the main street. Unless you 
own a huge truck, you will not 
Skid ability getting closer to 
where you live, possibly WINTER DRIVING conditions often mean motorists and helpers 
anywhere that is not within 5.0 receive an aerobic workout when vehicles get Stuck. Chris Spangl 
of Stewart gives his personal winter driving ratings system called 
the Zamboni factor. 
street at all. banks. Small animals better not 
You will probably get stuck be playing on the streets because 
backing out onto the street, you will not be able. to stop 
however, as it is a sheet of com- unless you veer for that parked 
pact snow. car. 
Make your chiropractor ap- Zsmboni Factor ~ --Stay off 
pointments early, because you overpasses and the Old Skeena 
will undoubtedly wreck your Bridge. i In case you had not 
back pushing cars out of snow realized, your brakes are totally 
• useless to you at this stage. 
i _ _ _ _ i  . _~_~._  . . . ' _ , L  Thanks to those people who 
LOC  I rn  n r n  r I ~K'll- don't know how to safely get l g I I V I ~ V  I g t i~ i= through an intersection (you gets _ = , know the ones I mean)they I/e  slam on the brakes and slide 
]~ l~UUU U| i l l l  l l l l i~  around. If that were not 
. . . . . . . . . .  enough, they then put the pedal 
ings in seconds and stay ahead of the 
be able to sec over these banks. 
Whoever came up with that 
idea of piling,~now in the mid- 
dle of the street should be shot. 
I just cannot understand it. 
Look at all the money the city 
saves by not plowing half the 
streets on the south side of the 
highway. 
I like to call it the Far Side 
because of  the sense of humour 
needed to put up with the lack 
of service. 
Zamboni Factor 1 --this 
classification is reserved for the 
highways leading to and from 
Terrace• The Zamboni Factor 1 
is that time where everything 
heavier than a skidoo should 
not be allowed on the roads• 
Professional drivers should 
question what they are doing 
out there with a 20-ton loaded 
weapon. This stage has been 
reached this winter on many oc- 
casions. It is the stage when it 
doesn't matter how many 
wheels you have on theroad, 
you will not be ableto s~top in an 
emergency situation. 
But we all have to get where 
we are going so we take the 
"chance. We can blame the 
"unusual weather" or the road 
crews, but I just wish that some 
of us would have the common 
sense to wait an extra day for 
the roads to improve before 
hea¢ling out. ' • 
Drive defensively or stay 
home. 
I now live in Stewart where it 
is Zamboni Factor 2 for much 
of the winter. But I love to hear 
that it is snowing in Terrace 








H/S  MOVED! 
I N 
t 
feet of a stop sign. 
. Zamboni Factor 3 - -  You can 
forget about getting your car 
undercoated next Summer at 
this stage because there is no 
salt to eat away at the metal. 
You can just be thankful that 
the snow removal crews just 
plowed in your driveway after 
you just spent 20 minutes clear- 
ing it out. You count yourself 
lucky that they made it to your 
Dear Sir: thisl Brian, thank you and God to the metal to add that extra 
shine on the already reflective 
In  ~ light of ,the recent bad Bless. surface. 
press (latest Readers' Digest) Miehelle Stenhouse Do notdrive downtown a~ 
~¢~di~,~dtomotive,.,;#,~p~air~:~._ , - ,  .*  ~ .  . ,~•~, .,.. ~-.- -*-, - ........... TeTrac,¢, B:C• .,.: • . . . . . . . . . .  ~,this~point.because~.if, At.~s~tld~ 
f~c~tles, I felt compelled to 
~!~e[a~t'e a: Short ,story. . . . . . .  . . 
Two days after reading the 
said article, my brakes started 
~doing very peculiar things. I T I M E  !$  M O N E Y  
have only been in Terrace since 
Dec. 29 and my husband works 
out of town, so you can imagine 
my trepidation as I turned to the 
Yellow Pages under "brakes". Affordable fax from Toshiba. The TF 
Weg, I took my car in to a has it all. It!s compact, convenient, 
• place called Cedarland Tire Ser- 
vice Ltd. and after much effort easy to use, Send documents or draw- 
on the part of mechanic Brian 
m m I I 
S :i " Clip this ! ....... <:'" ad to receive a .,; further 10 % 
discount 





SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1990 
•• Featuring: 1 
I   INORTHERN/ i 
thPeriZte;°rst ' !? ! 
i i h ~ ;  tourist, i i 
i Thornhill Ne,ghbourhood Pub 
i 2387 Thornhill St. 638  8404 
r I - 
• ' ,  L '  t ' ; ' . - )  ,V 
(it said so on his overallsI) he in- . . . . . . . . . . .  
formed me that no, the brakes compeuuon.  ~ee i( now.  l im ing  is 
- Were good. They just needed ad- evervthina! 
justing. - -  - 
- The cost immediately drop- • ' 
:pod from over $300 to a mere L . . . ,~  
$40 for a great amount of time T N  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .---- 
,and very hard work. : " ~  ' l k~,  ,~.~ki / J ~   "~ II H Fr iday'  F ;b ruary  1 ;  9 :30am 9:00 pm i ~ Here I was, a dumb female - . . . . . .  .i:. ! i:ii: .~ ........ - " 
9:30  am laud this man could have told me ' : i  ~ '  =, !~: : " : I I  Saturday, February 17 - 5:30 pm 
~:.:: My  point ishe didnt-- he 1 .. !/ .:i ::'~ ~-: l ~ I . '  
!iWas honest. I couldn't believe 1 ' ~: ' i : :  : • [ l l i l l ~ l ~ / / ~ ' l  
= Brian is my mechanic and no, II ~ ~ ~  IT ~ ' ~ ~ / ~ 1 1  
::I have no .shares in Cedarland* i ~ ~ I~"~]~~/ - - - - "~/ /~ l  
:and they aren't paying me to say i ~ ~  ~ " : ~ l t ~ g - ~ ~ ~ ~  
:!i Forest J 
:7workers I 
ili.: sought I i • HIB~uui TF 2 
:,:,Dear Sir:~ ~ . • 
~ :I am soliciting people who | : , ~ , 1 
~'::have worked treeplanting to. i [] i l  [] ~ ~ 1 
;~ participate in an oral histow i I l l~  . ~1~ ml  I ~ / ~ 
:~ ! : !~0f  silviculture in B.C. The l ' :  • [] [] U I - -  FABRIC  
;:!*:project encompasses an  art 1 ~\: ~::~ . . . .  i Shannon LInnen Look reg. 9.98 
• ~ii:show and book based on 11  ~ ~ ~ [ " I  l r  " ] l / l "  l r  1 ~ \ 1 \ \  SALE $8.99 / /  //_ . . . .  \ \  
• 7 ifp_eoples stories and  II ~=.1~/ , -~ IL  _ .~ i  I~V l  1 | _1~ _ ' I \ \  Asst. Jogglng Fleece reg. t07.88 / /  / / I - l l ' )M l= \ \  
• :i!~ photographs o f  tree planting. ! ~ 1 : ~ . :  L~, /U . I . . t . "  11 l  ~a . J  I ' \ \  SALE $4.99 / /  / /  • , v , , , , -  \ \  ' \X  Palace Jaquard reg. 12.98 / /  • / /  r~l~'['~_l[~ll~ • \ \  
: . i:!~  ~i"~! ~ after Stories about the \ \  ' SALE  $9.99 / /  / /  _ ,~..- v V : '  \ \  • 
• :~,i'.iexewday 6r  extraordinary;. " . .: ~ Fanfare r g. 7.98 / /  / /  Marquesette lace \ \  
;:;!,iw0rking conditions; how tree. -  " SALE $4•ae / /  ~/cur ta ins .  No. 550. 150 cm. \ \  : 
~! pl~fing has affected 'peoples MANY MORE / / :  : / /  ' Re(]. 5.98 \ \  . . . . .  ~ \  INSTORE / /  \ / /  - \ \  
'. ~:!~!iVe,i' o r  whatever elseis*: :  .- .SPECIALS ' / , '  • 249  
,"~peoples fancy. Maximum 150 , " " ALE • 
" .  : :::"~I am especially interested' " 
" ~:: 'in contacting people who " I ' " -- :'_ ' _ _ _ I : : ;!: /::-::]: :  ~: " 
-~.:,i:~ worked . . . . . .  planting during" the " TflI:_Qg:P. P_AMAflli- IMP_ I . . . . .  
• i ~ iHOURs:  .. 
Mon. • Wed. 
|:30 am. 6:30 [am 
Thurs, & Fd, 
1:30 am. I:00 pm 
Satu~lay 
1:30 am. 6:30 pm 
CLOSED S~HOAYS 4717 Lakelse, Terrace 635-5315 < 
?.4 
; L t  
;)--i 
'I 
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Hatchery gets a boost" 
TERRACE - -  A new society 
will help continue the work of 
the Eby St. salmon hatchery, 
says the body's president. 
David Taft said the society 
can flow act as a sponsor for 
various government programs 
and solicit private and cor- 
porate donations. 
The hatchery grounds are 
leased from the city (the site 
once supplied water for the city) 
and it is run under the salmonid 
enhancement program of the 
federal fisheries department. 
"It'll give us a little more 
teeth in what we would like to 
do. The board will now do work 
that up until now has been by 
volunteers," said Taft. He add- 
ed that the hatchery operations 
will remain under the overall 
sponsorship of the salmonid 
enhancement program. 
.: Several organization meetings 
for~the society have taken place 
and members are now awaiting 
its non-profit registration 
number. 
The hatchery specializes in 
taking coho eggs, hatching them 
and releasing the fry into local 
waters and has lately been ex- 
perimenting with chum. 
Over the years, volunteers 
have undertaken specific 
enhancement projects on 
specific local rivers and creeks. 
, There are now 40,000 coho at 
the hatchery that have been 
nose-tagged and are awaiting 
release this summer. A further 
300,000 coho eggs are just in the 
hatching stage. 
Retired fish farmer Alois 
Schillinger, one of the board 
members, said the hatchery is 
very efficient for its size. 
" I  have to say that more its 
size, it produces a tremendous 
amount of fish," he said. 
Schillinger added that its 
groundwater source provides a 
secure supply of cold water that 
is not in danger of being con- 
' taminated by pollutants. 
He said one of the benefits of 
being involved with the hat- 
chery is that the fish he catches 
one day may have been one of 




TERRACE - -  Construction of 
a more than $200,000 nuclear 
medicine facility at Mills 
Memorial Hospital is going out 
to tender this week, says 
hospital chief executive officer 
Michael Leisinger. 
"We should be treating our 
first patient with it June 4," he 
said. 
The completed centre will of. .  
fer advanced testing using 
radioactive isotopes to detect il- 
lness and growths and conduct 
brain and lung scans. The nor- 
thwest is the only region of the 
province not to have such a 
facility. 
Leisinger said the total pro- 
ject is expected to cost between 
$200,000 and $300,000. That 
price tag is well above last year's 
estimate of $75,000. 
The earlier estimate didn't 
take into account architect and 
engineer fees, and the cost of in- 
creased shielding to meet na- 
tional safety standards, Leis- 
inger said. "That drives the 
price up," he said. 
After the construction is 
finished around $500,000 worth 
of equipment - -  which is being 
"ordered now --  will be put in 
place;he added. 
The finished project will b'e 
able to serve between six and 
eight patients a day.."Right 
now they have to go to Prince 
George or Vancouver," Leis- 
inger explained. "So it will be 
quite a saving to the communi- 
" ty." 
The service is to employ one 
nuclear physician and several 
- technicians at the hospital. Leis- 
? inger  ant ic ipated annual  
o!.operating costs of around 
$300,000. 
1 , f" .~ ~ lm, ,~.~=.~ ~. ~1~.2 
RETIRED FISH farmer Alois Schi Ilinger volunteers his time feeding the fish at the Eby St hatchery He s 
also on the board of a new socaety created to help sponsor prosrams to increase the productivity of the 
hatchery 
Star t ing February  15 at 
Fami ly  Ski 
Benson Optical Laboratories Ltd. 
4608 Lakelse Ave. 638-0341 
. -  o . ,  
& Spor t  
~KSAN HOUSE SOCIETY  
.~ BOX 587, 
TERRACE,  B.C, 
~ VSG 4B5 
OF 
Baby's Name: Mathew Christopher Ames 
Date & Time of Brth: Jan. 24, 1990 - 3:02 am 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 14 oz. Sex: Male 
Pennis: Rndney & Barbara Ames 
Baby's Name: Raymond Kelsy Costello 
Date & Time of Birth: Jan, 15, 1990 --: 9:51 am 
Weight: 6 Ibs, 10 oz. Sex: Male 
Parent : Cinnamon Cestello 
' ' . Baby's Name: Kelsl Ann Marie Essay 
Date & Time of Birth: Jan, 24, 1999 "7 7:20 pm 
• Well]hi: 8 Ibs. 11 oz. Sex: Female 
Pamnis: Rob & Barb Essay 
Baby's Name: Courtney Brenda Marie Booart 
Date & ]]me of Bldh: Jan. 9. 1990 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 12 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Rob & Shannon Bogarl 
2S§A. 4741 LAKELSE AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. VOG 4R9 
Plannlno a Birthday Party? 
We have everything to make your child's 
special day fun for everyone. Including 
decorations, favors and novelty, table 
wsre.  
• (co4) eas-s23e 
• - . • , . • 
p re time? " Do you have some s a i ;i, ~' 
Would you like to help make your commmunity a healthier, 
safer place to live? 
• Ksan House Society is looking for 
VOLUNTEERS 
to work for the Terrace Sexual Assault Centre and the Terrace Transition 
House. • 
Here are some ways you can help: 
- -  Court Accom panime nt - -  Cris is Intervention 
- -  Fund, Ra!s!ng - -  O~fice,. Work 
.,~,l~d',ll~l,Mrlll~¢. I M I:c,-: MA ' l rh  iN ,  ! : .= , / ,  ' ' ' l t ~"  f ' ' ,  
l V l  I WWOVI  I b  I I  l l V l l i f l l l V 1  ! V n l l l  
635-4042 or 635-2373 or 635-6447 
_ rl/%  
° o 
  MNTER,  
# 
, ' - :  
1990 TOYOTA XTRACAB ,..o =,. 
.5  spd. transmission 
. Tinted glass 
. Forward facing rear seats 
, Custom striping 
.k Sliding rear window 
,1  705  lb. payload 
CHROME PACKAGE 
AND MUCH MOREl 
Windfall Special =14 ,866 °° 
Backed by Toyota,a 5 yr. 100,000 kin. warranty.  
J 
Q U A U T Y  SERVI¢ i  
COLD BEER and WINE STORE • 
' With • great selection of Import products. Plus quality eportewearl 
Monday t0 Fdday Saturday Sunday All 6,35-6300, 
10a.m. to11 p.m. 9a.m.to11 p.m. 11 a.m. to.ll p.m. - 0penHolldays- • - 
• (except Chdstmasl ,. ~ ,~ ' ~ ,. 
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MOOSE CARCASSES tell the tale of.poaching in the Nass Valley. A 
sharp incrpase In Illegal kills has prompted the environment 
ministry to,bring in extra conservation Officers - -  like Sl i thers of- 
ricer Kelly Dahl above - -  to patrol the region. 
Officers pursue  
moose poachers 
TERRACE - -  Increased moose 
poaching north of Terrace has 
resulted in extra conservation 
officers being brought in to 
patrol the region. 
"There's been quite a number 
o f  illegal moose kills lately," 
said conservation officer Peter 
Kalina last week. Up to six of- 
ricers from across the Skeena 
region have been added to help 
patrol the area. 
Over the last two weeks, he 
said, conservation fficers have 
found evidence of more than 20 
suspected moose poachings in 
the Kalum Lake area and north 
into the Nass valley. .~ 
Charges are being recom- 
mended against three people 
suspected in one of the 
poachings, Kalina said, but not 
enough evidence now exists to 
charge any other suspects. 
The poachinss are taking on a 
more deliberate character, he 
added, with more shootings at 
night. "They're getting a little 
more refined, it seems." 
He attributed the increase in 
the number of kills to the heavy 
recent snowfalls. "As soon as 
we get this kind of snow it 
drives them out towards the 
roads and the low-lying areas. 
And then they're very suscepti- 
ble to shooters," he explained. 
"And unless we get a major 
melt it may stay like this until 
spring break-up." 
++! Tra !ns+ : h itb me, 
za~ACE-- iy~Omoose F ~. '  13.: 
have been killed by CN trains so 
far this year in the northwest, 
says a spokesman for the 
federal crown corporation. 
Al Menard said moose often 
break through the high 
snowbanks created by plowing 
the tracks and are then trapped 
because they can't climb out. 
The great majority of the kills 
have taken place between 
Smithers and Endako, he said. 
In January, 36 kills were 
reported to conservation of- 
Menard added the situation 
gets worse the heavier the snow 
fall is as the snowbanks then 
become higher. 
"They (the moose) just can't 
get out. We've tried plowingex- 
its in key moose travelUng areas 
but that doesn't seem to help," 
he said. 
Other, more exotic, methods 
such as experimenting with 
high-pitched whistles attached 
to the front of locomotives have 
TERRACE- Skylink owner 
Rafael Zur was unsuccessful 
last week in an effort o sue the 
federal government for closing 
down his airline. 
The government last fall first 
suspended and then cancelled 
Skylink's operating certificate 
days after seven people were 
killed when one of its planes 
crashed nemr the airport here 
Sept. 26. 
Zur filed suit, saying the 
federal government cancelled 
' i . ; . : i, / 
Unbeatable 
++ • , . .+-+..++ +. 
.+ 






No down payment  
No monthly,  payments  
: r' I , ,~ 
• • . !•i//i !,;,~+~,,,. +  ¸
• :,i: +i+]i]iii~. 
++, ++i! ill + 
Starts 
Thurs., Feb. 15 
! 
No interest  o.,.c. I P~BEDBOOM ...... ' 
J:: ;' Mirl. $500.  purcl'lese , ICOMP L~' |  8i31 k & Oak took set N~' I I I~  NL9  
SUITE ,oo,'u+os ,e++e,'+o+, quuen head board, chest $ O 
& 2 nite tables. 
RCA 14" COLOR TV 
with full remote, eteclroNc tuner. 
TELEVISIONS j 
BEDROOM SUITE IN SOUD 
BIRCH 
lradltloaal stylin 0 from C<lnabel. Dresser, minor, ar. 
moire, queen hdllxl & 2 rite tables, Reg. $3,199. 
$319" m,o CHmRS 
RCA 21" COLOR TV 
with full remote, On screen programminG, 
. . , ._ ,~,$2,599 °° 
from Kroahfer, Braemixe, Coven W, Assorted styles and 
bbflcs, 
+.,, .$419 °° $599" 
RCA 28" CONSOLE COLOR TV 
with oak cabthet, full remote. 
SOUD WILD CHERRY DiNING 
ROOM TABLE 
with 2 leaves, 6 uphdstered chalre, 
ricers and the number to date in not worked, Menard said. i 1R900e $ co 
it i " "  _ _ _ _  1,999 Skylink loses su ,c,.,,co.,,v , . , . , ,  full stereo, full monitor, furl remote, with on screen pro- Simmons, Ccmfoftabte pillow back style with cell mat. 
. 0 r~nmlnO" th~-+s, cover in steel nyloa, 
$2,999" .ow$959 °° 
RCA VCR 
wi~ full remote. 
GENUINE LA-Z-BOY CHAIRS- 
choose a Lazy Boy rocker ecflner or Reotinaway model 




Goad,looking Almoed/oak unit with 3 klth,th drawers, 
(nmtchl~ dressorslchest also ilValteble). 
$20900 
$3890" 
Zur  had also asked for and 
was in the middle of an appeal 
hearing before a civil aviation 
tribunal in which he asked for 
his llcence to be renewed. 
That hearing was subsequent- 
ly adjourned pending the out- 
come of his federal ~i t .  
Wi tnesses  at the hearing 
reported eficiencies in record 
keeping, false records being 
kept and problems with. 
maintenance. 
~ A fmal~ report into :the cir- 
BOX SPRING & MATTRESS 
Oueen slze f~om SImm0~s MaUdl~tic legacy SuFmrm, 
$ 
1/2 PRICE-- NOW 499.95 
SOLID OAK TABLE (with leaf) 
9 PCE. DINING ROOM 
boat~tifully detailed Krochler suite. "Soothwoat" design 




~ __ 2 s~J, 4 CYCle Washer. 
ii+ '659'+ 
$ O0 , .  1 ,ooo 
++i?++:!:¢~+ 
+i 
+000 01 55000 French Provlnciat 
Stytiflg. Rose Fabric 
with wood tflm. 
+,++o +. ,  +t ++ o.o+t+.oo+ +..r.oundi., ,ho f i and substantiating itsreasons, crash is expected later this year. 02,17900 COMFORTABLE SECTIONAL RCA 28"  
j +co+ o. + • ?::+i : i .i , + .... i i ~ ~ SOFA AND MATCHING SWIVEL -+tfixtr+tom,+mm. ,o.. • ,1,25900 ++ PV 
+ re, On scroeo . mo~ sWm. s+, b+sch ,sm. + wo~ aoc.++. QUEEN SlZE BOX SPRING & [ pr~ramm+~, ra~e tq+ m~el. j 
$ oo ~ 4  LtXX~t~;. ,,.+,,.",,.,.',.n',m, ~+ ~ LI O"~' 699 MATmESS ~IP ' .  ' "...P Makeoutplece"yourPteoe"toel~oylm , ~ l~ I I~ l l~ Ik l  ) I . Sinlm~EaautyRest~'TheOynanx~csolCom. 
: ~'+;* + .,,+ . ,; , + ~, • 
• " ~ r' , '~I ,+..,.-.o. 799 
1 ~  ' "~ ~ "  1 ' _ _ '+~- - "  'tO" ~ 45 o~ • DINETTE FROM PRIMA CHROME 
+'i!iLi, ++' "' + '0%~! I~ ' i+  .~...~ '~/ . r  ~i.~ tmm Kroe~l~& Oa,ixall,,vmlme ,nO~ =Cl,y . ' IO Is ' tY '  from Palllsor, Magnusse , Kroehor, Uber- Soe styles dlsconllnu d, Flo r stock QUEEN S" SOX°"~*SPRIN0689, l ++'"°++ J a CYCLE ORYER 
MA..I~+ESS . m~++++++~+ +'re" s449.  ' cumo CAeiNETS. e,m,+ ~+=uo.. $ 06 ELECTRIC RANGE 
+. 4 CYCLE DiSHWAsHER +l~u~ ' r~ i ! !  "~+, ,~+~ ++t , co ,599-  +-,.~+*. '659"  NOWASLOWA$ 899 .~, 359 w~.w..~..w,th.~+o,o~.,+. 
+!~:  ~7"t l+  + ~ + ~  / SOFA &CHAIR OAK ROLL TOP DESK FRosT FREE mIDGE 
+I~?+? +++ "TO ++ , , ,  NOT TO ' I  cmm+,~,m mm ,,m~, mmm +~k,m~ dm,,,fu'm+'P"m"mnt+'mmm°"~"~m"&=~.wmlf.Sn. + wmmw.,mhm..fe.P+,.,t .09 CU. FT. MICROWAVE 
i !+: i  + ' -  ......... i, BEE[ . .  ,~"  BEEF"  i . . , .o_ .o,1,1~j9oo , . , . . ,~ , "1 ,299  oo. '999"  '+". , 
. ~ 309.95 
l '0"+0"" 0oi .o.11.1 oo+. , . . ,  
. . . .  
FURNITURE & APPLIANCE LTD. 
.~ Since 1963 
I 
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DEMERS & BRODIE 
Certified General Accountants 
EXPERTISE THAT. 
RE LL  A .ASURES UP 
Specializing in accounting and Income tax 




No. 2-4623 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C, V8G 1P9 
A MACKENZIE 
RRSP WITH NO 
ACQUISITION FEE. 
With Industrial Horizon Fund, your BRSP benefits from the renowned 
professional management of Mackenzie Financial Corporation. 
At the same time, you pay no acquisition fee (and, may pay no 
redemption fee either). 
Add in our financial planning services - also at no charge - and you 
have an ideal RRSP combination. 
Return the coupon below or call today. 
Great Pacific Management Co. Ltd. 635-4273 
~-Redemption fee: 4.5 ~ in year one, declining by 0.5 ~ annuaUy to O~ by 
!gear ten Any offer made only by prospectas 
Looking both ways. 
/3 Please send me more information on an To manage your RBSP. 







(Re~f lhmce)  (Bus ine~ 
MAIL TO: Great Pacific 
Management Co. Ltd. 
5133 Agar Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
Machenzie 
The Industrial Group o[ Funds 
Updated information 
Proposed retirement ax changes 
,1 ~1 , 
On December. 11, 1989, the become 18% of the prior year's e gA young family may skip and income'from RRIFs (These 
federal government tabled to earned income to a specific RRSP contributions in order types of income willbe excluded 
dollar maximum, which is phas- 
• 4 : 
ed.m as follows, r " 
" . .  1991::" $11,500 
1992 :~ 12i500 
,1993 13,500 
1994 _ 14,500 
.- 1995 ~.. 15,500 , 
After 1995 the ~htaximum 
limit will be indexed for tnfla. 
tion . . . . . .  ~ RRSP contribution isdetermin- 
The contribution lindt s ,for :ed by your earned ineome for 
individuals who are members of the taxation year. For the 1989 
from earned income after 1989), 
Earned income is reduced by 
the following: 
• losses from carrying on .. a 
business 
• net rental losses from real 
property 
• deduct ib le a l imony or 
maintenance payments 
• most transfers to RPPs or 
RRSPs 
The proposed reform will 
have the most imm&iiate impact 
on individuals rolling certain 
types of income into a RRSP. 
1989 is the last year that 
Periodic Pension income, 
Canada Pension Plan payments 
and Old Age Security carl be 
• rolled over tax-free into a 
RRSP. An exceptionto this 
restriction is a transitional pro- 
vision which will apply f rom 
1989 to 1994. I t  will allow tl~'e 
transfer: of up to $6;000 of iri- 
come from a RPP or a DPSP to 
a spousal RRSP. 
the House of Commons the 
long overdue tax measures 
relating to savings for retire- 
ment. The measures tabled were 
basically the same as those pro- 
posed in 1988 and included in 
the April 1989 budget. The most 
notable features were the in- 
cl"eased contribution limits, 
changes in the definition of~ 
earned income and. changes in 
the reliever provisions. 
RPPs or DPSPs will be 18e/eof 
the previous year's earned-in. 
come to the dollar maximunls 
listed above, minus an amount 
called .the "Pens ion  
Adjustment" (PA). The PA for 
these individuals is basically the 
'total of all employee and 
employer contributions made in 
the previous calendar year to 
RPPs and DPSPs.  The 
• employer will be responsible for 
getting the PA information to 
the employee. 
In addition to the increased 
Contributions limils 
The contribution limits-to a 
Registered Retirement Savings 
Plan (RRSP) remain the same 
for 1989 and 1990. The limit is 
20% of earned income, to a 
maximum of $7,500, for in- 
dividuals who are not members 
lee a Registered Pension Plan 
' (RPP) or Deferred Profit Shar- 
ing Plan (DSP). For individuals 
who are members of either of 
these plans the limit is 20% of  
earned income to a maximum of 
$3,500, less any contributions 
made by an individual ,to an 
RPP. 
Commencing in 1991, the 
RRSP contribution limits for 
individuals who are not 
members of RPPs or DPSPs 
to paydown their mortgage. 
The "Seven 'Year Carry For- 
ward" wil l  enable them to 
.make up  for missed .con. 
trihutions up to seven years 
after the year in which they 
limits from 1991 the proposals 
introduce a new seven year 
carry forward period. Starting 
in the 1991 taxation year, the 
unused portion of your RRSP 
'contribution limit can he carried 
forward up to seven years. 
were missed. 
What is earned income? 
The allowable limit for your 
taxation year, earned income is 
defined as follows: 
* salary or wages before the 
deduction of  RPP contributions 
but after the deduction of other 
employment expenses 
• income from certain types of 
royalties 
* income fro m carrying on a 
business 
• net rental income f rom real 
property 
• payments from supplemen- 
tary unemployment benefit 
plans 
• alimony or maintenance 
payments 
• net research grants 
• superannuation or pension 
benefits, retiring allowance, 
death benefits, and amounts 
received from RRSPs, DPSPs 
Lump-sum pension payments 
may only be transferred tax-free 
on a direct plan to plan basis. 
The deadline for doing your 
annual contribution or an in-  
direct reliever for 1989 is March 
1, 1990. 
Successful money management 
should include regular contribu- 3. List monthly expenses. In- 
tions to a savings account dude everything - -  gifts, enter- 
beyond the goals you list above, tainment, hobbies - -  not just 
Self-discipline: You must stick the essentials. Review your che- 
to your budget• Keep some flex- que book, copies of bills, and 
ibifity!fOr;urikowns,but ~try:not ~; ~zsh withdrawals for the past 
to spend on impulse, several months. You may be 
Successful money manage- 
ment depends on four essential 
elements: 
Planning: You must decide 
~:'what you want and when ~ you 
~hope to get it. ~% ) ~ ,: 
Control: Determine your lividg 
expenses on an • annual and a 
monthly basis. This section 
By FILOMENA TAMBURRI 
Do you often look in your 
wallet or check your balance, 
shake your head, and wonder 
"Where does the money go?" 
You can control your cash flow 
by developing your own per- 
sonal money management pro- 
gram.  
"Let me help you" 
choose the RRSP 
that's right for you." 
• "All options" available 
• "Competitive" rates 
• "Transfers" completed 
• "RRSP loans" at prime 





635-2387 ~I¢( J  The Mutual Group 
Facing Tomorrow 
Together 
~ ~,i~ t t~ J  u~.e~ e~dt ,  u~eat ~meme ~... t~e el 11w tt~t,~ .  
Co.opemtion: Each member of 
the household should be involv- 
ed in the plan to make i t  suc- 
• cued. .. 
These six steps will help you 
develop a successful money 
management plan. 
1. List your goals, according 
to their priority, under three 
headings: short-term (12 mon- 
ths), intermediate (five to ten 
year period) and long-term 
(more than ten years). Then, 
estimate how much money you 
will need to achieve each of 
your goals. Be realistic both in 
identifying your. goals .and in 
estimating their cost. 
2. List all so,cos of monthly 
income. If  YoU are planning for 
the entire fmally,' include the 
contributions family' members 
make to the overall income. Pdccisi kin  Make sure YOu list net income if your monthly expenses. all deductions have been made back :o y6ur li ;t, decide 
already. Otherwise, list gross in, muc~ you are g~ ing to cut 
come and note the items which allot t new an ount for 
' on ma :!ii  Wiilbe!axable. , . . '  item you have r~uced. 




bankin, m .cans bclicvin, in 
And prown it wryd  
i f .  
surprised to see where some of 
your money has gone. 
4. List annual expnese, such 
as insurance, taxes, vacations, 
furniture and appliances, home 
repairs, and other once-a-year 
spending. Divide the total by 12 
to get a monthly amount. 
5. Add the monthly and the 
divided annual expenses to get 
your total monthly costs. 
Deduct the total from your 
monthly income. The remainder 
is the amount you can apply 
towards your goals. 
At this point you must make 
a decision. If you are happy 
with the amount you save each 
month, you already are man ag, 
ing your inoneY successfuliy."if~ 
however ~,you feel you should 
save more, then you mdst 
decide where to cut back on 
GO 
 t  o r list, i  how 
ch  r  oing t  c t, and 
ll t a  mount f r each 
~,i~.~,~ ! ',. ~i:.. :'~:!: 
i:~i ';;i] Rdn 8e'ntly.,.,. .... : ........... :..:!:';.e3~es7 l: 
i ,  Cliff McCheenoy,....;:~;.?'.,...,...036.668~ , 
~:i:; JKollyJone8. ......... .....,: ..... , ...... e47-962o J 
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i:,,'! Mary)ou McDonald,iS,a stock broker in Vancouver. She writes "Investment Update",a regular 
~OlUmn 'concerning investment matters which appears in the Terrace Starlclard.. Her. address is 
Odium Brown Ltd., Box 10012, Van., B.C,, V7Y 1A3. She can be reached at 669-1600.' 
Group RRSP an attractive 
optton for small bustness 
By MARYLOU McDONALD - -  All risk is borne by the ~ Immediate vesting: the 
An idea whose time has surely employee RRSP belongs to the individual 
come if you own your own 
business or work for a small 
business firm, is the Group 
RRSP. 
":i:i Not surprisingly, one of  the 
top priorities on an employee 
i l 2 . ' L  h : w,., list", is some form of 
-.~retirement savings or pension 
' ,pl~zn,.Despite he fact that our 
population is aging, Statistics 
:Canada records indicate that 
• only half of the work force par. 
ticipate in a Registered Pension 
Plan, ' . . . . .  
~.:Not withstanding the fact 
that employees want retirement 
:.plans, complex pmsion reform 
legislation and talk Of possible 
'mandatory • inflation indexing 
has sent emplo~;ers: running for 
~cover or to less,:expensive and 
onei6usaltei:natives;' " "+ 
!.~ The ' t radi t ional  Defined 
Benefit Plan, which is still the 
.mo~, common Employer Spon- 
• : soredx  Ret i rement  p lan l  
iguarant~es a set payment  for 
life." . ~.i .,, : . .  + 
- -Group  RRSP's are easy 
and inexpensive to establish and 
administer ,;as they do not fall 
under Pension regulation. 
- -  There is no prescribed for- 
mula for company contribu- 
tion. 
Employee Advantage: 
- -  Full portability: should an 
employee change jobs, he/she is 
free to cash in er transfer and 
maintain the plan as an in- 
dividual RRSP. 
i 
not the employer. 
- -More  ef fect ive  cash 
management due to smaller, 
regular contr ibut ions via 
payroll deduction's pread out 
over the year; immediate tax 
deductions for the contributed 
amounts. 
- -  Choice and personal con- 
~rol over how the money is in- 
vested. 
- -  Spousal RRSP's are eligi- 
ble. 
More interest 
,for your RRSP money 
t. 
' ~i- Should the plan not have suf= " - .... 
ficient: funds:t6' meet its 0bliga~;: : " . . . . .  
tious, the employer must ante 
up:tSe difference,A.~ expensive '! ,%,,:i/..;~ ' 
• ,pr6positiOn, I r% ' ">:  . . . .  " : -+- > :: " ' , , I0 :  I)/ kll TC 10  I )  
• .Another ,  and increasingly , 40t )Ut '~UO 2 l J  . . . . .  . ONUS 
,popular plan zs the Defined I . . . .  For198 OnlSZOmonthTennRmPfor • . - . : . . . . . .  /90 - .. . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . . .  
Contnbutzon or Money Pur. : I ,  ' . I.~yearTcrm-RP6P 198ea~OContribution~, 
;chase Plan. With the latter, the I . 1 ' : ' :' Contributiom* . Rcnewals.Xrans[ers 
loyer .. contnbu . . .  t . . . .  .,.,, -- ., . t~ j; 
: : -=  . . . . .  h f nd but ther I O~irs~J~t(oc~orwil~d~l¢~a~ydm¢ :'amount o t e u e m ~Ma~hl  " . : , -  . . . . .  . I . . . .  o~ ,+,  , tee .  
- ,are no ,guarantees,.as to  the I -" . . . . . . .  ' '  , ' ' . 
:iimount'p~id>out: The  funds are' I ,  ..... "(".pt rnnrp  n . t  nr=rr . . .  DD(~D 
~nvested:and the ~nsion payout I ~ ~ l , ,  IJIAI. V l  ,~..IJI,UL l~L~l~Jl., 
depends:!, on- ~ theL amount ac- -m,.~: " . . .  - ~ :  - - . -  - ' .. ~. 
'~umulatedby  the retirement I r m S t C + m t t s t  
idate and yhe investment returns 
[ . L~ i in the lpk ln .  •:,. , , . .  ,+i ~i:i::(+•'.,-i: • i ~ o  ~.mor~m~.t++ , , ~  
,;~:! A third in6r+aSingly attractive, 
+ .!~lternativ¢ts theOroup.gRSP. I ~ ~ a " k D " & " ' + r  , '" + J / ~  
;iThereaP~ ad+antages+fOr:both [ ~ r ' ' ~ :~ ' : " , ~ ~ +  
.!Em)lO~verAdvant,ge. ": -" ::: ........ , , .,- . . . . .  ,Td.63S.ZlOZ' " 
Life insured annuities are 
worth a close examinatton 
• 7 
By MARYLOU McDONALD 
At this time of the year.peo- 
ple are searching for a method 
of sheltering their income from 
the tax man and may have 
chosen to contribute to d 
Registered Retirement Savings 
Plan. These plans o~ RRSP's, as 
they are called, are available 
from all financial institutions 
regardless of size o r  location; 
and come in many different 
styles and offering a myriad of 
options at various price levels 
and growth rates. 
It can be a mess to those who 
aren't acquainted with the op- 
tions available and their risks. 
In previous columns this week 
and last, the options available 
have been discussed ablely, by 
some very knowledgeable peo- 
ple who have provided some 
fascinating options. 
I would like to present an 
alternative to those of you who 
are at an age when you should 
be concerfiing yourself with a 
maturing RRSP. As has been 
mentioned before you must 
divest your RRSP by December 
31 of the year in which you 
reach your 71 birthday. 
There are three basic routes 
you can choose from when you 
do  decide to make that move• 
A) Cash in the RRSP and 
pay  all taxes owing. This is not a 
particularly attractive option 
because the income is taxed at 
your highest marginal tax rate. 
: :  ~ B)~ AnnuitieS.of a certain 
: typeand ~:differem, returns and 
restrictions. 
C) Registered Retirement 
Income Funds. 
It is a combination Of B and 
C that I think is a very attractive 
alternative, and I would like to 
outline the general principles 
behind "Life Insured An- 
nuities." 
Life Insured annuities are a 
two-poart contract with a life 
insurance company. Under the 
first part of the arrangement 
you make a lump sum payment 
to purchase a mofithly annuity 
for the rest of your life. 
Under the second part, you 
purchase a life insurance policy 
for up to 100% of the purchase 
price of the annuity. Premiums 
are paid on each policy each 
month so your yield is derived 
on the net amount, and the 
H 
higher the age of the ind iv id~ ~ 
at the time of purchase of  tlie 
annuity, the greater the returh. 
When the after-tax montMy 
net annuity income is compare!  
with after-tax income from :a 
traditional interest-bearing •jn-il 
vestment, the insured annuity: 
comes out  ahead,  The 
equivalent pre-tax armu'ai yield 
will range up to 15% if you are  
70 years old or 20%i f  you ar c 
80 years old. ', 
Results also vary 
on your sex (men do a little bet. 
ter), marginal tax rate ~d 
whether you are a non-sm0ker.i 
The benefits of an insured an- 
nuity may well be wroth an in- 
vestment of your time to see just 
how one could-be tailored to 
your situation. 
Instant Tax Receipts 
This year combine complete convenience with a flexible RRSP "~ 
that offers 6 savings choices and no administrative cost. 
Call me for your free copy of our RRSP booklet. 
Spectrum Mutual Foods are dislxil~tod through San Life 
(}isS'ibuli~l Serv)ces Inc. (Sunetco). aMutual Fund ~a.~r._a 
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Month ly  deposits . .  Instant A better  way  to 
the easy way Tax Receipts build your future. 
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Trustees reluctt - 
views Odnocondom mach!nesl ; SALIE, 
• / [ "~AO ] \[ •14 i7  
AU 
- Zz~"~F ~ , .AT  0 /~ 8.OO,aM 
first announced in December. message. " I don't see a need for 
Cooper said the condom them in a junior secondary 
machine issue will be raised school." 
again at another private corn- Thornhill Jr. Secondary 
mittee meeting before a recom- school teacher Elizabeth Metz- 
mendation is brought to the meier said she had concerns 
board's monthlypublicmeeting about the maturity of the 
for ratification, younger children. Caledonia 
Braid said four teachers and counsellor Mags Oingles refus- 
University details 
bother college head 
TERRACE-- It is still too early encourage the university to 
to get firm commitments onjust work with the three existing 
how it will operate, but Nor- northern colleges (NWCC, Nor- 
thwest Community College them Lights in Dawson Creek 
(NWCC) president Don Ander- and New Caledonia in Prince 
son is concerned at the lack of George), he added, " I 'm not 
detail in a recently released sure thatalways happens." 
report on the proposed northern Anderson and others meet 
university. • privately with advanced educa- 
While the report recognizes tion minister Bruce Strachan 
the new institution should have here this Friday before the latter 
campuses in various corn- appears at a public meeting. 
munities throughout the region, "We need an assurance there 
Anderson pointed out it did not 
indicate how much of  the pro- will be a joint operation when it 
gramming would be handled by comes to putting it into place," 
those campuses or how quickly said Anderson of the planning 
they would be involved, needed to open a new institu- 
" I  fear that rather than in- tion. 
crease access for the people Anderson was also concerned 
we've got here right now, they the section of the report dealing 
may get ignored for a few with programming had not em- 
years," he said. phasized the health care field. 
Pointing out the report sug- Pointing out all the colleges had 
.ested goodwill and the made it clear there was a need 
messures of financing would for such programs. 
~'~'i 
~4/ ik~" ~, . "W~",-,e¢'.."~¢~ . , '~ ,  • 
"Why didn't lily travel agent ell me about this? 
Total knowledge about any sub- 
ject is impossible and this is 
especially true In the fast-paced, 
ever•changing world of travel. 
Travellers are now travelling fur. 
ther abroad, experiencing new and 
exciting adventures. Can any one 
person sit behind a desk and know 
everything, about everything? And 
do you take the time to listen...to 
the gems that are passed on? 
I made a special trip to Manaus 
to see the Opera House, I'd read 
about it so many times, the rubber 
capital of the world; the marvelous 
Opera Housel Who would know 
that they were doing major renova- 
tions and that the building was 
closed for a year? Do rblame my 
travel agent? 
I am a diabetic, and I packed my 
insulin in,my luggage, not my hand 
bag orcarry on, but In my checked 
luggage. My insulin is extremely 
important to me. Did someone have 
to tell me that I should carry all 
valuables, and especially my in. 
solin in my purse? So who do I 
I am planning on going to Sala-y- 
Gomez next fall, I have always 
wanted to go there, should I look 
into this area, and find out 
everything I can about It, or will I 
expect that my travel agent knows 
everything? Will they know if I can 
buy Coppertone? Do I need Copper• 
tone? By the way, where is Sala-y. 
Gomez? How will I get there? Now, 
that I know, my travel agent will be 
able to find out for reel And it will 
be an exciting task - a new 
destinationl 
Travel agents have at their 
disposal, travel guides, airlines, 
hotel books, tour operations and 
the general air of a detective -- but 
they never will know everything. 
They'll try their best, giving you the 
best service they are capable of - 
but if Via Rail leaves you stranded 
because you were expecting a 
train, and a bus went by without 
stopping - do you blast your travel 
agent - expecting that they should 
know everything? 
blame? By the way did I tell my Why didn't my travel agent tell me 
travel agent I am diabetic? about this? DID YOU ASK? 
.QuelllOn: What.mountain range divides the Soviet Union 
into European and Asian sections? • 




WE MUST MAKE ROOM FOR RENOVATIONS! 
GemmaBed & Bath Boutique 
where Quality Makes the Differencet 
$KEENA MALL 635.3392 
4741 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
• . ,  " -  ". " .  T 
OurVanc, er 
number is now 
Hurry, seats arelimited. Callyour Travel Agent or Cal~dian at 635-7111. 
Conditions: Prices subject o change without notice. All travel must be completed by May 15,1990. 
No.travel permitted between April 8 and April 20,1990, inclusive. Minimum and maximum stays apply 
7 day advance purchase required.This advertise- 
ment supersedes any previous advertising. Seats 
are limited and subject to availability. Tickets are 
non-refundable. Other conditions apply. If yo u have 
Super SkySavers tickets for this travel period the 
Super SkySavers Price guarantee applies. * 
: '  ""~, '5  - Our world revolves around you. 
(~  Pegasus G/RUL/CPA/VWEST sai~re Y/SYS/QCP/FARES Reservec DRI FARE/CPHOT Canadbm is a registered trademark of Canadian Airlines International Ltd 
• Ddlustmlay to ~.~ ~ ~- [ ~na Mall: 
Book Your Seat Sale Ticketsl 636-6i81 
• '!i ) [  Callus tmlay to ~ tERRACE lrKA£~/. L ~ ' 
'Book Your Seat Sale Ticketsl 4;i~lLazelleAve., Terrace 635 2281 • 
l ( . . , 
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P RE-INVENTORY 
SALE . /  
. L." . 
"ALL"  PREFINISHED WOOD 
PANELLING 
Ash, Oak, Birch, Elm. 4x8 sheets. Over 30 Panels to Choose 
from. Decorator panellings. 
=2°° OFF 




10 year  war ranty .  Se l f  sea l ing .  Lo ts  o f  co lours  to  choose  
f rom.  BUY NOW and we w i l l  s to re  your  o rder  till Apd l  1 .  
,+. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Sl-Z Be+-  
(bdle. 33 sq. ft.) 
Inter locking Type .............. =13 88 
(bdle+ 33 sq, ft.) 
BATHROOM ACCESSORY SET $ & I1100 
5 poe; solid oak .............................................................. 
AWARD FAWCETT $125 00 
"Delta" polished brass. Reg. 249.00 - -  Now .................. 
TOILETS $896 s 
White ............................................................. . .............. 
TOILETS 
++ . . . . .  ~+ • $0o7s  
Almond . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .:.......................................... 
"OAK"  VANITIES + i ;i o ln l  
~4.~o~ ............................ ~ :  ........ = , , %  OFF 
SHOWER + , ,=o ,  +~FF DOORS ........................ ~.......... =~:~;~ : ¢U+70 
BATHTUB DOORS ~_~ 
~+oo+ +oor .................................................. , % OFF 
OECO.,tlVE Tu. su..ou,+ ,~= o/ 
Whi te ,  a lmond,  g rey  ....................................... . . , .4E_ j~ +0 OFF 
KOEHLER BIDET FAWCETTS $149 °° 
Chrome & crystal handles. Reg. $399.00 ....................... 
EMCO DECK FAWCETT $eJl=§0 
ki l l  Model 4997. Asst. fewcetts. 1/2 price ............................... 
SHOWER MASSAGE =39a8 
Water Pick ..................................................................... 
ESPIRIT FAWCETT $A9§4  
No. 3000. Emco 8" single level ................ . .......... : ............. "t11,11 
PINK PACK INSULATION $1 0" 
R 2ox le  ........................................................................ 
WINDOWS, PATIO 
DOORS, DOOR ENTRY 
UNITS 






MAmTA, 1/....w =169""  
No. 5OO7NB ............................................................ 
8' OC T.~3LE SAW 
nor  s199"  with to ..................................................... 
10" TABLE SAW $~nn95 
Delta/Rockwell. With motor .......................................... OO~ 
+" +O,mE. S 54 9 00 Delta/Rockwell. Wit motor .................... :..; ...... ...... ........ 
WORKMATE s6488 
Black & Decker. Dual height, deluxe..........~ ........................ 
Mime cut oFF SAW $-~, ,gs  
10" Black & Decker ......................................... ~ .......... 
SELECTED COUNTER TOP LAMINATE $ - - .  9 9 
4X8 ............ . ........................................ : ........... r ............ 4 
2x, ................................................................................... ;140 
:REHUNG MAHOGANY DOORS s3999 
4x6" 'e '  ...................................................... .... ........ 
~ +,.+.~,, =408 , . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  ( . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . .  . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
SECTIONAL GARAGE DOORS $90000 
9x7 Prefinlahed wood ...................................... i . .  E_ 
10X8 Stee l  ................................................................ =29900 
,+x++,o+,woo+,+ ..................................................... =599 °°  
112" O.S.B.,WAFFER BOARD $4n99 
4x8 sheets .................................................................... IU  
"ALL"  LIGHT FIXTURES 





4 ft. ~ in  tube, 
with tens cover, 
=29os 
PRICES IN EFFECT FEBRUARY 14 TO 24 
Prices appl~,able to merchandise in stock only. 
MANY MORE UNADVERTISED INSTORE SPECIALS! 
, .  . . ,  
T 
DECORATIVE 
-BRICK & STONE 
30% 
OFF 




















: ALL SALES • ARE 
CASH, VISA, 
MASTERcARD 
3207 Munroe Street, Terrace, B.C. 
f 
I I I 
. : ; j .  
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Indoor mall an option 
Snow business 
COMMERCIAL roof clearers and homeowners were busy last 
week clearing snow off the top of houses. The large snowfalls 
together with warmer weather made for great weight upon 
the roofs. That's Todd Davis clearing snow from his home on 
Walsh Ave. 
TERRACE -- Okanagan 
Skeena Group is now consider- 
ing building an indoor mall on 
its Lakelse Ave.-Ottawa St. pro- 
perty, says the company's 
senior vice president. 
Bryan Edwards said the in- 
door concept is one of several 
options under study following 
an announcement it had put 
original development plans on 
hold. 
" i t 's  not dead. That's an im- 
portant piece of real estate for 
everybody," said Edwards. 
The postponement announce- 
ment is the second time the 
company has put, back its con- 
struction plans. Last June it 
said it was delaying construc- 
tion until sometime this yhar. 
Edwards said a decision on 
the mall plans will be made in 
several months. 
" I t 's  not a question o f  
money," said Edwards of the 
original planned $5 million 
development. "There's a long 
term lease on the property we 
• have to deal with and we 
weren't happy with what we had 
TERRACE - -  A new company 
in the area is offering a satellite 
TV package for rural residents. 
The signals come from Can- 
corn, a Canadian company of- 
fering a combination of 
American and Canadian TV 
channels. 
Cansat Technologies here will 
rent a dish with appropriate 
Cancom decoder equipment for 
$79.90 a month. 
The package can also be 
bought and the signals brought 
in by paying a subscriber fee 
each year. 
There have been several 
changes at Skeena Broad- 
casters, the company offering 
AM, FM, cable and television 
service to the northwest. 
Sharon Taylor, formerly 
manager of the FM side, is now 
cable operations manager with 
Kevin Barnard taking over the 
technical aspects of the opera- 
tion in addition to his broadcast 
technical duties. That occurred 
when Steve Lake left for a cable 
manager's position in the 
Kootenays. 
Tim MacLean assumes 
management of FM along with 
his television duties while Ron 
Langridge is now in charge of 
FM programming. 
There have also been changes 
within Okanagan-Skeena 
Group, the parent company of 
Skeena Broadcasters. 
Bryan Edwards, once the vice 
president in charge of broad- 
casting for Okanagan-Skeena 
Group, is now the senior vice 
president of the company• 
That responsibility includes 
Okanagan-Skeena Group's •real 
estate arm which has extensive 
' • f '  




TERRACE - -  Local businesses 
and institutions will have an op- 
portunity to have their ques- 
tions about he proposed Goods 
and Services Tax answered next 
week. 
Northwest Community Col- 
lege purchaser Flip Cervo said a 
Revenue Canada employee will 
conduct an informational ses- 
sion intended to unravel some 
of the mysteries surrounding the 
new tax. 
Cervo said the original re- 
questfor the seminar had come 
from local Purchasing Manage- 
ment Association of Canada 
members. However, realizing 
the new levy would effect a 
much broader spectrum of peo- 
ple, the college had decided to 
make it a public meeting. 
Themeeting takes place 
Wednesday, Feb. 21 at 7 p.m. in 
• Room 2001 at the college. There 
is ~a $5 registration fee payable 
at the door. 
Pointing out ,forward plann- 
ing was an important fact of life 
for:both businesses and institu- 
tions these days, Cervo em- 
phasized, "People need to have 
an idea o f  where and what ef- 
fect it' going to have on them." 
O UT AND ABOU T I 
property holdings in the nor- 
thwest and Okanagan. 
The Science Council o f -  
British Columbia has increased 
from three to six the number of 
the B.C. Science and Engineer- 
ing Awards. 
The new categories are for en- 
trepreneurial science, lifetime 
achievement and for science 
communication. 
Business opportunities in 
B.C. through the development 
of science and appl ied 
technology occupy the science 
council's time and eftbrts. 
r . ' . '  
-. • --. 
i ~ . ;" "::' ." 
The 1989 value of mineral 
and petroleum products taken 
out of the ground in B.C. is 
estimated to be $4.16 billion, an 
increase of five per cent over the 
1988 total. 
Coal remained a dominant 
player with a value of more than 
$1.04 billion, indicate figures 
from the energy, mines and 
petroleum resources ministry. 
Gold production was up 17 
per cent because of new mines 
opening and silver production 
increased 25 per Cent but, in 





ALL IN STOCK 
WALLPAPER 
' LOW PRICE 
=14.95 
A Double Roll 
...ADD A TOUCH OF CLASS TO 
YOUR DECOR WITH WALLPAPER 
FROM SELECTED, ODYSSEY OR 
DACOR... 
A NEW WORLD OF COLOR AND DESIGN 
YOUR DECOR 
Terrace Carpet Centre 
3202 Munroe Street at Hwy. 16,W. 
TERRACE " 
e~s.2ore,' . .. 
I I I  I I I 
~ '  :' F 
come up with." :"_ .... 
"We were, Iithink,:.on the 
verge of building :.something 
that was below the standard of 
what we reaily need," he said. 
Original p~ans called for a 
two-part development featuring 
alarge "anchor" store, smaller 
retail:outlets and a space for 
community activities on its pro- 
perty now housing the Bank of 
Commerce, liquor store, Fields 
and other outlets. The new 
stores would be joined by an 
outdoor, covered walkway. 
Under the original plans, 
Okanagan-Skeena would build 
the first part on its land closest 
to Safeway. It would then move 
tenants in and build the second 
part after demolishing the strip 
of buildings on the property 
closest o the Overwaitea store. 
One concept now under con- 
sideration is a more modular 
structure to better allow renova- 
tions and improvements in 
subsequent years, said Ed- 
wards. 
"One of the difficulties is 
that we did not want to know- 
ingly underbuild in terms o f  
capacity and in style," he said.' 
Edwards acknowledged that 
other company activities of 
1989 --  adding onto the second 
floor of its Skeena Broad- 
casters' subsidiary building and 
to its building housing the 
Canada Employment Centre - -  
had stretched the company. 
"The staff at ~TRonmoRHS isfriendly and always available to help you if 
you need it. There's a good atmosphere here and I enjoy the music.:' 
Len Funk 
TANNING SPECIAL 
1§ Sessions ,4900 
For Only ......................................... 
IROI'ILUORHS 
Gym &Fitness Centre 




NORTHERN BC~ WINTER GAMES 




The games will be held 
FEBRUARY '1 2 &3 1991 ':-i;:;:?iii 
Sports Groups & Associations wishing to 
participate should phone: 
Bob DaM, Sport= Events Director 
635-2052 
or 
Dick Kilborn, Public Relations Director 
635-65111635-3661 
I:C .... / 
" ~/ 2;s . , 
"Catch the Skeena Spirit" 
~/~ount o~a~tlon 
~o~s~rlngs ~esor~ ts ~roud 
to a..o.., the o ,.i.g o~ 
i~elr exqfl4islte "new ~il , '#,i ,g 
,.,e"n. . i l l  da==le p . ,  =.d 
the .1.ga"nt at.os~here .,ill 
,d ,,1~ ~o.. 
esort " ;";:;": 
Reservations Recommended 
. . . • • , 
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::sponsoring another 
ball/po0i t~ent  at i 
ilpim; ~ '(Come early, to./, 
it=O; :Olmny's :Pool .I'I~. ,: i 
O~e. ~' :~:  tO ~ d6nate ': 
trdsprlzesi etc; or are in,~ :
)t~l-in' helping,: pl~"call: :~, 
::!., ~:: . .  . . . .  , 
I t * ** ' '  !i..~: : 
help t~ -i 
for!the+ ~  
' ;°•" "6  "- " ' % ca l l  ~8 . (~. .  :,!/': . . . .  •"  : 
u,  - ;^  : i 
~'HOrmhoeOubsPee~": 
~: :v~ ibe 'held at • the: • 
i:'sbme t~ !o play team '+ 
RUAIt¥,24, 1990 "The ~ 
~'r~ce , : .and .  District " 
'iltle'ultural . ~ Association 
,el) annual lotaroa, ' 
~)ali ~oduck Dinner Saturday, 
~ ,~m. at the arena ba~luet: .'.Volumeers:needed con. - 
L~da B~etfeld at635-6298. 
'iErlinda Ok, eno at 635-6526. ~, , . - ,  ~,, . . . .  . . . . .  
!1 ]B'~:•KINETYE ' CLUB OF 
! r~ libt~ their meetings on 
secOn :.~" d ~iad.fourthWed, of 
m0m inte~tcd :th)~ h. Anyone 
~ioze.l Ion about the :in:-n laormal 
at~ or m~ti~ pl~,~ call ' 
'O~l'at K15:.9~3:, . ' 
LKITIMAT'=~: &il TBRRAC~: 
IN]): &:~.' ¥ISOALLY IM- 
beD e,m~sONs. We have / 
':W~.~a,=:clu~.~ Tm~. " 
qie~tn:town:came nd have. -. 
'~ '. ~ :  ~ ~' .We + wo~d be .  
;~.l:~O'"~;m.:.r;Infb ' : co~te~ . " 
.!, :,:~, . * **  * * ! • 
LIONS CLUB regms to 
.wlllnot be ~'~rm:y0u'~i m~ 
Ti~'Termo~ Slan'd~d. 
lblle:. 'se,rvlee " to  its 
~dm':'imd Ihose corn; 
.dous"lU ' , '  ::.. 
:~":~:f'0r!:~ non.:prof lt : .  
~b ia f l6~ .."and ~:f0r >-, 
~TO!,iu~'/, our: 'pmdee;.  " 
~:~" "d~' , .  we. :  r "k '  
~,tim Item be .,hnat< 
,0on' ou 
Founder recalled 
our communitY's, founding ~he, . : .  i / ! i 4 l  / "+ 
fa : i :  ?:ir:'~8*L2~l~ farm nea r • ~vYonno M0or l  I y As itMppraoacnheYs thWnad 
Atwood, Ont,  George Little of its second year of opera- 
left home at the age o f  17 and 
made his way initially to 
southern Alberta. 
Three years later came the" 
frenzied Yukon gold rush ~md 
Little joined the thousands who 
took the Klondike trail north in 
search of the mother lode. 
There he stayed until 1905, 
years that were filled with 
adventure, challenge and hard- 
ship. "Th~ Kid," as his partners 
referred to him, first tried his 
hand at prospecting and then 
operated an isolated trading 
post/second hand stoi'e. 
He also spent two years on 
the mail run between Skagway 
and Dawson Creek, often being 
the sole traveller on the trail as 
temperatures plummeted to 72 
degrees below zero Fahrenheit 
(-58 degrees Celcius). 
And while in the Klondike, he 
finally located a brother who 
had not been heard of for five 
years - -  four of the Little boys 
took part in the rush with three 
of them eventually settling in 
Terrace and the other in Alaska. 
George Little left the Yukon 
by boat in 1905 on a trip that 
took him to the communities of
Port Essington, Port Simpson 
and Kitimat. Disembarking at 
Kitimat, hedonned a pair of 
snowshoes and began the long 
trek through deep snow up the 
valley trail to the Skeena valley. 
Eventually, tired and hungry, 
he reached the home of Eliza 
.,q.~d. Tom Thornhill, the area's: 
first, homesteaders. 
• Upon ~riving, Little noticed 
the season Was 'well advanced 
compared to  the surrounding 
areas. That and the obvious fer- 
tility of the valley which 'opened 
out into vast tracts of untouch- 
ed timber immediately appealed 
to Little. 
As a result, he decided to set- 
tie here on a site on the banks of 
to realize his dream - -  :to build a pany, LHK Ltd• In 1943 fire 
pretty town the main: street of again destroyed the mill, it was 
which would be lined with shade again rebuilt and eventually 
trees imported from Ontario. sold to an American company. 
The townsite was laid out the In 1954, one year before his 
following year and from that death, Little rode the first CNR 
the river just downstream from moment he spent much time train to  make the Terrace- 
where the Old Skeena Bridge promoting growth in the new Kltimat run over the route 
now stands. " community. Little established which he had first snowshoed 
The following year found him the first sawmill and ifor many nearly a half century earlier. 
prospecting and working on a years had the field to himself. Interviewed at the time, he 
government survey crew with When that mill was idestroyed said he had looked forward to 
Bruce Johnstone laying out the by fire in 1921, he built a that day for many years and 
pack horse trails from Copper replacement on the same site. predicted it marked the begian- 
River to Kltlmat. The mill continued io operate ing of Terrace coming into its 
On June 8, 1911, Little filed, throughout the Depression and own. / 
his land claim at the registry of- in 1936 ~Little sold i t  to son George Little died December 
fice in Prince Rupert and set out Dudley's newly forn~ed corn- 30, 1955. 
AS GORDIE LIGHTFOOT'S song went, there was a time in this great land when the railroad did not run 
-- which, in the case of the Skeena Valley, meant riverboats provided the transportation link with the 
outside world• This photo from that period shows Eby's Landing as it was before the vessels disap- 
peared from the river in 1912. 
Verba.I battle looms 
Caledonia Lecture Theatre will be the scene of take in the stage from 5:00-7:00 p.m. with grades 
a war of words this Friday evening, but the con- 6-8 following at 7:15 p.m. 
flict will be a good-natured one. . Pointing out the students had put in a lot of 
Theevent is the fodrth unnual Concoura d'Art work to prepare for the event, Manji hoped al! 
Oratoire in which French Imers iod stu-dents ~l'i FrenCh Immersion students would turn out to 
put their linguistic talents to the test in a public supvort heir classmates It would also be an op- 
s pe~king.competition.~: : _,  .. : !i,.~ . , '~ . ,  . . . . . . .  , :~ ,  po~6nity for parents and members of the general 
tan - -anaman caroms tor French spokesman Liz;-:publJct0 see just how proficient he students were 
Manjl said students .fror~ grades 4-8 have' been >~ in  tllelr second language. :, 
busy preparing a two tO five minuteslx, eeh as part • M~i  said the local CPF chapter is currently 
of their classroom assll~ments. From those'ef- wort ina on plans to send the winners of the>:. 
fortS,.flnallsts.have beenselect - " ............ " ~ . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  "~+ .... .. ,., ...... , ~.~,.. . . . . . . . . . .  edto  ~take.~t  hi, grades ~8 sections to theprownclal fin~s to take,: 
mm weelc seompetltlOn.:urades 4~~¢['5 0i;atots~,  plac~ at UBC'on'April 2i. : ::. "~::- ~ " ~":' 
tion, the Terrace Youth Cen- 
tre is looking for people to 
• help continue and expand its 
programs, says the centre's 
volunteer co-ordinator. 
And, while individuals 
who wish to participate inthe 
centre's evening activities are 
always welcome, Judith 
O'Morrow emphasizes there 
are many other ways people 
can make a contribution. 
" I f  they genuinely want to 
help, we can find a way for 
them to do it," she said. As 
an example, an offer to do 
typing for two to four hours 
Judith O'Morrow 
a month "would be a tremen- 
dous help to us." 
The centre also wanted to increase the number of organized 
programs it offered, in particular, O'Morrow said, it was 
looking for people who could offer instruction in arts and 
crafts, cooking, music, sports activities uch as water team 
sports and aerobics, outdoor pursuits including hiking, camp- 
ing and fishing, "or any other ideas they have." 
While potential instructors might feel they did not have the 
time to get involved in that way, she pointed out such pro- 
grams could work quite effectively on a one night a month 
basis. 
The regular volunteers would also be able to take advan- 
tage of such sessions by learning some of the skills and then 
taking over the instruction themselves. 
Those considering volunteering toparticipate in the regular 
evening activities hould also be aware that it need not involve 
a lot of time. "Two hours every second week would be fine,". 
O'Morrow said. 
However, she added, the important thing was that such 
volunteers be prepared to make a firm commitment, even if 
only for a limited period (six months, for example). In draw- 
ing up a coverage schedule, she explained, " I  need to be able 
to count on those people." 
Commitment by volunteers also prompted a like response 
towards them from those dropping in to the centre, she add- 
ed: In that Sense, volunteers Would find they got outer the ex- 
perience what they put into i t . .  " : "~:~" !' 
O'Morrow said anyone wishing to volunteer Or requiring 
further information could contact her at 638-2018 or Diana" 
Wong at 635-6511 or 635-6111. 
The Youth Centre is located at 4634 Walsh (The Ukrainian 
Hall) and is open %9 p.m. Mondays for the 13-19 years age 
group, 7-9 p.m. Wednesdays for 10-19 year olds and 7-9 p.m. 




LET THERE BE LIGHT is the title of the exhibition of re- 
cent paintings by artist Cindy Marteri - it will be at the 
local art galle.ry until Feb. 24. 'Valley Sunset' -- one of 
the works in the show -- is adjusted by gallery volunteer 
and local artist Donna Orr. 
First class efforts 
Recently announced results of the Royal Conservatory of
Music's theory examinations show local students are fully in 
tune with their subject. 
No fewer than 13 students achieved first class honours, six 
I ,  , ,  of those being with distinction (90 per cent and above). All 
are enrolled in the Northwest Academy for the Performing 
Arts. 
Distinction awards went to Catherine Dickson (grade 2 
rudiments), Deborah Casey, Stephen Fleming and Pauline 
Lapp (grade I rudiments) and Travls McMurray and Bralnerd 
Bergsma (preliminary rudiments). 
Paul Fleming, Jennifer McMynn, Margaret Higginson, 
Shelley Mantel and'Angeia Sparks achieved first class 
honours in grade 1 rudiments while Romy Malkapar and"  
Heather Connacher registered similar success in preliminary 
rudiments. : 
Honours awards went to  Vicky Sainis (grade 3 history), 
Sanra Mauei and Aisha' Manji (grade 1 rudiments) and 
• Margot McKeown (preliminary rudiments). 
! , Timothy and Patrick Phillips received pass marks in grade 
• , I rudiments as did Tina Hovonkamp in grade 2 rudiments. 
t 
r . , .  ~ 
,?,,., 
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February is Heart Month and vblunteer# l~ve 
been out in the community canvassing for done. 
tions to the B.C. Heart and Stroke Foundation. 
In an effort o answer questions residents might 
have about he Foundation and the worli t does, 
regional co-ordinator Betty Campbell offers the 
.. ~. ' ~ fo l low ln& in fo rmat ion  . . . .  
'DO you  know what's killing While thereis till much to be 
80,000 Canadians every ear7 I f  done, reseatch~to date has paid 
you are  like most Canadians, huge:: dividellds. Canadian 
you probably guessed cancer, researchers mid scientists have 
And like most Canadians, you helped pioneer Pacemakers to 
would be dead wrong, control heart rh~inii, establish- 
In fact, something is killing ed coronary care units which 
more Canadians each year than have reduced hospital mortality 
cancer,  accidents and rates by 30 per cent and 
respiratory diseasecombined. It perfected surgery to correct 
is cardiovascular disease and the "blue baby, defects. As well, B@~y Campbell 
statistic~ are.staggering. Forty they have helped develop 
three per cent o f  all the deaths human heart  valve do to take yourself out of some 
reported this:year in Canada re replacements, coronary bypass of the risk factor categories: 
caused by heart disease and operations and a blood cooling 1. Don't smoke; 
stroke while cancer and ac- techniq,ze called hypothermia 2. Cont ro l  •your b lood 
cidents will account for only 26 which is used during major car- pressure; 
per cent and 7 per cent respe¢- diac surgery. 3. Adopt healthy eating 
tively. Canadian researchers and habits and maintain a healthy 
I f  that isn't frightening scientists continue to make ma- weight; 
enough, consider this. While jor advances in the battle 4. Exercise re~ularly (check 
you are at  work tomorrow, 68 against heart disease and stroke, with your doctor); 
Canadians will die of heart Canada leads the world in the 5. Limit your alcohol intake; 
disease or stroke. Eight hours use of the artificial heart as a 6. Avoid emotional stress. 
later, 68 more Canadians swill bridge to transplant. The use of With a minor modification i  
die. Within 24 hours; over 200 cold tip laser technology is also your lifestyle, you can take ad- 
people will have succumbed to being pioneered right here in vantage of the knowledge we 
the disease. And another 200 Canada. now have about heart d i .~ease  Vancouver Wind T r i o  
tomorrow. And the day after The Heart and Stroke Foun- and stroke. I f  we all took this 
that.., dations in Canada have also advice, the number of people -- ~ ~'erraee Concert Socle~ production 
Why should I help? spent millions of dollars each who die each year due to these 
Yes, it is expensiveto fund year on professional nd public illnesses would be drastically S a t .  February 24 at 8 O0 pm " 
the research and education education. Current programs reduced. As well, we would en- • 
necessary to beat this disease, include Jump Rope For Heart, joy an improved quality of life | • 
but it is a lot more expensive not Dance For Heart (Square Dance along with this longevity. 
tofundit. More than $26 blilion For Heart for those so inclined), If yo u would fike more free Pentecosta l  Assembly ,  Ter race  • 
are wasted each year in lost Heart Smart, Know Your Blood information about heart disease 351 1 Eby Street 
wages and product iv i ty ,  Pressure By Heart and Smoke- or stroke, please contact your ' :  " : 
hospital and physician services, Free Spaces For Kids. provincial Heart and Stroke 
treatments and medicationdue The good news is that the Foundation. 
to heart disease and stroke, death rate due to heart disease 
It won't happen to me and stroke in Canadians under 
A common misconception is the age of 65 has dropped by an £MPLOYM£NT 
that heart disease and stroke af- aggregate of 36 per cent since 
fect.only the elderly. The reality 1955. 
of heart disease can affect Where do we go from here? 
anyone-  young or old, rich or While we have come a long ~ P l U S  . ~ . ~ ~ / ~ & - - ' ~ s  ~ " " "  
poor. Your heart beats 100,000 way, it is painfully obvious that. - . 
times every day, pumping we still have a long way to go. 
almost 20,000 litres of blood The Heart and Stroke Foanda-. ~ "' 
through blood vessels that can tions across the country are~ - - 
be as fine as a~human hair. With spending millions .each year on. • 
a system that complex working research, but, there is'., never' " ~;- i ' : ~" . . . . . . . . . . .  " ' - • '~ : ": .......... "~:~ . . . .  ' ........ ' 
that  hard  day i n  and  day out ,  i t  enough money' to  f inance  a l l  o f '  ~ "" ' "'":'~ ~ ~; '':,' :: ' ~ ": ~ "~ ~ '" ',':''~ : :" : : " " . . . . . . . . .  '1" " "~:~:~ ,~"  " " " " r ' ' "~ ..... " " " ,  .], 
is no surprise that it  is prone to the worthy projects that still. IF . YOU ARE ANEMPLOYER . . . . . . . .  : 
disease, have to be undertaken. Some of' • wanting to hire help now; .......... 
What is the HEART AND the important problems still fac-. - .:~. ~ :-,, ~- .- 
STROKE foundation doing ing us are: • able to train on the job; and .... ,......... 
about it? - -  finding the causes, cures~ * interested in wage assistance during . - 
We are funding research pro- ~nd means .of preventing~ the training period, 
jeers aimed at finding a cure for arterioslecrosis and hypcrten-. :~.~ 
heart disease and stroke and sion, the major factors con-. ASK US ABOUT EMPLOYMENT PLUS! 
education programs which en- tributing to heart attack and'. 
courage Canadians to adopt a stroke, 
healthier lifestyle. - -  developing the means of' 
The seeds for the first Heart forecasting the onset of heart 
Foundation were sown in 1952 attack and stroke, 
with a $250,000 Ontario govern- _ definitively analyzing the 
ment grant. With the emergence role cholesterol plays in heart 
of British Columbia's indepen- disease, 
dent Foundation three years _ establishing why otherwise 
later, a network began to form perfectly healthy individuals do 
across the country with the aim not necessarily have healthy 
of f ighting this modern hearts. 
ep!demic ¢ cardiovascular . What can I do to help? "Attitude, excellent. We could 8elect.from them 
disease - -  through research and The fight is not ours alone, very easily so obviously they werescreened. 
Within 48 hours I had a new employee started education. There are several things yon can. without very much red tape." 
- Helena Uldch 
~ ~ .  ' ~ 1 ~ ,  ~ Victoria Lampshade Shop 
: , ', , 
• EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY  PROGRAM . . " " .... " "  " 
• ~ 
' . ~?(::'~:,~":'C :~ ~ ~-~'i:~"~ C; ", ~ ' .'- ' .; p r ~ "  AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS . . . . .  • , : : ,  
~. - Receive Half of an Employee's Wage To Qualify . • • , , v ~*~:":::~'~?.~~::, I : '~': ,~ ) "~ ~:' "- , " ..... 
,,,,~,, , , , ,  , , , , , , , , ,e  You can help ease your workload, and receive 50% As an employer, yod=muSt:bbhb!e:ioi::ili!i '-, ~:: ... =~. .~ ' i ,  
i " of an employee's wage, up-to $3.50 per hour * create anaddit i0na!jobfor30 t640 hoursiper : 
assistance, when you hire and train someone now week for. a minimum of;2 rn0nths; and ~,  , :/,: ' 
! ' r . . .  income . .nco  , - -  , .o • 
: I1) ABORTI : of Social Services and Housing. We'll help you, • provide a trainee with work experience and job 
i ON:I while you help someone develop or update skills on skills, : .. i, !. , .  . . . . . . . . .  
thejol~. " . " i " . '. ' . ' ' . . . .  
.. One  
t lied . ~ : . . . .  ' .  , 
l e  The Employrnen't Plus group of programs Is part of a $28 million This work experience can be their first s.tep to permanent emp'loy." ',. 
continuing commitment from your provincial government to help ment and an Independent and secure future.' : . . . .  ' 1: ~,, 
ounded Income assistance recipients get back into the work force by Employment Plus, Is a major commitment under a fedelall " ' "  
assisting British Columbia employers to hire and train, provincial agreement to provide employment opportunities fo r , ,  i~ 
Emploympnt Plus 91yes 15eople receiving Income assistance the - income assistance recipients, ' - : • ,, • .  ' .i ,';:~i ,: 
• opportumty to develop or update skills while training on the job, . , 
! 
FOR P R DETAILS  AND:APPL 0 r ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  t ' ' 'J J' ' " ' "'~t. '~'":'' "~'~" f $';'''~ • : i , ROG AM ICATION e RMS, CONTACT YOUR NEAREST'DISTRICT OFFICE :, :.,:'-:~':ii 
• ' , : /  ~ u c ~  ?HP,  i~ I I I~  i 
E nte rtaining  ~ [~ ~ ~P ~ ~ ~ f ~ ~ I ~ ~C '~:~#~ :" ff~ ~ ~ r choice 
people.+ 
NUTHIN' BUT TROUBLE is 
nuthln' but fun and local au-: 
diences get an opportunity to 
enjoy it all when the Potato 
People come to the R.E.M. :i 
Lee Theatre. Created by  
Ca'nada's Theatre Beyond 
Words, the cartoon-like 
characters of Lazy Poppa, In- 
dustrious Momma, daughter 
Nancy Potato and their 
neighbours, the 
Pearblossoms, have in- 
troduced their fast-paced, 
colourfu! comedy around the 
world. Sponsored by the Ter- 
race Concert Society and the 
Terrace and D is t r i c t  
Teachers Association, the 
show beginsat 7.30 p.m., 
Friday, Feb. 16. Tickets are 
available at Erwln's Jewelers 
in the Skeena Mall. 
And for 
the kids 
TERRACE-  Bal ladeer ,  
humorist, weaver of ta les -  to 
kids dcross North America Fred 
Penner is all of  these and more. 
He is also one of their 
favourite ntertainers, as record 
albiim sales of more than half a 
million and an audience of more 
than 2 million for his TV show 
Fred Penner's Place testify. 
Over the past year Penner h~ 
been enthusiastically received 
during his tour of eastern 
Canada and across the United 
States. Next week it is the turn 
of northwestern audiences to 
enjoy his stories and tales when 
Penner visits Prince Rupert. 
He will be putting on two 
shows Tuesday, Feb. 20 at the 
coast city's Performing Arts 
Centre - -  the first at 4.30  p .m.  
and the second at 7.00 p.m. 
Tickets can be obtained at Sight 
and Sound in the Skeena Mall. 
Thanks \ / 
Dear sir: 
d On behalf of  the Kinsmen 
Club of Terrace I would like 
;to thank the Terrace Start. 
~ for their excellent sup- 
~t~:0f Mothers March 1990. 
~e:fe0uldn,t of done it 
i dthout your help, I hope we 
m work •together again in 
i]991 and make this event a 
/ very successful event again. 
+.+L C • + 
:'/iRobert Finlayson 
~Mothers March Chairman 
.dE_+ ,+:: . : . . j - - .  , 




THEY'RE BACK. Another 
hilarious eveningof off-centre 
humour is promised with the 
return of Corky end the Juice 
Pigs to Northwest Communi- 
ty College. The trio that 
brought last year's audiences 
the infamous cheese fight 
and emotional rendition of 
'Don't Put Pickle on my 
Burger' promise more of the 
same at their Friday, Feb. 16 
performance. It gets under 
way at 7 p.m. and the 
students association says 
when it is a It over; it is going 
to join the self-styled "three 
stupid idiots" campaign to 
secure an appearance on the 
David Letterman Show. For 
more information, phone Kim 
at 635-65i l, local 332. 
" STARTS SATURDAY 
THE GREATSEAT SALE 
+ ,S  SO+o , Seats IB One Feature 
JOHN LARROQUEi~ • BRONSON PINCHOT 
~:  .. ,~FCON]'~,~ 7:00p.m. 
SIGHT   ONLY 
~ ~ k  JOHNI CLEESE 
ERIK IDLE 
• ' 7:15 p.m. 
l~beV i~r l~ ~ ONLY 
9:15 p.m. ONLY 
s:, sex ,  lies, 
and  . . ,  






War Of The RcoeS 
Look Who's Talking 
.Tango & Cash.., 
. , r  cy ~,"P 
7:00 p.m. & 9:16 p.m. 
7:1 $ p.m. ONLY 
.... + 9:.80 pm ONLY 
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ALL 
TOGETHER. 
A BETTER B.C. 
Province of British Columbia, 
Ministry of Advanced Education, 
Training and Technology 
Hon. Bruce Strachan, Minister 
You're +invited 
The Honourable Bruce 
Strachan, Minister of Advanced 
Education, Training and 
Technology, would like to hear 
your views on the 
recommendations contained in 
the Report of the 
Implementation Planning 
Group released in Prince 
George on January 9, 1990. 
Included in the Report are 
the following key 
recommendations: 
• that a self-governing 
university be established in 
the North, with a main 
campus in Prince George 
and centres in several 
communities, 
• that the university offer 
undergraduate and 
graduate programs, 
• that the university work 
closely with the three existing 
northern colleges, and 
• that the university be 
especially sensitive to native 
people and the educational 
needs of northern 
communities. .-  
Your government welcomes 
your views. The Honourable 
Bruce Strachan, Minister of 
Advanced Education, Training 
and Technology, will be in 
attendance. 
Note: Copies of the IPG Report 
can be obtained from Locd 
Government Agents and the 
McBride Village Office, or by 
contacting Lois A/,~u~ Minis[~ of 
Advanced Educaffon, Training 
and Tech~ in V'~'~oria 
(604)356-7401. 
TERRACE: • Friday, February 16, 1990 • 12:30 pm -2:30 pm 
• Terrace Hotel, Skeena Room 
4551 Greig Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia 
. . . . .  
: ! :1990 .... 
Autop lan  
Changes 
PREMIUMS 
Auto insurance premiums 
for 1990 have been increased by 
no more than six per cent for 
two-thirds of B.C.'s claim.free 
motorists as a result of changes 
to Autoplan for 1990. In dollar 
terms, this means variations 
ranging from premium decreases 
of about $15 to increases of 
aronnd $60 for these motorists. 
Changes include major 
adjustments to rating territories, 
increased "No-Fault" Accident 
Benefits and the annual "aging" 
of Some vehicles. The impact of 
1990 claims cost increases i  
also a factor. 
.These changes and increased 
claims costs meanthat ICBC 
will need an estimated 4.8 per 
cent more money in 1990 than 
in 1989. 
• Other claim-free motorists, 
such as those who have their 
vehicles rated for pleasure use 
only or who live in some of the 
newly defined rating territories, 
will see their premiums rise 
seven to thirteen per cent. 
Premiums for Compulsory 
and Extended Third Party Legal 
Liability coverages combined 
have been increased by six per 
cent for new and renewal 
policies as of January I, 1990. 
Underinsured Motorist 
Protection and Comprehensive 
coverage also rise by six per 
conf. Premiums for Collision 




Territorial changes mean 
increases over and above the 
general increase insome 
communities and contribute to 
either decreases in premiums or 
less of an increase inother areas. 
I I  b "No-Fault" Accident 
Benefits have been increased for 
auto-related claims, occurring 
on or after January 1, 1990, 
resulting in injury or death. 
I I "  For those who qualify, 
disability benefits for an employed 
person have been increased to
$200 per week from $145. 
l iP'  The limit of liability for 
medical and rehabilitation benefits 
has been increased by 50 per 
cent o a maximum of $150,000. 
The maximum amount for 
funeral expenses has been 
doubled from $1000 to $2000, 
[ I r '  To reduce fraud, proof of 
identity is now requited for 
most Autoplan transactions. 
FIHES & 
DRIVER POINTS 
[lip Motorists caught violating 
traffic roles are now required to 
pay fines in addition to being 
assigned penalty points and 
charged Driver Point Premiums. 
Drivers with five points or 
more are billed los points receded 
in a twelve month review period. 
Up to December 31, 1989, the 
twelve month review period 
"starts fourteen months prior to 
the driver's birthday (coming 
forward twelve months) but as 
of January I, 1990, the review 
period will start 17 months prior 
to the driver's birthday to allow 
for recording and Isocessing time. 
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Home 
. .- , :~ .~'.:~.~ 
By ..... I 
. ...; ~..~ 
. . . . .  IN!: 
TERRACE REALTY LTD.: 
Dramatic roof lines and brick 
Bright kitchen with eating bay 
SIDE BY SIDE 
DUPLEX... 
On a 95x172 Irregular shaped 
lot. 'Two bedrooms In each 
unit. Electric heat •with 
separate electrical meters. 
Excellent revenue property. 
Sign is pasted at 3760 Muller 




Over 35 lightly treed acres, 
ideal site for hobby farm or 
development, in upper bench 
area In Thornhlll. Property ex- 
tends In the southwest o the 
Thornhlll Creek. Price 
$89,000. MLS. 
A. home for those with . . . .  
exquisite taste is featured ~ngbilSet;;ldent d mwoth; bath. These rooms are 
in a prest ig ious island, special lighting generously sized. 
Horseshoe subdivision.' and roomy eating bay. , This 1800 sq. ft. 
You'll be impressed Handy laundry area residence provides good 
with the spacious tiled 
foyer with open ceilings 
and gracmus staircase. 
Formal livingroom with 
bay window and vaulted 
ceiling, a dining area, 
says "luxury" wh i le  
dream kitchen and open 
style family room are 
designed for more infor- 
• . ,.. mal gatherings. 
' .;,Up to the minute styl- 
joins family room to 
keep your steps to a 
minimum. 
Den or 4th bedroom, 
storage and two piece 
powder room complete 
the main level. Upstairs 
- -  elegant master 
bedroom with three piece 
'ensuite and walk-in 
closet. Two additional 
bedrooms and main 
i•• ¸ 
i I i ?  ~ ::', 
% 
A(.:, ,ban Ads 
Wol:  
638-SAVE 
/ THE WORLD , 
] IS  YOURS.../F : 
le e.reeo,  .:) 
iWherner you move.the Welcome., 
!I Wl~on hostess isthe riiht person to .  
- ' I  halp y0, find a'place in your new i 
iI ' =mmun'~' ' I 
~ !,[:: :! !i V| 835:§§72 " I 
,V :,~ea~la ess..~o | 






The Grand Trunk 
Restaurant 
Monday  to 
Saturday 





' You'll like our hfamay atmospharal , 
4702 Lekelee Avenue 
Terrace, B;C., V8G IR6 
(604) 63s-e3o2 
construction with double 
:garage, vinyl siding and 
4 '  concrete crawlspace 
for storage. 
This home is exclusive- 
ly available through 
SylVia Griffin at Terrace 
Realty Limited, 
638-0371; or call her 
evenings at 6384)484. 





XUUll LAK~.Uf lb  
PROPERTY 
Here's your opportunity to make 
yourself the proud owner of a year~ 
round takeshore home on the east 
side of Lakelse Lake, Home offers 
over 1,600 sq, ft. of living area, 
Three bedrooms, Fireplace. Double 
carport as well as a 24x28 garage• 
shop, Call for further Information on 
thJs home priced at $86,500. MLS 
HOME ON THE BENCH 
This tall basement home located on 
7.68 acres on the Bench offers 
loads of potential .for future sub. 
dividing. Fronting on two streets. 
Home Is 1,044 sq. ft. and has 4 
bedrooms. 16x26 garage, Call to. 
day about this home priced at 
$117,500, 
HIGH EXPOSURE 
If you are looking for a hlOh! ex- 
posure site for your commercial 
business, then you should be 
checking out this property. 3,400 
sq, ft, wood frame building with 3 
bay doors located Kelth Avenue bet- 
ween the new bridge and the Sande 
overpass. Asking price of $92,800, 
Call Jim, MLS 
STAN PARKER • 
• }36-4031 
WELL LOCATED 
Over 1,200 sq. ft., 3 or 4 bedrooms, 
new carpets: oak cupboards. Very 
comfortable family home located In 
Horseshoe near schools and 
downtown, Asking $58,000.M[.S 
MOBILE HOME WITH 
ADDITIONS 
12x68 mobile home with a finished 
addition plus a large attached 
garage. Appliances & drapes Inalnd. 
ed, Lots of windows make this a 
bright & cheep/ home. Asking 
$10,900 MLS. Offers encoumoed, 
BU~I  LOT 
Excellent building lot located near 
Uplands school on a quiet area of 
the Bench. Lot size is 114x132. 
Nat, gas and water available. Ask. 
Ing $25,000. MLS, 
10 ACRES 
Located approx, 7 miles south of 
Terrace 10 acres level land, Asking 






i - Associate Broker Network 
INDIP IND|N,  I t' OWNIO AND OP I l lA~IO 
TERRACE REALTY LTD. 
,4635 Lazelle Avenue 
638-0371 
FIRST CLAS8 FAMILY ATTENTION - 
HOME $75,000 
Roomy open areas, vaulted Conventional bongafow with 
ceilings, 3 bedroom, 1,272 fully developed basement in 
sq. ft. home on the Bench, 4 "central Horseshoe location 
poe. ensuite, 2 tiraptaces, of~e to schools and shopp- 
nat. oas heat, rear sundock, ing: Downstairs rec room with 
hobby room, lar0e rec room, fireplace and 2nd kitchen. 3 
great storage areas, paved badroomsopandonedown.A 
dd~;eway and separate 18x31 solid Investment, 
wired shop. $104,500. MLS, 
• RARE RHD - 
NEW HOME 
This brand Raw 3 bedroom 
:)lus denhome Is located on 
Belong Crescent and offers 
superb quality to the lucky 
owner. TII~I fmnal enW with 
:"Upe[n~ cel!Ings lek:lS"to l ie:" 
Inglo~n ~lth bey ~vlndow and 
dining room. The dream 
klthcen with plenty of 
cabinets, eating bay and work 
island adjoins Informal family 
room. Very stylish and bright. 
$146,500. EXCLUSIVE. 
SPACE WITH GRACE 
Delightful haok split designad 
home, not yet a year old, 
modem European kitchen, 
vaulted ceiling and walk-out 
bay window In living room, 3 
bedrooms, main bath with 
Jacuzzi Tub and separate 
show stall, French Doors to 
rear sundeck, double finished 
garage, and much morel MLS 
$112,500. 
LOCATION ~: ~!-: 
I/, acre corner lot for sale zon-. 
ed R6 Medium Oenslty, 
suitable for Muffi.Dwefling or  
Duplex. Asking $40,090 and 
located in south slde of town. 
EXCLUSIVE. 
M 
LOOK TO THE 
FUTURE 
Over an acre located close to 
town on Kaium Street with an 
older home presently renting,. 
an ideal holding property (or 
future development into 'a 
Multi.Family complex. Price 
$89,500. MLS.  i 
A GOOD WAY TO 
START 
Horseshoe I~ation, approx. 
Imately 940 sq, ft, of living 
area, 2 bedrooms, nat. gas 
heat, located on a 50x122 ft. 
lot and a 16x24 ft. garage for 
storage. Asking $44,500, 
i ' '  H 
Carol McCowan 
7ee.m8 
k' Be"88.7.L'ungh .on. usa %e, g nok, 
A QUAUTY FIND! 
In this very well built home located 
In town. This home Is less then 6 
months old and offers your family all 
the quality and comfort It deserves. 
Three bedrooms. Fireplace. Garage. 
Brick & vinyl exterior. Call Jim to 
find out more about this superbly 
~llt home priced at $112,000 
MLS. 
QUIET PRIVACY 
Is yours with this 1,200 sq. ft. 
basement home located on 1.76 
acres in the Gossen Creek Sulxllvi. 
DUPLEX 
This side.by-skin two storey unit 
provides aporox, 1 400 sq. ft, of lie. 
Ing space In each unit, Only 9 years 
old and in top notch condition. 3 
bedrooms & 1Ve baths. Located in 
quiet area of town, Asking. 
$89,900. Call Laurie. 
slon, Property has been developed 
to insure total privacy for your quiet . .  . . . . .  ,,. . . . . .  , .  ,. . . . . . . . .  
lifestyle. You will be impressed with flRHU|F4RIN ~ Utlz'AM UN 
the vaulted celgngs th~ the IIv- I . ½ ACRE 
I~room and sitting room areas. Kit. J This cozy 2 bedroom home provides 
cnan has been totally redone and] many neat features and hashad a 
.features new B~rch nal~nats. Other I lot d major renovations, The owner 
features are 3 bedrooms, fireplace I is•unable to finish but wtil leave all 
and ,hot tub. Call Jim to make your I of the matedal for completing, Very 
appointment to view this property I liveable as is, All appliances Includ. 
priced at $87,000. ' ed. Located on Spacious !/i acre lot 
CLOSE Tn ~u~,  near elementary school, Asking' 
I v  ,vwn $53,O00 MLS. 
Located .within easy walking 
distance of stores, we have this 
964 sq. IL basement home, 3 - " " -  " "bedroom 
bed!0oms nat. gas heat, ,soft- .1,1.9.asq.lt. i ' .  -4 s 
contained bachelor suite. Vely well ...i-u!loasemen t _ : . .  ,N/G heat 
maintained, Pdcad at Just $66,O00. ]in town - .14ocent renovaeons 









Here Is your chance to own your 
own home and have someone !se 
help pay the mortgage for you, or 
perhaps you are just Interested in an 
investment, Each side rents for 
$550/month, Located In Phase 1 of 
Thomheights subdivision, Call Hans 
for more Information or your per-. 
serial appointment to view. 
$84,900. MLS. 
. .T  RmEAI OR FAH. 
27 acres located near Cedarvale. 
1,600 sq. ft, of Hwy.. frontage. 2 
storey A.frame cabin built on Bench 
overlooking Skeena':River with 
mountain view and small lake, Pdc.' 
ed for quick sale. $25~000. MLS, 
TIRED OF PAYING PAD, 
, RENT? 
Consider this lot forsetOno up your, I
mobile, Hydro, natural gas, water [ ]  
and cabiev s On are available. Priced I 
right at $7,5OO.:For. Informoton, [ ]  
call today. Shaunce Krulsselbrink. [ ]  
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--=SYSTEMS L TD~ 
• ~ "~: -~:~ ~'~ . ~ --:-:'~ . . . .  
* HI 80Y e LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE CHARTERS 
* VAN * SCHELK/LEO SERVICE ON HIGHWAY 37 N. 
e FLAT DECK . . -e b~,ILY SCHEDULED GENERAL FREIGHT 
FORK LIFT SERVICE .... """ SERVICE FROMVANCOUVER 
• DAILY FREIGHT TO KITIMAT' " • DAILY FREIGHT SERVICE TO KITIMAT 
K IT IMAT ~mbw of TERRACE 
Uailled Vsa Uaas 632-2544 635 '2128 
272-  3rd Street  'q~##~# • 
Kitimat v,.,.~,. 3111  B lsckbum 
Ter race  
\, 
Design No. ~ WIDTH**DEPTH., 56/-0 #/ '2 /6 ,  
Hem:Is:the Ideal home for. a targo,,:femliy thai,need~ ~'' 
plenty ~ Of room' for expansion. Considering the overall 
modest size of this deslgn...all of the rooms ere of e 
good size with plenty of c loset and storage space.  
Much apprec iated will be  the utility area on the main 
f loor  which is at the centre of this house  and only a few 
s teps  from the kitchen. 





3207 M unroe, Terrace, B,C 
635-6273 
tO  our 
bestseller 
r • 




wlehne to extend 
~oog~atofeUooa to 
DICK EVANS on ,8ttalnlng the 
pcaib~n of TOP SALESMAN for 
the month of January, 1990, 
ff  you have ony reel estate 
neede, wou ld  like Information 
regard lno  today's msrket~ wou ld  
Ilko • "FREE" catalogue of 
~.m A~o.  Cm,  p~.  
conMot DiCK M he would be very 
FOR AHSTMI~ ~ ALL YOUR 
; IIF.M. mATE ~ ~U.  
: ' NRS I~U~.N & CURRE 
, (1076) LTD. 
i:: 636-6142 
a59,ooo, Gordm Ham6ton 635-9537 (900018) 
MLS. 
,.~; A REAL BEAUTY 
1966,14x70 mobile home. OiNr~ room and liv. 
f~O ~ has skylFOhL 25x7 deck, a~uminum 
StoraOo shed & wood stove. Must be seen to be 
apFecfeieU. Priced at $36,000. Caa Go(d to 
view. MLS. (696210) 
i .~ . . . . . .  . .... 
HEW HOME FOR 1990 
Just completed. Features 3 bdnns, 
full bsmt, n.o. fireplace, n.g. heat 
and hot water. European style 
cabinets in kitchen. 2 full 
bathrooms and ensulte, Carport. 
Asking $97,500. Call Dave NOW. 
EXCLUSIVE. 
MID 70;s 
Located in the Horseshoe. 1,225 
sq. ft., full basement, 4 bedrooms, 
Ilvlngroom fireplace, n,g, heat, Iwga 
lot. Located near schools. Asking 
$74,900. MLS Call Dave for more 
InfonnaUon, 
PRICED IN THE 60'8 
Many renovations and being well. 
maintained make this home a goad 
buy. 1,150 sq. ft., 3 bdrms, n.g. 
heat end hot water. Separate 20x30 
OamOe. Sltumd on a large fenced 
lot. Asking $59,000. MLS Call Dave 
for more Infmmatlm. 
CLOSE TO THE LAKE 
14x7O m~le home on a 76x200 
lot at Lakelse Lake, Extra load roof, 
i exba Insulation, tdpia stmn win- 
dows. Asking $34,900. Call Mike. 
MLS. 
. THINKING OF BUILDiHO? 
'Well here's two ~me balldlng lots. 
Two 132.)(267 lots on a quiet street 
In tim Kalth Estates, Asking only 
$17,900 each. Call Mike, MLS 
14X70 MOBILE HOME 
In an at~tive mofdle home park. 
• Includes frldDe, stove end" 
'dishwasher, Also an 8x20 addlUon. 
Ask]ng only $23,900, Call Mike. 
MI .S .  
$59,900, (89008e)BronOa Erlckso'n 
038-1721. 
RENT TOO HIGH? 
Try this mobile home m ~ fenced lot in Cop- 
perskJe Estates, For $23,500 it is a GOod place 
to get started. Call Brenda to view MLS 
(900017) 
PARK PERFECT 
A large ~ilUtng lot acroSS finn Park Ave. m 
Aspen Ave, in Thronhelehts. Priced at $13,500. 
Goat started ~ your dream. PALS (900015) Carl 
e,-en~.:/ :~ , : . . : r 
:~:~ !,i: CITY 9Ull.Dg~ LOTS 
Lots in cenbld HorseshOe. Pdme focaflm for 
hooses, duplexes or apartment compinx. These 
ots axe I~  to sell now at only $12,000. CaN 
Vome today for details, 
Verne Ferguson 
JUST USTED 
Cozy homo with all the basic re. 
quirements. 2 Good sized Ixlrms, 1 
full bath plus 2.poe. down. Natural 
gas heat and hot water. Close to 
downtown and schools. Asking the 
reasonable pdce of $52,500. Call 
Edka PelleNer for full details, MLS. 
NEW HOME FOR YOU 
New'home with all the modem 
features. 3-pce. ensuite, European 
cabinets, garden doors to the 
sundeck, walk-in bay window, vinyl 
one.piece tub. Make an appointment 
to view • with Erlka Pelletiar. 
EXCLUSIVE with NRS. 




$52,000. MLS (88113) Call Brenda 636.1721. 
TRUCKERS DELIGHT 
3 level acres in rural selene yet crone to town 
m paw road $28,500. Call Brenda (890136) 
MLS. 
COrPERSIDE LOT 
~edeot lot for yo~r new home or b"aUer. Askln~ 
xine $9,900, MLS (900016) Call Orenda. 
CAN YOU RENT FOrt LESS? 
Move right into this 1,040 sq. ft. 3 bdrm, condo 
and reduce y~r m~thly payment, Include~ 2
bathrooms,' basement, fddee & stove. Only 
$29,600, Call now 1o view.' MLS. 
EXCELLENT BULOtNG LOT.,, 
on corner of Ka]um & Loon. Zoned R2. Great 
r~ot Ior duplex, lot is 100x132. For more 
details call O~lon. 
~:9~iF. .......................... I ~,~. ~=-~, -~L,~ ',~T~': ;~'~'~ 
J 
.EW ~TGAGE..0,000. (. 104) 
OLDER STYLE 12X62 
2 bedroom mo~ home with 10x36 addition, 
18x36 heated & wired slmp, 12xl 2 stm'aGe sh- 
ed, Ful~ fenced & landscaped. Cook stove, 
fddoe, washer & dryer included. Call Ge~l to 
view. MLS (890208) 
PARTIALLY FINISHED HOME 
1,554 sq. ft, pa,"~llly finished ho~le In ThornhGI 
100xlO0 lot ~al  for handyman or cOntractor. 
Ceda~ r~ake roof a~l some b~i~ng supp~s to 
assist in finishing. Only $33.000, Call Goad 
Hamilton for det~ls. MLS (890209) 
RESIDENTIAL BULOING LeTS 
Twelve residential ints fully serviced in the city. 










Horseshoe Tradll~rml Cmtampor~ s~-  
bculat. Bdcldslucco 2storey, Intercom system, 
2 f l re l~,  formal dinin 0 room, T BR/3 f~H 
bat/zs. PLUS "OaYUOht basement "Gas heat 
'2-car oaraoe. Two kitchens, two sondecks, 
garden, Grncnl~o~se. $146,500 (68162) Got. 
PRICE REDUCED TO 
$76,600 
to sell quickly at 4638 Walsh 
where you'll find a charming home 
with oak floors, a fireplace, double 
garage and much more. Ground 
level deck leads onto a landscaped 
large lot with numerous fruit bees. 
Call Joy. 
BETTER BOMB AND 
GARDENS 
model is this 5 Ixfnn home with 2VI 
baths. The modern colors and coun. 
try style accentuate the spacious. 
heSS of the layout. A shop at the 
back of the nicely landscal~ 
property plus an attached garage 
provides lois of room for tl ~e 
mechanic or handyman. CIo~e to 
schools. $79,900, Call Joy, 
QUALITY RURAL ACREAGE 
Just 3 kin. from the Community Col. 
legs on 9V~ acres of level and. You 
will find this custom built, 1Ve 
storey home with just under 3,500 
sq. ft. of livino area. Luxurious 
master suite with private balcony, 
dressing area and Roman tub. 5 
Ixlnns, rec room plus much more. 
Call Dick Evans for complete 
details. Asking $169,900. 
THE OWNER SAYS SELL 
and has reduced the asking price by 
$20,000 on this specialty 2,500 
sq. ft. view property. Call Dick 
Evans for ~taifs. MLS. 
THORNHBGHTS 
Fully finished 8.yr. tad 4 Ixlnn home 
In top corxllUon. Rroplace, ensulte, 
n,g, heat and wend stove. LarGe 
windows. Nice & bright. Asking 
$90,900. Call Dick Evans; 
BEST 1 11tE 50'S 
1,192 sq. ft. on .91 acre. % bsmt, 
4 bdrms, n.g., assumable mortgage, 
small shop. Very well pdced at 
$59,900. MLS Contact Gordle 
Sheridan for more Informatten. 
• HOME WWH A SHOP 
1,3oo sq. fl, home m 2 acres at 
Kleanza Drive. 3 Ixlrms, rsc room, 
vinyl siding, 1o200 sq. ft. wired 
shop, Excellent protentlal for 
trucker, $79,900, MLS Call Gordte 
Sheridan for appointment. 
INDUSTRIAL POTEWnAL 
1 acre of prime Industrial land on 
Kalth Ave, Cleared and level, rear 
access on Pofde, Located across 
from mill. Best price on the market 
at $49,900. MLS Call Gordte 
Sheridan. 
4650 LAKELSE AVE. 635,6142 
a D 
Joy Dover Gordle Sheridan 
6a l i .7 |1o  , ila1147111 
Edka Pelletler 
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"'hat Oui 
ram De 
--Visit Elementary & Primary Schools to teach 
children that a Block Parent sign in a window 
means a "Safe Stranger" is immediately 
available to help them if they are lost, injured, 
being bullied, frightened by animals or bothered • 
by strangers. 
's Block 
nt Program b Locally 
Run and Supported 
--Provides videos,, coIouring safety sheets, 
and other reinforcing information. 
- -  Informs the Community about the Program, 
~, ,  =forms visitors by highway signs that we•are 
~a~ii:iBIock Parent Community" and are committed 
g our children. 





DENTAL  CL IN IC  
Cedsr l~nd 







Family Dentistry , 
am 4 MJ t  0'11"J14 
TRANSPORTA TION 
- -SYSTEMS LTD' -  
Wightrnan & Smith 
Insurance 
~htlo JRn~ir 





CARTAGE & STORAGE 
~ (1973) LTD. 
Why is a block parent 
program needed? 
• To provide our community with an organized method 
of protecting our children. 
• To aidln prompt reporting of emergency situations, ~/i 
• P!ogram requires ~ommunity involvement and is supported by: : :~ 
,%, 
a.) The City of Terrace. , 
b.) The Terrace City and District RCMP. 
c.) Terrace Schools. i ~  A 
Thank-you from the 
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i McEwan 
a ,= l , l~ lmlvm~ 
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' There are about five reasons 
~ ,~ for not becoming a 
- BLOCK 
.:-., re:,-,,:: PARENT 
' None of these make any sense  ~ iS 
i:iii: : : . !1 '  I work  all day. . 
! 
Even i f  you do, a few hours a week:is stil la : : 
: ...... ~::~help. Tlais is important .... .... ~, . . . . .  ~ during " " eekendsand; w, .. . . .  - . 
,s when more Block Parent~ 
-2. I 'm not a parent,  
YOu don't have to be a parent ol 
sch'ool aged children to care about Calla sate- . 
Why Don't 
'ou Become 
ty.: Retired citizens and single people canbe'..: 
~r .... ~ Block Parents. - 
: 3 .  :There are enough Block Parents  
: i. -=A l ready .  
~. There aren t. Every Block Parent isn'tavai l .  
~ " ab le  all the time. We can never have enough -: 
i .=BIock Parents. 
/ _ !~ 4 .  I'!1 a lways  help, sign or not. : ...... 
r L ~i 
I; t 
k 
I ,  
k 
A 
pen my home to 
• -ii~: Most children are taught to be wary of : :: ;~ =,_ rsi ' '~  
~. strangers. Our Block Parent sign lets them ::~ !You'don t ha~;e to. All You're doing is giving 
~' : -  know you're a stranger they can trust be- sanctua.ry to a frightened, lost or hurt child 
, cause  you've been Checked out by the Police. and •contactingthe proper authorities. 







.: , , 











GREYHOUND LINES ( 
A G ~  Company 
West 
ETT'DISTRIBUTOR: 
(1977) LTD. . ,  








iii Tobecome a BlockParent contact: 
ohle i i: 
345 / /  ii j 
;•,:~':~: !::ili : i : ¸  
sponsored by ~ ;. 
, peoplei :i~i 
p a g ~  , j " ;  .i~i , ~ 
Star  
i Apparel 



















INLAND KEKWORTH pINU¢~ 
Transport 
(BPPCi, 1068 TIM) 
. . .  , ,, 
. :  ] . L  
5ncnen • 
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Wa d e rs:. t'ra .d., i t.. e. r 
. / . . • . 
~ "~, .,: , 
Thedebaclebeganharmlessly Don't panic. Must go with ff~- ~ ~  
enough. I was wading go with the flow -- right. Push 
downriver, casting a Silver off, Don't panic. Legs up. 
Brown across the stream. Dr~ft. Don't panic. God the . '~ng le t  ! ~t l l  ! ~"  
The need to keep the fly JUSt;. /`. water's cold/The bank. Eyes on '. :" " 
under the surface and .away thebank: a root, NOW. ,,.~,:~h--.v"--~, ' ' ." .I ~ I ,~  
from the alder reaching froth ,Thank God for that root! - 
the far bank priedmyattention If I'd panicked, if I'd had no 
away from where I was;going' belt snug around my middle, if 
entered the water it was thigh 
high, now it was pushing hard 
at my waist. I'd waded onto a 
sandspit, and I could feel it 
eroding under my feet. 
A glance beh ind-  a deep 
trough. Damn. Downstream -- 
no bottom, deep and dark. A 
log jam. Don't think about it, 
its still far away. Across maybe. 
No too far, too deep, too fast• 
Don't panic. Back up -- yeah 
-- back upstream. That's it. 
No. Too heavy• Can't fight it. 
until it was too late. when I I'd not  been wearing a fishing get there and, most important- 
about wading safety today. 
Unless you angle from the 
back of a boat or the end of a 
pier, you're going to have .to slip 
on some rubber pants and come 
to grips with the mechanics of 
moving water. 
Picture yourself on the river- 
side with a desire to cross• Here 
is how you should proceed. 
First examine where you are 
going and visualize how you will 
vest with built.in fioatation, it's . ly, how you will get back. Scan 
likely I would not be writing the surface for the swirls in- 
long strides, Feel your way ovel" 
the braille of the stream bot- 
tom. 
If the water turns out to be 
stronger and 'deeper than you 
suspected, if you begin to shake 
in midstream, leaf/against the 
current, anchor your feet, and 
assess the situation. The point 
at which you feel an almost 
overwhelming urge to make a 
break for safety is exactly the 
point'at which you should stop, 
slow down, and plot your next 
moves before proceeding. 
dicating holes and subsurface 
rocks, then look for the slicks 
that give away shoals and slots. 
Your course thus charted, start 
out. 
Wading is not simply walking 
in water. First put your  
upstream foot forward and only 
when it is anchored bring up the, 
trailing foot. Repeat this perfor- 
mance until you gain your 0b. 
jective. Don't take high steps or 
PORTS NE 
JEFF NAGEL 638-7283 TERRACE STANDARD 
• If youare going• to wade,,.use 
the best equipment for the ~k .  
Closed cell neoprene has built- 
in floatatlon, that's why your 
waders should be *•f~hioned 
from it. 
Chest waders can hold* hun- 
• dreds of~ pounds of  water, a 
tight belt around the waist will 
prevent them from filling up for 
three or four minutes. In a river 
of moderate size that is all the 
time you will need for the •cur- 
rent to take you to a shore. 
The name of the angler who 
noticed mossy rocks were easier 
to walk on than smooth ones 
then dupl icated that 
phenomenon bygluing carpet to 
his soles, is lost in history. We 
do ourselves a favour by follow- 
ing his example. 
The kind of floating vest that 
saved me is simply a green life- 
'!jacket' with' lots 0fpockets. If
you are at all insecure, I urge 
.#ou to use one. '"/ " "~'. 
My rod and my staff comfort 
rme ' on the stream. Wading 
staffs, whether fashioned from 
a branch, a cross country ski 
pole, or custom.made like mine, 
will provide amazing stability. 
With the aid i of a Staff the 
wading r!l~hm ~nqw~ becomes 
waltz time::staff/~Tront foot, 
back foot,:ands0:on. 
Black-gartered ~g boots are 
for creeks and dime store 
Korean wailers With their racy 
yellow stripes and:~low slung 
crotches are tickets 'to oblivion. 
The cost of wading parapher- 
naiia will be considerable, the 
biggest expenditure being your 
neoprene waders, but before 
you balk at the price balance it 
against the Value of your life. 
:o  
I 






bowlers around the nor- 
thwest are gearing up for 
zone playdowns to select he 
northwest team to the pro- 
vincial youth howling finals 
in Kelowna Mar. 17. 
More than' 30 "Terrace 
bowlers will be at the Feb. 
24-25 zone f'mais. They are: 
• Bantam (up to age 11) 
boys: Corey Trogi, Jason 
Blake, Tim Norman, Roy 
Hernes, Joseph Henry and 
David Alway. Bantam girls: 
Erica Francis, Kristine Fran- 
cis, Jam/e Striker, Kara De 
~- Jong and Amanda Evans. 
• Junior (up to 14) girls: 
Lisa Haugland, Jamie Gib- 
: son, Amber Evans, Alison 
,~ Chase, Sandi Irving, Marilyn 
;. Wolfe. Junior boys: Jason 
': Banville, David Halley, 
,: Michael Cooper, Matthew 
!~: Blake, and  Cl inton 
i ~ Drummond-Leach. 
• Senior (to age 19) boys: 
Darcy Netzel, Jason Prevost, 
Kyle Frank, Pat Lebeau, 
'." Dave Wolfe and Brett 
;, Oldham. Senior girls: Debbie 
Lebeau, Karl Haugland, 
Tummy Renney, Lorna 




~ Unless a meeting 
k ,, next week sparks new in- 
:! terest, members of the Ter- 
, race Horseshoe Club have 
; probably thrown their last 
~,. ringers. 
= Organizer Joe Wideman *¢  
said the meeting is the last 
chance for the club, which 
'~" faces having to disband and 
give up the horseshoe pits. 
' The meeting is being held 
to try to organize teams for 
:: team horseshoes, host a 
7 representative of Horseshoe 
'* B.C. to explain the rules, 
il and, hopefully, revitalize the 
club, 
J The meeting will be Feb. 
:.124 at 7:30 p.m. in the 
JKinsmenclubhouse. 
I  !me to 
! |Minor Baseball Association 
i |and Terrace Youth Soccer 
. |are beginning preparations 
:;[for the 1990 season with 
Iregistrations Feb. 23 and 24. 
; [  Baseball and soccer 
,~lrepresentat ives wi l l  have 
,;~Jtables et up at the Skeena 
JMall from 6-8:30 P.m, Feb. 
~iJ23 and from 10 ~/.m: to 4~ 
, |p.m. Feb. 2 4 . .  
:1  Information on re|nor. 
~Jbaseball and soccer, the 
lleague here and the. number 
~|of teams here wi! 1~ be ~ 
HARD-CHECKING HOCKEY was the order of the day at last weekend's Timbermen Oldtimers 
hockey tournament. The usual Terrace-Kitimat rivalry led to a particularly spirited game Saturday 
afternoon between Terrace's Convoy Supply and the Kitimat Golden Oldies. 
Record fo;" Hendry 
TERI~CE -- Michelle " The 42-point performance 
was outscored last week 45.42 left little to clean up. High. 
by the Central Washington flying Hendry shattered the 
Wildcats in university women's earlier mark of 40 points by 
basketball action, playing just 25 minutes of the 
But fortunately the rest o f  
Hendry's team-  the Simon 
Fraser University Clan -- was 
on hand to wrap up the 9645 
victory• 
That's right: 42 points in a 
single gan~e -- the highest 
40-minute game Feb. 3. SFU's 
coach says the 19-year-old Ter- 
:race player is almost certain to 
be named to an All-American 
team this year. 
She is firmly entrenched as 
the league's leader in .~everal 
Michelie Hendry 
All-native dunking 
YERItACE -- The only Terrace 
single-game point total ever scoring and defensive 
dunked by an SFU Clan player, categories. Her per-game soor-. 
"Our players pend a lot of ing average has now climbed to 
time just Cleaning up after 22,6, solidly in front of the rest 
Michelle," a team spokesman o f .  district one (pacific- 
said after the game. northwest) in the National 
Associatio n of Intercollegiate 
, Athletics./ 
, Hendry --  now in her second 
year at SFU -- won.numerous 
Mellakafla, ~~laslm by  a score scoring titles and awards last 
team at last week's all-native 
basketball tournament in Prince 
Rupert pressed hard against n 
veteran all-native team in/belt 
second game before being 
eliminated. 
of 103-61. i ' :year, including dlstflct player- 
But in  their next game the /of-the.year, and SFU's female 
Terrucecrew gave the e~.  athlete-of-the.year. 
peflenced Greenville team a run . . . .  
for its money, i."It was n real * I n  another game last week she 
bam-buruer," Commented one  dished out a more average 
Games 
medalists 
TERRACE -- Many of the 
nearly 40 local athletes at the 
Northern B.C. Winter Games 
returned to Terrace loaded 
down with medals. 
The Feb. 2-4 GnOmes attracted 
more than 1,500 people to Chet- 
wynd, Tumbler Ridge and Hud- 
members were Ben Hovencamp, 
James Fa la rdeau ,  Jason 
Dvorak, Kim Miller, Jason Bat- 
jar, Randy Baths, 3on Caetano, 
Wilfred Higginson, Suki 
Dhiilon, David Broek and Terry 
Creed. " 
son's Hope to compete in the Terrace and Kitimat gym- 
more than 20 events . . . . . . . . . . . .  rustics clubs picked up two all- 
errace s .~umor mlxe.d curJ-o, round ~.  medals,and.several 
mg team secured the silver mdw~du~ medals Terrace*~ 
• ,~ . ' - ' .~V-~I ,  . . - : :~  ,'. ~ " medal at the Games. Sklp Ray AHna Owens, Jeamfer Neves, 
Lang and teammates Sandra Trina Mateus, Charlotte Jor- 
Lopston, Sherry Fisher, and "~dan," Heather:AlbHght, and 
Patrick Link earned team Kirsten Holkestad combined to 
silvers, win four gold medals, four. 
The junior boys' team placed bronzes, a gold individual ag- 
high enough to win bronze gregate and a silver individual 
medals in indoor soccer. Team aggregate. 
Skating gold 
ELEVEN YEARS of figure skating training have paid off for 
The Kera, ode Friendship observer. ~"The~. dW. well for a 26-points to boost the Clan to a J local skater Shelley Lefebvre. She has passed her gold dance I 
Centre,team was competing in team new to the'tourukrnent." ' 79-65 win over Seattle Pacific [ and is only the second member of the Terrace Figure Skatlng.~!'[ 
~the 2~it~ufi':all.netive contest ~ The dif~;nger ended wi~ University. The wire improved . I Club to do so. Lefebvre and skaters Melanle Kerr, ChristJne~i I 
for the first time. ~ , Tb " " "":;'~'i~ : . Greenville i edging Kermode i SFU s r~rd  to 12-2, in second I El/s, Nlcole Page, Chella Levesque and ShelleyHawryjUk:all I 
ey rook a poundinlrla their - Friendsblp Centre |o ~place behind district.leading I placed well at a recent regional competition, with' Eyscaptur. :i I 
fiat game -- going down to" '~ ie  ~e Tell's~e team mid i Western Washington. ] Ingthe bronze In pre-juvenlle ladles. ..: ' |  
k 
! 
South, Delta blues 
I A LEAPING BLOCK by Caledonla's Wendy Biffle isn't enough to save the senior girls' basketball 
team from the South Delta Sun Birds who pulled away to victory in the second half of Friday 
night's game. Birds' ace shooter Tilly Woods hooped 21 points to widen a five-point half-time 
margin out to a 44-27 South Delta win. Caledonia's Krista Soules led Terrace scoring with seven 
• points to earn Rlayer-of-the-game honours. Woods. was named the Sun Birds' player-o!~-ther ~i, 
, gam.e'~ caledonlag~l, played to a 1,2 record to earn Frith plabe at tl~e Delta Pacer Classk:'t~um:ila-:::i 
'ment  thepi;~visu~w(~el<erid. ' , i . . . . . .  . . . . .  i " "  .... " 7 r " . . . . .  ' "  k "4 '7 : ~ 4"~ . . . . . .  
' W I N C A S H '  
i) i:i~:i. :~i~i !i!: iii~iii~ :.i!i~! i: i~. ¸ !  ~:i ;,~: 
-7~-  i 
i/¸ ~ i h ~ I  i , ,W os  W h o  
See d~c i :  sWtead~aFgb, i!! I : : 14 
Ringette 
ex i~r ienc  ~ei ' ~~~ ' : 
TERRACE - -  Terrsce's Junior ~ 
girls ringette team pined tl ielr 
first tournament experience at a 
t , ,~ ,  
Terrace Standard, Wednesday,,February 1 '4,1990.  Page B9 
" :. i~;~ . ..... .: 
Va lent ines  Day  
D inner  poe Two 
An 8 oz. New York Steak charbroiled 
to perfecHon, served with Scampi 
Dinner also Includes a compllmen- 
.tary toast, 'garden fresh salad, 
vegetables, dee plus 8 pineapple 
delight dessert. 
Dinner for two $46 
Wed., Fob. 14 S pm - 10 pm 
4620 For reservations 
Lakelss Ave. d~ 638"8141 
recent tournament  in 
Ynnderhoof. - ,  ' : , 
Despite Iosinflidfthrce prnes 
at the Northern 'B '  Rin|ette 
Tournament in Vunderhoof, 
coach Merrill Mye~ said the 
team is improving with each 
game they play. 
The Terrace Juniors lost their 
opener 7-2 to the Prince George 
'Tweens, and were also downed 
by the same score by the 
Vanderhoof junior girls. 
Their third game of the tour- 
nament was a much closer con. 
test in which Burns Lake edged 
Terrace by a tingle goal to win 
9,,8. 
" I t  was their first tournament 
ever," Myers said. "They im- 
proved a lot and benefitted 
from the expedence," 
The Terrace girls play next at 
the B,C. Winter Games in Pen- 
tieton this weekend, and are 
looking ahead to possibly com- 
peting at the Provincial 'C'  
Champion, ships in Os0yoos in 
March. 
: - - _ _ _ _ _ . ,  
~r~~ HOT UNT.qpR,.~.~LAYTON . . . . . .  I~ 
~ R E S (  
i I - 
Fu.. F . . ,  Fu. 
I S,d;s ~ poois 
every Monday, 
I 2 for 1, 
bring a friend. 
I 
I cA,, 798-22 ,  --r m 
After 4:30 p.m. all pools Hi  
!Jl~,='i,-~i:  .0Dd. . ,  slides are 2. for ' l :  ~ . . . .  :,~ ~ ~ ~: , ,!1 
* i  ~>,' " '~:~: . . . . . . .  ".," i 
i bm i i e - i  rammed ibm i ~ iBm n~m Dram 
..,..,-" 
. . .  - . 
..... "~ ...... " ~ Ca leo  Computers  Inc .  
HEART WARMERS 
Celebrating Valentines' by being an ALR. 
PowerFiex 286 authorized dealer. 
i 
• 1 megabyte of RAM memory 
• VGA video card and monitor 
• 40 megabyte hard disc 
• MS DOS 4.O1 
• (lx) 3.5" 1.44 MB floppy 
$2995 with 




$50 U.S.  F 
ROLAND PR INTERS 
91o l  ........................................... =21] 
91o4 ........................................... *31] 
2417 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  =54 
Limited Quantities 
I IBM SOFTWARE I 
CARMEN ] I TH , , UNDER- 
SAN .EGO COLONELS . I HEROS I ~T,.,. 
TIME BEOUEST RQ~UIsCK2E~5 J eQUEST J (Joy'Sti'~k) 
Reo. =~0,9~ I Reo. $68.05 I SALE" I R g. $68.05 / Reg. $59.95 
SALE I SALE '  I $ .. l - ' .  l . , .  = - = ,,  61 = ,,  = . 43 51  51 49 
Caleo Computers Inc. 
, /~  ~ "Jr 4558,..e,,e Av.u.. -I NEWHOUnS. I 
i " • • . Terrace, B.C., Yea l S~ • I . 9 am- 6 pm 1 i , : i  i l i Phone: 635.7886,  I " EFFECTIVE i ~, . , , , J /  Fax: eas.aess I MARCH 1 t 1990  
: :  :~ . . :  : ' ; : : " " '~ / : i .  . . . .  . . '~  . . . .  
:ii 
't 
Page I]10 - Terrace ~tan~ru, Weenesday, February 14. 1990 
Terrace Dirt Leapt ~ C ( ) R E '  B -~~'  ,~R '~r  ~ Staadlnp 
NAI~g GP W V.. 
Bill Rob[oson 103 77 74,8 
Malcolm Baxter 24 16 66.7 
Bob Bennett 84 52 61.9 . . , . . . . . . . , 
John Dou.tte 7 .01260.0  l :  !; ' i 
Brian Mclntyre 70 41 58.6 
Clare Oroot 140 79 56.4 . 
Jim Ryan 138 77 $~.8 Men's Recreational Hockey League Seores: 
Hal S,oba 7843 55.1 Feb. 3 ..... H I G H  
• Men's high Single - -  Jack Richard 140 74 52.9  Inn of the West  4 ,  Northern Motor Inn Oldes 2 - - ' 
Neff  Nordst rom 118 60 50.8 Convoy Supply default win over Norm's Auto Refinishing : : . :  : • ', 408 by Larry Lopmhinsky , 
K,thNotman 14 7 $0.0 Feb. 4 ROL L ERS Theresa Doucette • 146 70 47.9 Skeena Hotel, North Coast Wranglers --  no game : : : : .  :,::~, 1: . " 
Feb. 6 ~. :~.;- 
Laura 28 13 46.4 North Coast Wranglers 6, Convoy Supply 4 MONDAY COFFEE LEAGUE: 
Loretta Seals 88 40 43.5 Northern Motor Inn Okiss 4, Skeena Hotel 3 
Beryl Hales 80 36 4.5.0 - ~ Feb. 8 • bowled Feb. S. 
Sally Ryan 117 51 43.6 Norm's Auto Refinishing 10, Inn of the West 7 1 Women's high single - -  
Art Lofimer 138 60 43.5 Feb. !0 329 by Helen Muffs 
Bill Nelson 14 6 42.9 Norm's Auto Refinishing default win over NMI Oklea ~•/~,  Women's high total - -  
- • 756 by Terfl Klrsch Ray Taft 125 52 41.6 Skeena Hotel default win over Convoy Supply :-:' .... MONDAY MIXED LEAGUE: 
DeRk Hales 90 35 3S .9  Recreational Hockey Team Standings: bowled Feb. s 
NoeUe Bulleid 98 34 34.7 • Women's high single - -  Women's high total . . . . . .  : 
Darts Seodng Leaders Team ~. GP W L T GF OA PTS 236 by Cindy MolschJlnig 773 by Sherry Lopukhhtsky 
• Women's hish' total - -  Men's high single - -  
(number of  scores of 100 Skeena Hotel 32 25 $ 2 195 117 $2 622 by Cindy Motschilnig 322 by Gre8 Sanndess 
or more) Norm's Auto Refinishing 33 20 10 3 196 142 43 Men's high single - -  Men's high total - -  
Bill Robinson - -  75 Inn.of the West 32 18 ' 13 1 169 162 '37 304 by Udo Langheindch 825 by Ore8 Saunders " 
Nell Nordstrom - -  42 North Coast Wranglers 31 15 14 2 127 116 32 Men's Id~ total - -  WEDNESDAY COFFEE LEAGUE: 
Jack Richard-- 40 Northern Motor Inn Skies 33 7 25 I 94 160 15 839 by John Rasmussen bowled Ju ,  31 
Jim Ryan - -  38 Convoy Supply 30 7 25 I 96 180 15 MONDAY MEN'S LEAGUE: Wonten's high single - -  
,,omen's t .  -- i :  iii/ 
081 by Heather Goheea " . !  
"~E J )NESDAY ~ l m ~  LEAGUEr 
bowkdJ*~.  31 ......... = 
W'omm's  Idgh  sh~i le  - -  
288 by Gwen Cooper " 
Women's high total - -  
712 by DiVine Francl~ : ~ . . . .  
THUI~DAYCOFFEE- LEAGUE: ' .  
Imwled  Feb ,  1.1 :  ., . ~ ,  .P::  ~ :: :, 1 
women,s idgh single - -  ~ : 
301 by Llnda Oabara " ' 
Men's high total - -  Women's high total " 
' 887 by Larry Lopushinsky • 820.by  Sherry Lopmldnsky . • : i  
. TUESDAY COl~'FJ~ LEAGUE: THURSDAY MIXED LEAGUE: ~ 
bowled  Feb ,  6 - :: bowled  Feb .  I . - " 
Women's hlsh single - -  Women's hJsh single - -  ' 
' 299 by Diane Francb 307 by Natalie St¢" . . . .  - ' 
Women's his I i  to ta l / ,  T ' Women's hig~ total 
?25 by Diane Francb 712 by Natalie St¢ 
TUE8PAY MIXt~D LEAGUE: Men's Idsh single - -  
bowled Ju .  30 316 by,Randy Durand 
Women's high sln~e - -  . Men 's  h igh  to ta l  - -  .. : : : :  . . . .  
308 by Sherry Lopmhinsky 771 by John R ~ m ~  
FRIDAY MDr~. ID  LFA .  . . . .  
bowled 0ct::27 
Women's hlgh single--.', , . -  :" . ' - "  
: ~ 292 by  Dtane  F rancb  ; : .  . i - .  
Women's high total . . . . .  T 1 ~ :- 
748 by Diane Frands ~ . 
Men's h igh  single - -  ''~ . 
281 by Bill Tait " 
Men's high total - -  
_ _  bowled Feb. 5. 282 by Lois Long 6~0 by Mike Godfrey- " ::: . ' 
i, ! 




BUSINESS OF THE WEEK 
, ,r 
NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS--BOAT REPAIRS 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION --GAS TANKS -- TOOL BOXES 
• RUNNING BOARDS - BOX LINERS - 10 FT. SHEAR 
200 TON METAL BENDING 
i:i!ii 
/ i  




(604) 635-  3478 
;' ~EO~RIE  ~VENUE ' : "  
i " ' "  E~RACE;  B.C;: V8~.:3:¥8;;, 
iii:i !il 
i,, ~' • 
H 
. . . . . . .  i '  . . . . . .  





I 471 1 A KEITH AVE. 
TERRACE. B.C. V8G 1 K5 
PH. 638-1166 
~,' Windshie lds 
,i Glass Medic Repairs 
~" I.C.B.C. claims 
Weddings Custom Framing 
Portraits Mat Cuiling 
Family Portraits Posters 
5 rain Passports Limited Edition Pints 
Dry Mountln{~, Laminating 
'F.~UT ' ' . .  
4509 Lakl~. Avenue 
Tm'ac~ 111-1118 
'TO let's Auto Tel. SPECIALIZING IN ALUMIIVUM WELDING " 638-9167 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS - -  BOAT REPAIRS . 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION --  GAS TANKS - TOOL BOXES 
RUNNING BOARDS --  BOX LINERS - 10 FT, SHEAR 
~ 00 TON METAL BENDING PRESS JIM NEID 
(604) 635-3478 
#,r~ l t / I  ~ 4675LOWRIEAVENUE 
~.~.r..._ ~ ---- '  " /  TERRACE.  B.C.  VSG 3Y8 
• Portable radlm 
• Marine radios 
• • Mountain top repeaters 
• Satellite Sales & Service 
e,~I~IDLAN ~ dealer 
Northland 4-5002 PoNe Av_  
Communications 638-0261'.. 
|1 
~AIg~ COAST CLEA~ING SE~VI~S 
• ORIENTALS, PERSIANS, PURE WOOL CARPETS, 
SYNTHETIC CARPETS, UPHOLSTERY. 
Cleaned safely the Dry Foam Extraction way. 
Fast drying time. 
• WINDOW CLEANING 
• OFRCE CLEANING CONTRACTS 
Bi  
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
 TE CE STANDAR] ) 
l SERVING THE TERRACE AREA - -  
4647 Lazelle Avenue. 638-SAVE 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD.  
Terrace Cremntodum 462B Davis Ave., Terrace 
Directors: 
DOUG MAC FARLANE & JAMES WESTERMAN 
638-8854 Terrace, B.C. 
1 
P.O. Box 751 
TIRED OF RENTING? 
TIRED OF HIGH. PRICES? 
539 9 lib MOREII 
We'g clean two rooms & hall "YES"  I have uphoMtery 
"ANY SIZE" "ASK ME"' 
FOR REFERENCES CALL: ero,,=' P~'q" 24 HOUR ~,A" 
NO~¥HERN CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING z mo~=m~nt' Answering and Pager Service 
Terrace, Kltlmal, Smlthers 635-3944 ~ ~,,~., . , .  635-2444 ~°:~"  
!1 II 
Professional Chimney Sweeps N 
!. II FUN 'LHOME ! 
NSPECTIONS , J ~ ~  I | BOX 247, S~ni-th~t's-~-B.C., 847-2441 • | 
/ I~-- '~-~'.  ' We use the flnest brushes and dost control vacoum for a I I  ~ ~ DlrectorAga~c~ae~ PA I / clean chlmney and clem house. I I " "  " 
| ; : ' ~ ~  ~ For a THOROUGH, OUST FREE sweep I ' l i t  I I:' 
I :~  " O00OOOq " " ~ I , : I  ~ ~ : :Cm~a~n / : :  ~ " , '  ~mefmton 
. . . . . . .  : :. ;!!,~:ii:i ~ . . . . .  ~: ,~..~.~ ; . . . .  . . . . .  , 




P.R. SCALE LTD. 
24 Hour Prompt Service 
NEW WEIGHT TEST TRUCK 
Dispatch No. No.10-220 Kalen Road 
627-1652 Prince Rupert, B.C., V8J 2X2 
I 
(1~~ NORTHWEST 
CONSOLIDATED SUPPLY LTD, 
TANKS - PIPE & FITI'INGS - PLUMBING SUPPLIES - HEATING SUP- 
;I PLIES - WATER WORKS - MINING SUPPLIES - FIRE PROTECTION - 
WELDING SUPPLIES --: FASTENERS - FENCING SUPPLIES ' ' 
, Phone 635-7158 5239 Kelth Ave. Terrace Fax 635-6156 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants.todayf 
4647 Lazelle Avenue. 638-SAVE 
BANDSTRA _ . 
TRA NSPOR TA T ION "" " 
~ 'SYSTEMS L TD.~ 
Dally freight serdce  ex VancOuver, 
TEL: (6~4) 635.2728 ' . . . . .  
fI i t BLAK£BURNs~., TERRACE, B,C. VaG~f  i!~! ii.:,:., . 
Terrace Standard, 
CTI'()N AD S ....... . ' / ,  ' :  ~ ' t i  
* 'BUY  SELL  'RENT  'TRADE 
r ACTION AD RATES 
: 638-SAVE 
"::' DEADLINE: NoON S'AT/JRDA-YS-' 
Classif ied and Classif ied Display 
ADVERTIS ING DEADLINES:  When a etat ho l ldsy  fs l ic  on  s 
8eturdsy ,  Sunday  or Monday ,  the  dead l ine  Is Thursday  at 
6 p.m.  for 611 d lep ley  and  c i sas l f ied  sds, 
TERRACESTANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. VSG 188 
All olasslfled and classified dleplay ads muet be prepaid by either cMh, 
Visa or Mastercard. When phoning In ads plesseheve you Vise or Msetor- 
card number ready. 
20 words (first Insertion) $3.45 plus 5, for additional words. *(Addltiocal Inserdoos) 
$2,30 PlUS 4 o for additional words. *$6.95 for 6 weeks (not exceeding 20 words, non- 
commrclei) 
OVER 30 CLASS IF ICAT IONS!  
1, Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine 
4. Wanted toRent 15. Machinery 
5. For Sale Misc. 
6. Wanted Misc. 
7. For Rent Misc. 
8. Cars for Sale 








16. Farm Produce 27. Announcements 
17. Garage Sales 28. Card of Thanks 
18. Travel 29. In Memoriam 
19. Lost & Found 30. Obituaries 
20. Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
21. Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
22. Careers 33. Business Services 
23. Work Wanted 
i i 
l l~  The  
The Terrace Stonda~ resnrves the rlghl to classify ads 
under Ippropdite headings and to SOl rates therefore and to 
determine PaOe lecaUo~, 
The Tewene Standard rlserven the rloht to reyise, adJt, 
chessify or reJm:l any Mv~enl  and to ro~n any answers 
alimented tO the News Box Reply ServYco, and to repay the 
customer the sum paki for the bove~sment and box rental, 
Box replies on "P, Okl" tn,st/Ix:H~ls not plckad up within 10 
of expiry of an adver~ent wig be desS"oyad mfess 
maUlno inslxuctJ~ are received. Those enswerlng Box 
Numbms m re~tod  not to seed odGInaJs of dooume~ts o
nv~d loss,, 
NI claims of effo~ in idverUsements must be fl~eived by 
the pueiisher within 30 days after the first puUinaUon, 
n is agreed by the advertiser mquesUog space that the 
~lbiflly of the Terrace Stend~d In the event el faUore to 
pobllsh an advertisement or in the event of an error aPpaad~o 
in the advertisement as I~blishad shall he limited to the 
omount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect InserUnn 
for the porUm of the advortL~ space o¢cuplad by the Incur. 
rect or ornlned itenl end/, and thai there shall be no liability in' 
In'/event orea~ than the amount paid for such adve~elng. 
| 
1. Real Estate 
36 x 46 house on lot 60 x 200. Asking 
$38,000 0Be. Call 635-3419 '6p39 
62.6 x 132. LOT FOR SALE od cPomer StreeL 
very reasonable pdco. Phone 635.7456 6p39 
MAY OCCUPANCY, ONE YEAR OLD,-near 
hospital; school. Three bedrooms, 2 piece on. 
suite, European kitchen, N/G, much more. 
Low $90,000. 635.3986 6p39 
RR S~.E 8YOY,t,B- L 1~e brdmo~ 21teoeen- 
suite, European kitchen, N/G, much more. 
Low $90,000. 635-3986 6p39 
5 BE~00M, FULL BASEMENT, LOG HOME. 5 
seeded acres. Lake front. North shore Fran. 
:ois Lake. 5 minutes from ferry on paved 
read, near school. $85,000. 1.695.6479 
4p40 
FOB SALE on passible trade. 3 bedroom, 
newer 2 storey house 20 miles north of Fort 
St. Janlas on 30 acres. Year'round Rowing 
creek. Fenced yard. Corrals, horse-chicken 
and hay bern, Heated workshop, appliances 
Included. Wood or efectdc heat. On bus route. 
$59,000. Call Cyndy at work 996-8204. 4p40 
5 ACRES, Beach Road. Water, sewar, 
underground Hydro. Good gravel road. Reedy 
tc move on or build. 604.962-9692 (P.G.) 
4p41 
137 ACRE FARM on Hwy 28, 6Vz miles south 
of FSJ. 3 bedroom house, garage, hams, out. 
buildings, water, hydro, and school bus. 
$120,000. Call 996.8379. • 8p41 
WANTED approximately 1/3 acre building lot. 
Tbernhelghts or equivalent. Phone and leave 
message at 638-0264. 6p41 
4 BEDROOM HOUSE On 68x140 lot in 
Horseshoe, 2 complete bathrooms, N.G. and 
electdc heat, 8x16 storage shed. Ph. 
635-3975 after 5 p.m. "~p41 
1 YEAR OLO 1200 sq. ft. home. 3 bedrooms, 
N,G., oak kitchen cabinets, full basement, 
must be seen. Thornhetghts, Phase III suIxtivi. 
sign. Priced to sell. $89,9.00, 635-5757.6p42 
FOR SALE NEW 3 bedroom home with 
full basement on Hawthorn Ave, Call 
63S-6797, 6p42 
.2 YEAR OLD HOME FOR SALE by owner In 
Thornbelghts Phase III. Three bedrooms, two 
bal~nems :oak kitchen oablnots built.in 
dlshwashsr, large sundeck off dining area, 
natural gas heat and hot water, roughed in 
plumbing.downstairs. Lot backs onto area 
2. Mobile Homes 
1980 14x74 
Crownpoint Trailer 
Set up in local trailer park. 3 
bedrooms, 2 full bathrooms. Comes 
with 5 appliances, partially built 
jney shack, has full patio. $26,000 
o.b.o. 638.1238. 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featudng 
1150.1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 2 baths, 
:dvate yard, cazport, and satellite T.V. 
Houston. Phone 845.3161. 31tin 
FURNISHED ROOM, INCLUDING TV, laundry, 
snd kitchen facilities. Available immediately. 
Ideal for a working single person. Non smoker. 
Viewing 635.6154 6p42 
FOR RENT. 1,;400 S O.F'I'. RESTAURANT. Fur- 
nished and equ]ped. Call 638-1186 :" 6p38 
1 BEOROOM FOR RENT. For gentfehian: Ha~ 
kitchen facilities. Call 635-5893 7p40 
FOR RENTone 1.bedroom and one 2-badroum 
duplex suite: Ridge and stove, wall to wall 
oarpets, in town. No pets please. Call 
635.5464. 6p38 
FOR RENT one 1.bedroom and one 2-bedroom 
duplex suite. Fddge and stove, wall to wall 
carpets, In town. No pets please. Call 
635-5464. 6p38 
rAILER PARK PAD. Good Iooatioc, close to 
schools. Call 637.5443. 6p41 
1 BEDROOM FURNISHED SUITE Suitable for 1 
~erson. Located near hospital. Available 
March 1. All utilities included in rent. $375. 
nor month. 638.8084. 2p43 
RESPONSIBLE FAMILY I.OOKING For 3.4 
bedroom home. Would be Ion,-tom1 Or will . 
lease, Have good references, CaJI 630.8673 
or 635.5541 . . . . . .  " 6p43 
RESPONSIBLE WORKING MAN n~w to Ter. 
race, havingtroobls finding e I~  te rent, 
prefei'aMyout of town Withland. If, anyone 
knows of a place to rant, phone me at 
635-5078 and I will oive you $50 upon me 
accepting It. 4p43 
5. For Sale Misc. 
J.D. 350 LOADER. How engine, new tracks. 
etc. $1400.00 0.C,3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500,.32 ft. house boat 
• tifetime aluminum .has even/tiling & trldfor 
419500. 82 lade 2door auto. good cond. 
$1500. 14 ft. Td-hull speed boat- 50 horse 
menk, trailer $2800. Ctean Okenagsn Camper 
• hyd. jacks, $2000, New Kubada fits plant & 
battery change $550. Ken Alien Box 161 
Granlsfe. Ph. 697.2474. • lthfn 
FOR SALE IBM SOFTWARE -- Mlceprene F19 
Stealth $35; TaRo Operation Wnd $25; Ae. 
oolode Duel II Pies, Supecara, Muscle Cars, 
Californle Disk $80; Dirent access menu 
system (best BOS shell. PC Magazine) $40; 
and Right Simulation dick, Japan $10. Phone 
798-2551 after 8 p.m. 61)40 
NORTHLINE FIREPLACE INSERT. Fits 
23"x31" fireplace. Free, y~ move. 
638.8092. 61}30 
FOR TRADE OR SALE several ntntendo games 
to trade or sell. Phane 635.3823 61)39 
FOR SALE FRESH SHRIMP. For-ordering call 
627.6719 In Prince Rupert. Will deliver out of 
town. , . .  6p39 
HEED A CAKE FOR THAT SPECIAL OCCA. 
SION? (Birthday, anniversary, wedding) Call 
Emmy at 630.1052. SpeciallTJno in German 
homebeking. 8p39 
PARKER HALE 3006 w14x40 Tasco scope ex. 
con& $690. J.C. Hlgglns semi-auto 12 ga. 
$220. Mossberg bolt action 16 9a. $160. All 
• three for $900 o,b.o. 838-1227. 61)41 
VIDEO'S VHS TITLES. Good selections, free 
list. 1-256.4860. Box 196 Ulloeot, B,C. YOK 
1VO. 41)41 
CROSS.COUNTRY HELISKIING offering cress 
country bellskllng until March 31. $300 (two 
days and one night); longer tdps available. 
fcsitshing, slghtsanlng and AJpine toudng. 
Great grub, good cabins and group rates. 
Phoue H499982 (Hooston channel). 41)41 
LIKE NEW: Dishwasher $350. Ounen size box 
spdng and mattress $300. Rust Cdorad 
swivel, ruckers $250 each. 16.6x11.6 rust 
carpet $150. Washer and dryer $300. 160 
square yards gold carpet $200, Dresser $20. 
Phone 845.3798.. 4P41 
BABY ACCESSORIES Including popular "In- 
FOR RENT 2 BEDROOM basement suite 
located at 4618 Scott Avenue. Fddge, stove 
and electricity included. Laundry facility, 
storage shed, $475 a month, plus damage 
deposit, No pets please. Available immediate. 
ly. Phone 635.3567. lp43 
FOR RENT 3 bedroom side x side duplex. 
Adult oriented. Has 1 Vz baths, elec, heat, 
Iddoe & stove. Located 1 block from 
downtown. Ideal for professional couple or 
adults haring accommodatiuc. NO pats, moat 
~e non.smokers, References and damage 
deposit required, Available March 1, 1990, I 
$650/month, 635.3401. 2p43 '82 MERCURY COUGAR 
FOR RENT 1 BEDROOM FURNISHED Apa~-'~ Ststiocwagon. 
,or single in Thomhill $290. monthly, $145 =2 995 
deposit. No pets, references required. Phone 
635-6950 after 6 p.m. 6p43 J 
Thornhlll. Available March 1. Preference given 
to single parson or manted couple Ca l l  ~ ~  
635-4200. 6p43 636-4941 
r ~  . 8. cars for sale 
.t' 
8, Cars for Sale 
1901 RELIANT. Good ronning cocdiUon, no 
rust, low mileage, front wheel ddve. Asking 
$2,400 OBO. Call 636-0674 or view 4610 
Dison Ave.. 6p38 
1977 OLDSMOBILE DELTA ROYAL 80. Load- 
od, 4 door, auto, 403, no rust. summer/winter 
radlsls, $1,800,635.912t. 7p43 
0. Trucks for Sale 
1988 F350 crewcab 351 EFI automatic, box 
liner, 35,000 kin. As new condition $18,700. 
Call 635-9121. 7p40 
1987 GMC $15 JIMMY 4 x 4. 58,000 kin. Ex. 
neflent good. Fully loaded. $15,600 0Be. Call 
635-2393 after 5 p.m. 6p38 
1986 FORD CUSTOM 250 pickup, 6 cylinder. 
Like new condition. Asking $15,300 OBO. 
Call 638.8039 evenings (after 5 p.m.) 61)38 
IMMACULATE 1986 extended cab, $15 GMC 
pick-up. Bucket seats, 4 speaker stereo, con. 
sole, new tire, 28,000 'knl orioinelly. Call 
635.5004. 6p38 
F250 S/4TON FORD PICKUP, 351cc motor, dual 
Des tanks, n.gas convendon, running boards, 
under 12,000 kin, excellent condition. 
635-2360 6p39 
1984 CHEV ~/| TON CUSTOM DELUXE 305, 4 
speed, omlfm stereo. Excellent condition. 
$10,500 OBO. 635.4785 8p40 
4 door, automatic. 
=1.99  
McEwa,n  " 
1986 WESTERN STAR LOGGER 245 WB, 
SIlver 475 Detroit w/lnframe OH. RT014615 
trans. SSHD rears with Hend. susp. cw 1987 
Columbia Jeep and 1986 Pnedess pole trailer. 
An excellent unit $70,500, OBO. Good finance 
rates. OAC Bytown Frelghtilner. 835-4938. 
Toll-free 1-800-663-7766. Nights, Neff at 
635.7049 6p40 
1974 JEEP CHEROKEEWAGON 4 x 4. No rust. 
Recent front end lob. New paint. $2,200. OBO. 
Call 535-3488 after 5 p.m. 6p40 
1979 FORD RANGER, XLT Super Cab, 351 
engine, 4 speed, canopy, running boards, 
AM/FM stereo, radial tires, excellent coodl- 
tion. $3,500. Phone 345-3798. 4p41 
f 978 GMC 314 ton pickup, 6 cylinder, $1200. 
Phone 638-8912 after 6 p.m. 6p42 
1988 FORD RANGER, blue, mag dins, running 
boards, 5 speed. AM/FM c asette, tint win- 
dows, 2 new winter tires. Radial chains, some 
warranty. Only 19,000 KM, Great gas 
mileage, $11,500 O.B.O. 842-6667 after 
5:30 p.m. 4p42 
1974 HAYES 350 CUMMINS 13 spd, 40000 
SSHD, 77.Kolght Pole Trailer. Good steady 
hauler certifiable. $15,000 0130, 694.3655. 
4p43 
1980 CHEV. 350, automatic 314 ton, great 
Uran. 0nil 55,000 miles $3300 obo. Call 
disposable" fitted coflon diapers. Safe and 635.9121. 
comforlable for baby, easier,for parents. MuSt: .. . . . .  • 
~ seen1638-1204. /, ," ..~-": '6p:4. 2' : i 
nonwaxed, Size lOVz, Tacks shares, size 
10V¢ Vasque hiking boots, $50 each. Call 
636.8960 evenings. 6p42 
PASSIVE EXERCISE Machine, bee 8 different 
exemlses on machine 1.692-7667 days 
1-692-3360 evenings, 4p42 
YAMAHA FLUTE, With silver head joint, open 
hole, a B foot. Call 638-1864 or 638-1928 
after 6 p.m. . 6c42 
CONTESTS, REFUNDS. Your hobby? 
Send LSASE and $3.00 for information 
on current forms. Bax 718, Vandorbeof, 
B.C. VOJ 3AO 6p42 
225 STICKERS OR CHILDREN'S BOOK 
- Sample $2.00, Golden children's 
books, stickers, arts and crafts. Mall 
order. Economically priced. Send for 
current list. The General Hame Store, 
Boc 718, Vanderhoof, B.C. VOJ 3AO. 
6p42 
NINGSIZE WATERBED Comes with plush blue 
bumper pads, like new, asking $200 O.B.O. 
Phone 638-0694. 6p43 
MATTERHORN INSUL'ATED HIKING BOOTS, 
size 9. New. Cost $107 ~ will sell for $76. 
635.5577; ' ' lp43 
1986 SUBARU. FRONT WHEEL Drive, tilt, 
cruise, AM/FM cassette, Int. wipers, hallngon 
headlights, rear window de~t .  Cleanl 
75,000 kms. $9,000. Call 630.8654 even- 
Ings. On 
1973 PONTIAC VETR 405 AM. Automatic 
Iransmlssion, 2269D31121204. For sale. For 
• 7p40 
• .~ ;:~ :, ;-; rBO 9MC PICK-UP 
" : 2 W~ld,ve, sh~ box =2,995 
McEwan 




LUXURY MOTOR HOME FOR RENT. Travel in 
comfort: shower, oven, furnace, H/C water, 
etc. Reserve NOW for your vacation, Dally, 
weekly, monthly. 636-1468 evenings, 6p39 
12. Motorcycles 
1986 HONDA ELITE 80. 1,300 kin. Excellent 
running condition. $500 Nrm. Call after 5 p.m. 
635-4217 or between 8 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
638-8404, ask for Sadie. 6p39 
WANTED TO PURCHASE quality trail bike, up 
to 350 cc in excellent cood., street legal, 
please 638-1466, 6p40 
1989 PHASER FX, $6,000, firm. Call 
636.0373 evenings. 6p40 
'86 CHEVETTE i 2 door, 5 speed. =3,950 
! McEwan ' 
635-4941 
13. Snowmobiles 
SNOWMOBILE TRAILER, double wide, 10 ft. 
long. Used 6 times. $1,000.835.9276. 6p41 
1988 FORMULA PLUS, handlebar warmers, 
speed cleats, ski boots, $6,000 o.b,o. 
635-9276, 6p41 
14. Boats & Madne 
12' SPRINGBOK ALUM. BOAT & 9.8 hp Mer- 
cury outboard, good cocdttJon, extras. $1,500 
o.b.e. 638.1227. 6p41 
l .,:::ov, i 
=8,995 
' McEwan   
6354941 
15. Machinery 
1986 BOEPKER TRAILERS, 26 lead, 30 rear 
lift axle. Brakes and tires 2 months old. 
$30,000. Call 635-9627 6p38 
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE Bunkhouse Trailer. I0 
ft x 30 ft. tandem axles, 8" channel Iron 
frame, metal siding, douMe glazed windows, 
tully insulated wired for 11 OV, propane stove, 
propane fddge, oil heater, 4 beds, tables & 
chalrs, cupboards, counter with sink, plus 
many extras. For more information phone: 
Gartti 698-7660 or Barry 845.7175. 4p42 
-r.- 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YON NOTHING to place a Lost and 
Found Classified. Phone 638.SAVE before 12 
~loon Saturdays. 
FOUND FEMALE TABBIE cat in Nass Valley 
area, 638-0227. 2p43 
REWARD OF $1,600 for return of or informa- 
Uon leading to the return of 1988 Wdarls Indy 
400, wh]telred ecals (Decker Lake, Brewer 
Ave.) Information i confidence. No questions 
asked. 698-7476 eve., 692.3161 days 3c43 
3 year Old tabby cat (Garfield) with a 
brown collar. Lost downtown, outside 
Mohawk on Boxing day at 11:00 a.m. 
Any Information please phone 
Heather at 
635-9234 or 635-7888 
newanl Offeradl 
20. Pets & Livestock 
ALASKA MALAMUTE PUPPIES. CKC registra. 
tlon, excellent with children, powerful work 
dogs, packing and sled pulling. Black weft 
with white or wolf grey. Call 849-5811 Sun- 
day,through Thursday onytime, Frklay until 
noon only, NOT Saturday. :, 5p41 
REGISTERED TOY POMERANIAN PUPS, 1, 
female, 1 male, black 1-692-7412 eve. 
, 4p43 
ALL  BREED ! 
DOG GROOMING 
Reasonable Rates, 10 Years Experience 
JANE TURNER 638"8018 
Mornlngl or Evenlnge 




23. Work Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver- 
tisers that the human rights code in British 
Columbia forbids publication of any advertise. 
merit In connection with employment which 
discriminates against any person because of 
origin, or requires an job applicant to fumlsh 
any informat!on concerning race, religion, col- 
our, ancestry, place of oflgin or political belief, 
Readers: In ads where 'male' is referred to, 
please read also as 'female' and where 
lemale' is used, read also as 'male'. 
REPLYING TO A BOX NUMBER? Please be 
sure you have the correct box number as 
given in the ad. Address to: Box , The Ter- 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave., Terrace, 
8.C., VSG 1S8, Please do not include bulk 
OUodS or money to Box replies. 
WOULD LIKE TO BABYSIT IN YOUR HOME. 
Also will do odd jobs such as ddveway clean- 
ing, etc. 635-5243. 6p38 
which is designated park area, :Asking 
with-',~H-n-n-i =ms"  N.,~ural R, rL~ responsible working young mnn,, Call. 
" ' "  "~"'~ " " '  '" . . . . . . . . .  635.5076. ' 61)39 
~. heat, paved driveway with Imated 
I dn.hl=, huron= f.llu inndscaned a N¢c~u ~ ~ o=,-,.~= m,.~. ,,.,, . . o  
' ~ ~ r bedroom, place, nsspenslbie family. 6god :: 
' l W!th:,."!t~trees, many? xtras'F° I references, 2 sm=~ c~n, 63e.0743 : 
I ~olntment o view pnone:" ;:: I "  ~myUme'~ .... ~ : • " ~p40 !
:, i -: I I : I AMiLY NEEDS TO RENT 3,4 bednxen'homi .i':i
II, II u ~i~ ar- al, p ~ l : :  . . . .  . ,  :::~; :. I .  A.&A.P.CaIi635.8714. : : " ,": ~451~i 
636-2029. $93,500  Ddve by 2120 Cypress treet or call n ,  _~2p43 |rl . ,~ ld 'M~l l  AU.  IRF U I ,~UL J~R~ 63S-4941 , more ,nfo. call 635.4898. jig 335.9627 pietely Gland 64 CORVETTE Natiana,,redone. 327. $22,000. fully 3  loaded. $25,000. lto~e, Also ~ 19874 spd, Su,ck 61)386p38 com- Call ' ~ " C 4 ~ A ' ~ ' R -  R ' ~ i E  R ' S "  " "  
.ntnei:...,.,.._ WANTED I neanYu©u e 1809 CAM,,O ,,oc,z 
- - " , - , , , ' - , . - , .  ,.. Needed!  ...l"n BUY , oewo ,,,,=m I 1.892.3481,v,, . , 40 
Must  have 3 bedrooms. / 1.ro~n $380, .2 room $450 & .3 ro~n I: am/fro stereo: Air condlSonad, low mileage: 
/ .~:)zu: ~.no~, slurs, neat a ~ not wazer I all~ginal$15,0000D0,635.A785 61)40 r, 
: Call. i mciuseo. ~arpe[ mrougnoor. Lannsry I 1977.--.._.~, . . . . . . . . . .  
era sce  References HOflUA ~vr,; oaooO km, color retr I facilities st pe p~ . re" I .... O~ , 
t .  ' bedroom onto comuon Asking $1,200 Call e3e 1577 
after 5 p m 6p41 | PHONE OFFICE 635: ' §224  l !  .... ' .... [ ~;~'~: ' . , ,~  ...... i 22S --  Heppel, Braun, 
l '~ , ,fzvaHable ; • I M0VING TO AFRICA, 19 ,  Ford Tempo for L ~ ; I  Ackroyd, Archer& Doff. 
' / :~  I:!sale°rlem'SstxlAM/FMnes"ftestare°' ~'~)~~{4~1230-  to~'=200 ~ 
I . . . .  I : C~lse control, mr co~lUmno, my te rms,  ~ ! ~  Skeena & Keith, Hauoland, ( 
. . . . .=- , . _ . . . - - , ,=  - =-n,.,o,., " 'no  " " "  o.r 
:ll.as/~6~l~ 5.gP~21.h~ pdce, $1O~p?~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~  260 - Desjal:dines, K0foed 
Large executive home, modem . . :  ' , " "ep3, : ~  ~ " &W ren. '.,: 
split in Horseshoe area. 3 full 
C Or : l l  :OKING FOR HOUSE, epa~nt  or trailer f /  : - 2 door. " i ' :" ~ baths, 4 bedrooms. large kitchen 
,[ =1,995 
' i  
e' 
i l l . - "  
23. Work Wanted 
M0M WILL DO B,~BYSITI1NG in'iny izmo. 
Close to hospital and park. Fu9 and part time. 
Drop Ins welcame. 635.3804. 8p30 
EXPERIENCED SEAMSTRESS, will do sib~a. 
tigris and mending. Fast, professleoal ~ i  
at reasonable prices. Phone 635.9202. Dl~8 
SINGLE MALE WITH class 1 sir ~-work  
experience and training. Can role=lie 
1.563-9372. 61)42 
HAVE YOUR FAVOURITE Short vane 
calligraphled, envlrotexed and made In apla- 
que or picture. Call Theresa 635.9303. 61)43 
RELIABLE LADY looking for house cleaning 




• Window paint ing for  any 
occasion.  
• Il lustrator 
• Graphics 
• Poster,  Card-& Inyltation 
Designs 
• Reasonable rntesi~- 
For  more  Information p lease  
contact :  
K. Hicks  838 ,1182 
24. Hotices 
PRO-LIFE EDUCATION available to general 
public; videos, pamphlets, lending library, 
dealing with human life Issues such as abet- 
tion and euthonasts. Student enquldes 
welcome. Call 635-5561 or635-5427 5ffuc 
I /  
Isn't it nifty, our 
Mend Is 501 
Happy Birtlday 
byn, Edith, 
Fsye  & Mary 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
FOR SALE OR LEASE- Two restaurants inFort' 
St. James. One with lake view, licancad ip. 
ingr~{andcoftse shop; one located next to 
"amotol~996.'7§JO.- "; Ifn 
RESTAURANT FOR SALE. 17 months 
operation. Great Mum and Pop operadon, 
Owner moving, must sell, Asking $65,000 or 
best offer. Pbme 638.1993 after 8 p.m, 6p39 
F0LEY SAW SHARPENING EOUIPMENT full. 
fine with many extras. For more Info. or to 
view call 1-692-3389 eves. 44)41 
FOR SALE WELL ESTABUSHED Wedding 
machine repair shop in KItimat, serious en- 
quiries only. Phone 632.5537. 61)42 
THRIVING HITACHI television retail stare. 
Also video rentals, music and tapes. Excellent 
mall ocation in prosperous Houstcn, B.C. Call 




F inanc ing 
Specialists 
II you are a self starter, modvamd by 
success and the rewards it bdnge, 
then LEASE MART SYSTEMS may 
be for YOUI " • 
LEASE MART'S unique proven for. 
mula offers our associates urdimited 
income potential, Innovative markeBno 
straregy, and a full spectrum of corn- 
pea[ire financial services. 
Minimum cash inveolmant plus w~k. 
in9 capltalrequlred. Reply to: 
Lease Mad Systen~ 
682 Bmnswlck Sliest. 
Pdnce Geor~. ELC. 
V2L2CI 
Conloch ChewlTedfo~l 
or phone:~l-0905, ~. 
26. Personals 
ADVERTISE personal messages In the Terrace 
Standard. Confidentiality Is assured. Phone 
638.7283 Monday to Fdday, 9 a.m to 5 p,m. 
Out of the essence of knowledge I
gave thee being why seekeet thou 
enlightenment from anyone beside 
Me? 
Selected from the IBahe'l Holy 
Writings. 
We invite you to explore these 
WrlUnos further by  phoning 
635-3219 or 636.9012 
"41 
LINE , f I R E ~  . 
. .:i;~;Ao m j , ,  ~ i . l l /~ .  
/ 
L 
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FOR , DVERTISING CALL 638-SAVE .•: 
" ~',,',,,~.~,',~ ~'~H,;• , I 
_l ' : " '".',, 
26. Personals , 
ADVERTISE personal messages in the Terrace 
Standard. Confidentiality Is assured. Phone 
638.7283 Monday to Friday, 9 a,m to 5 p.m, 
MODERN METAPHYSICS, Laurel - high 
energy counsellor courses, readings - 
spiritual, personal, past life, healing, 635. 
776 6p43 
35 YEAR OLD MALE recently diagnosed with 
panic disorder and agoraphobia would like to 
correspond or talk to others who have ex. 
pedenced the same symptoms, All replies will 
be held strictly confidential. Send repfles to 
Box 250 clo Terrace Steedald, 4647 Lazefle 





• Safe . ,  Effective 
• Painless 
DIET .......................... $125 
(klcludes 3Vestments) 
STOP SMOKING ........... $95 
(1~ 2 booatem if  needed)  
CALL TERRACE OFFICE AT 
635-9435 
STE. NO. 4- 4644 Lazelle Ave., 
(above Savms') 
CORPORATE RATES AVAILABLE 
(have a SMOKE FREE office) 
33. Business 
Services 
RANDALL INSTALLATION, cabinets.-win• 
dows, doors, garage doors, counter tops, etc. 
Phone 635-3422. 6p40 
"SWINGSHIFT" Country rnck band available 
far p,~1]es, weddingsand ~nniversades, Call 
1-695:6469 evenings. ~ ..L~ 4p42 
21, Help Wanted 
PART TIME NURSING REPRESENTATIVE re. 
quired to complete insurance medicals. Vein- 
a-puncture expedence necessary, Auto 
necessary. Will provide all equipment and 
training. Apply Bedlmetric Profiles Canada. 
1-800-663-6737. 2p42 
LOCAL INDUSTRIAL DISTRIBUTOR has open. 
log for part time office clerk. Please forward 
resume to Box 400 c/o Terrace Standard, 
4647 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 158, 
2p42 
SHORT ORDER COOKS. Dining room ex- 
pedence an asset. Must be neatly groomed 
and have own transportation. Phone for ap- 
po~nbnent 798.2214, Ken White. 2c43 
EXPERIENCED FORESTRY TECHNICIAN to do 
logging layout In the Terrace area. Needed Ira. 
mediately. Send resume to Woodlma Forestry 
Services Ltd. Box 414, Terrace, B.C. V8G 
4B1. 2p43 
RED CARPET FOOD SERVICES Requires a 
delivery person Immediately. Please brlno 
resume or fill in application at 2901.A Kenney 
Street. lc43 
Pad- t ime 
LOANS 
OFFICER 




Sknena D~ea@asis~l requima n 
ACCOUNTS RECEIVEABLE 
CLERK 
Outles: Will handle all aspects of the 
broadcast accounts receivables including 
collections. 
Skills: Ability to communicate effective. 
ly in both verbal and wdtten form. Able to 
work with minimal supervision, Complete 
work in a neat, accurate manner. Have a 
good knowledge of accounts receivable 
and collection procederes, FamgJadty with 
computer systems an asset, 
Experience: Minimum of one years ac. 
counts receivable xperience. 
Skeena Broadcasters offers a pleasant, 
modem working environment, competitive 
salary range and benefit package. 
Apply with resume to Skeena h id .  
caatere, 4625 Lazehe Ave,, Terraca, B.C. 
V66 1S4, Atin: Personnel Mana0er by 
Feb, 19, 1990. 
MARKETING CAREER 
IN NORTHERN B.C. 
"A nationally renowned insurance and 
• :financial pl~inning agency offers com- 
prehensive training, guaranteed in- 
come. andsix-flgure potential. 
Our team of associates has come from 
varied backgrounds. Including: 
=Banking 
• Stock Brockorage 
=Sales 
,Accounting 
• Recent University Graduates 
of exceptional malurity 
seeking a first career 
Send your con, fidential resume to: 
Mr. C. Pyper 
Box 20t4. (Willow Road) 
Smilhers, B.C, V0J 2NO 
CANADA LIFE 
THE VANCOUVER AGENCY 
1986.87-88.89 Recipient of 
Mas/e~ Agency Award of 
Life Insurance Managers' Assoc. of Canada 
B.C.'S SECRET AGAINST 
WEAPON / DRINKING 
DRIVERS 
Provide police with car type/ 
~ ~  colour, Ilcence, location and 
direction it was going, 




If your Business Phone Number is new or has been 
recently changed, please call us and we'll run it free of 
charge for a period of approximately three (3) months. 
GUY GUNSMITH THE DIVE SHOPPE 
635-6722 635-6383 ' 
PREMIER PROPANE DEANS CHOCOLATES 
636.7709 635-3919 
CENTRAL MOUNTAIN AIR CHANGES BY BEV 
636.3820 636-9666 
AGAR RED & WHITE 
638.1369 SKEENA VALLEY 
MEAT MARKET 
DISCOVERY DAYCARE 636-6997 
636.9166 
ELAN TRAVEL ""~" . '  ~ . EAGLE ENTERPRISES 635-6181 ,2, ~ ~ 
• " '  ' T  632.2060 t~~ 
ELECTONICS PLUS ASHBURY'S, 1~ 
636.4677 63§-5884j 
ACCU.CRAFT 
CONSTRUCTION LTD. ~ . : 
636'4321 ~ ' I  " 
m _ TERRACE STANDAI   
~1~ 4647 Lazelle Aver, Terrace 
638-SAVE 
Earn extra income as the 
RESIDENT MANAGER 
of a small apartment building in Kitimat. 
Sales and maintenance skills an asset. 
Please send resumes by February 14, 1990 to: 
Majestic Management (1981) Ltd. 
Suite 200 - 1515 Second Ave. 





A Division of Eurocan Pulp & Paper Co. 
ACCOUNTANT 
Our Sawmill/Logging operation, located In Terrace, has an opening for an Ac¢oontanL 
THE P08m0N: The ras~ibtilties of this position Include all aspects of accounting for a 
medem sawmill/logging operation; budgeting, forecasting, cast analysis and cmtreL 
Re.porIJng to the Office Manager, the successful candidate will be a key member of the 
management team and must he able to communicate ffectively with all lewis-of 
mana0emenL 
OUAURCAll0NS: Enrollment in the 2nd or 3rd level of the CGA or RIA program. Previoos 
experience In the forest IndusW preferred. 
BENEFff$: We offer a competitive ssla~ and an excellent fringe benefit pac.kaoe. 
Please apply in confidence, by February 23, 1990, defaJtino work axpe~nce and 
qcalifications to: 
J.IL Male, 0ffl¢l Mamqler 
I I k~ Sawlllz 
P.O. llax 10 
Tamce, B.C. VSG 4A3 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 
No. 88 (Terrace) 
INTERESTED iN A 
TEACHING CAREER? 
Do you have a university degree?,Do you ~ the equivaleot 
of 60aemester~urs ~. the eqOlvalent ortwo years credit 
toward a degree? You may be eligible to enrol in the second 
intake of the NWTEC teacher trsinlng programme which 
begins in September 1990. Most of the course work and all 
of the teacher training will be done here in the Northweat,'en- 
titling YOU to the Ministry of Education's Forgivable Loan Pro- 
gramme.. 
For general information contact eetty Clent in the School 
Board Office et 635-4931. For specific Information cn eligibili- 
ty requirements contact Sylvia Foran at Simon Fraser Univer- 
sity, 291-3767. 
Application forms are available at the: 
School Board Office 
3211 Kenney Street 
Due date for applications is February 23, 1990. 
Frank Hamilton 
Superintendent of Schools 
ASSESSMENT OFF ICER I 
(PRINCE GEORGE) 
We are currently seeking an Assessment Officer for our 
Prince George Area Office. 
The Assessment Officer is responsible for conducting the 
Assessment audit field work necessary for the effective 
administration of the Assessment Section of the Workers' 
Compensation Act, Responsibilities include ensuring that 
every firm is correctly assessed, Identifyihg registered 
and unregistered employers, collecting assessment 
adjustments and assessments and providing information 
to the Collection Officers that will assist them in the 
collection procedures. 
Minimum qualifications include Grade 12 and successful 
completion of 2 years of a C.G.A. or C.M.A. program or a 
Bachelor's Degree with a major in either accounting or 
finance and6 to 9 months of related experience, or an 
equivalent combination of education and experience. 
Additional required qualifications include good analytical 
skills, good Interpersonal skills as well ae the proven ability 
to make decisions and to communicate these decisions 
both verbally and in writing. The position requires Initiative, 
and judgement together with tenacity and tact. Limited 
trove within B.C. is required. 
Salary Range: $34,845 to $41,888 per annum. 
The Assessment Officer I Is a junior level position. 
Opportunities for advancement to the Assessment Officer II 
level may exist. The current salary range of the Assessment 
Officer II level Is $39,102 to $47,574 per annum. 
The Workers' Compensation Board provides an excellent 
benefits package. 
Qualified applicants are asked to submit a detailed resume 
outlining qualifications and experience, quoting 
,: Competition No. 90-083 to: •, 
• Human Resources Department 
Workers' Compensation Board o! B.C, 
Box 5350 




SPECIAL SERVICES TO CHILDREN 
• ',r. 
'VmA= amTwcr =~,.um ,mu an=~,v 
~.n~rs ~ s.~ ~m. ec, m nxe ,. 
(104)  I11-1111 • 
ASSISTANT 
SUPERVISOR . . . .  
An assistant supervisor position is available with the Special 
Services to Children program. This is a pert-time position at 
20 hours per week, 
The successful candidate will be expected to assist with the 
supervision and development of a community based child 
care counselling program. 
Preference will be given to those candidates having ex- 
perience and/or training In the social service field. Previous 
experience in program management would be an asset. The 
person will undergo a criminal records check. The salary is 
$12.50 per hour. 
Closing date is February 19, 1990. 
For more information contact Yvonne Reid at 635-7087~ 
Submit resumes to: , 
Yvonne Reid 
Terrace & District Community Services 
No. 1 - 3215 Eby Street 
Terrace; B.C. VSG 2X6 
• I' 
MINISTRY OF ADVANCED EDUCATION, 
TRAINING AND TECHNOLOGY 
REGIONAL MANAGER 
Competition AEg0:44e Up to $65,060 
In Prince George, our Job Training Branch has an exciting ~n l ty  for an 
innovative, business.oriented Manager for the Northern Region. This posi- 
tion will play a key role In Sh'engthening pul:dlc/private partnerships ~ .areas 
human resoumes and buainess/economlc,d~, v~,  ant within the region 
will eamlnratar and evaluate the Ministry s'~'e~dce~d~5~"e~l,~=~,o~,,~,~ 
training, JOb creation and vocational rehabtiltatiO~)regnams'"end ervlce""'';L 
work In close consultation with head o f f l ce~tore  e J id"~ea~;~"  
establish new Training and Enterprise ('rEC)Cenb'ee and TEC connector 
kiosks; provide counselors and coneu!tanta:and:a regional adminlslmtor; 
lislse with related agencies, employer organizations, labour groups, educe. 
tfon and training Institutions, business and community oroanlzallons, apecisl 
Inetercat groups and representatives from other ministries to ensure effi¢~. 
tive program delivery. ,, :: • 
The successful candidate wlli have board knowtadoe of a wide variety of 
related services and programs of business, indusbT, government and 
education, normally acquired through 8 degree in bu~ness, human resource 
development or e related discipline or an equivalent combination of educe. 
tion and experience coupled with exlenelve experience In one or more of the 
following ansas: apprenticeship balning, vocational rehabgttation, Indusldal 
'training, Job creation, business/economic development, human resource 
planning, labour relations, adult edusatlon/tminlng; demonstrated ex. 
psrlence In managing and directing staff, preferably In 8 multi-office nviron. 
ment; experience with budget preparation end administration, employee 
relations, program development and delivery; excellent consultative, team 
building and oral and written communication sldlis. :,. 
Submit application to Human Resources Branch, 2nd Floor, Minlsby of Ad. 
vanoed Education, Training and Technology, 818  Broughton b~met, VI~. 
torls, V8V lX4 no later than March 7, 1990. Plesse quote comps6tiofl 
number. 
• ,% 
SITE CONSULTANTS LTD. 
FOREST TECHNICIANS 
THE COMPANY . . . . . . .  
Fcrslte Consultants Ltd. is a diversified consulting fi.rm ba~'  
• In Salmon Arm, B.C.. which provides a full range of technical 
and professional services to the forestry sector in the 
southern interior of B.C. 
THE POSITIONS 
We have openings for 4 permanent and 4 seasOnal iechnl- 
clans with the following experience: ~,,~ 
Permanent: 
--Minimum of 2 years expedenca In convent!onal/hlghlaad 
layout, englneedng and/or cruising. 
--  Minimum of 1 year experience Insllvlculture surveys, plan. 
ting and stand tending supervisio n. . . . . .  
Seasonal: 
--Minimum 1 season experience in layout, engineering 
and/or cruising. 
- -  Minimum 1 season experience In silviculture qu~veys 
and/or planting supervision. 
These positions will Involve travel and some camp work. x 
THE PERSONS 
The successful applicants will have the foflowlngqualiflca. 
--  Unlvemity or Technical Degree 
- -  Enrolled In a University or TechnicaJ Forestry: Pl~ogram , /  
- -  Healthy end self-motivated . . . . . . . .  ' 
- -  Valid ddvem Ilcence ' ' ~':; 
- -  Certification in Silviculture Surveys will I~  ardeflfl[te asse't. , 
Wages will be commensurate with experience, Rs~mes wlii ; ;  
beaccepted until February 28, 1990. L , '  ~, 9 
. . . .  . . . . .  . . . .  : , c  i! : Apply In oonfldenoe to= ' 
i For ,  l Coosu,,n:,Ud. . . . . .  
• -  f•i I ~ ~ j j m 
~" r" l" t-" ~ , " ' '¢"V  " ...... V','-~; ~, " , ' , .  "~'.~'~'y..~u~ '~.., -...;'•.~..~[-..~]--T;-~.~Z7  ~ . . . . .  
:, !'.:,,:~::; • :;~'.' ::,~i , : "?:•;•~ ',.:" ,:. ~t,;,, ~ ~ ~ ~f"~ ~ "I" ,A '~="~ j . ,~errace Standard, ' . . . . . . . . .  ' ""  :"': "~":~ Wednesday; February 14/1990 ~!l~i le~l ;~ 
~!.i~,;,:...~.,_ ~:,~,~ :~ ' :~:~"~;~'~'~;~':~':~::~<%" ":~::~ "~ :/" "' "":'"":'~:": ~ l p  i l .~ i l J l  U~J~, ,  " ~7 " A I  P " ' ": ';.~i~i'~i~ 
O~U- ....... ".".i :,, ' VIS4 • I , ,,,:::iiii,:.i 
3 Legal Nonce 
'~'~"~ CANADIAN CANCER Morn & Dad , , " • 
/ ~ i . .~  , SOCIETY ~ " ~e~' I \ ~0vo / I i " I l,~, - ,Ik~ . . . . . .  I 
f=rl~Im~f=~'li~:..T, , " • A tO day Camp Goodtimes ~ r /  ~ \ 1 ~ \  I V-  I I Ulchso~, Robyn & 
=.,,tU~sr.cr=n~0~,v='c~,Hw'~e ,,pezienceror72cldlclrenwith ~V/. ~I~F"" ~ ' / I I I L_),.L ) I 
w,l~ ~- - -  - -  - . -  - -  a history o f  cancer; " "  • I I . . . .  I ' m ~ Ore, oWt O~ Idockp~ - ~ , 
l s~ "=m=~n°atst'O~°msO~m'~'/ " Grants totalling over $3 miltion I'_,,,~'1~#' -__ ' . ' " i~vs  I (Fi~AiiJl .=m~, ,  llL--,%~r.~ /~ / ,~  "~J [ .~ ~ TO: Teld ~ 
• Sm~dt~' ,cmmt=l l~t~thmoCm.  forresemrchinBrlt lshColumbia; I " - "7  Va lnnt inn~ I /~-~:  nar r l  J 2~- - -~ J ' @ ~ " ~ , _  )~.~[,~.~, ~|  M-mmu : t~  
~l~ofTend~m~f~mspm4ded, wmben~ed J - - - -~-  . . . . . . . .  J [ [ [  t /A i  I :M ' r i lM l=O nAV~'~- -  /~  ",~ ~,~-1~ ~11~,~,~ ~ | . . .  "w.PP!  - ' -~ .  
by I~dsby of Trlmpelatlm and HIDtMys at No. • F-.duc~tional ma . . . .  .,~'4~lSPIrkAven~.T--,8.C.V, IV4mt~ • . tenahneldnese, - uay Ill ' " " " " ' ; ' ,~ .=.0  " "  III / _ ~. Happy ,,..~ " %~B~i~'='# ~. Yalenflll Day . :~'  
,*,-~-,,~--,,,.,.== ~.~.,.~o.t=o..~, Mom&DadFlsher i1[ _ LoUv? ((tk/VO~.-,l~_ ' ' j~ ~/  % PM~ : ~u a n l ~  ~ ~ = ~ hazards, breast self-exammaUon . A ~'uatY ~u=~um~y U~~a~ == n= ~0 mqu~m ~na Pa . . . .  *-. . • ~.lm~Imp ~ me cedU~ o~  tinder.) . p ~c~, .nu== ~ 
i~  .In-lmw ~ wm be Idd It No, 300-4548 - - . v  J . . . i  11, ~.~ RI ~ ~,4.-,,,--.,1 H I • mn dr. K ~ '~ ..~r#r" . 
J~=m .~. ~.~t~ .~,  =~=., • Overaquarterorandlliondoliars R "~"~.Nm Im cwaaons el Ilntw m aviBl~e • . ose . 
fr~ b~ ~ of Tr•nsp~ Im~ ~ No m transportation for cancer ~ # 
~0o.4s4e Pink A ,v~., T in ,  or. vim 1v4 m. patients and their families. 
vnleo Be houri of ll,30 Lm. tO 12:00 p.m., ard 1,,00 
I I I n11~ ~ Mio  ~ mvls lO~l  
MINISTRY OF  FORESTS i ~  Love i 
Skeena I \~ '~ Su=n I 
Provincial Forest Review 
PJ~ie to the Mk~lr o# Ftmme imd C~lzle Re~. 
t~m. M IX~¢~=m nm.m, untW~e. 
Fe' further Inlamatlon crater Rmdy permer at (OOq 
6,~141,~0, orfax (B04) 83e.331e, 
1~ lemt 0t =W tazle. ,~11 n~ mceMW i~ ic. 
cetal. 
Rases note that the Skeena Provincial Forest is currently 
under review and boundary changes are being considered. 
Interested Individuals or groups may obtain information from 
the Ministry of Forests Offices listed below. The proposals 
will be on dispisy until March 2, 1990. Comments on the pro. 
: posais are Invited. Those received by March 19~ 1990 will 
be considered before proceeding fudher. 
The proposed additions to the Skeena Provincial Forest are 
located on the southwest side of the Kltsumkalum Lake (north 
of Y~r~ce) and on the west side of the Klspiox River about 
Ol,ldct MaBl~'r ; :,~N~itdCt'ilanager Regional Manager 
P,O, Box 215 200.6220 Keith Ave.Sag 5000 
Ibzeltsn, O.C. ~-- : Temce, D.C. Smlther, B.C, 
V0J 1YO . V8G 1L1 V0J 2N0 
• 842.6581 038-3290 847.7500 
• ~ Pmvlnce of  Ministry o~ 
Br l t l lh  Columbla Forests and Lands 
PROPOSED S ILV ICULTURE 
PRESCRIPT IONS• 
Notice of pre-harvast sllvloulture prescriptions pursuant to 
section 3 of the Silviculture regulations. 
The following areas have proposed prescflptions that will 
apply if approval Is obtslnedfrom the Ministry of Forests. The 
proposed prescriptions will be available for viewing until April 
4, 1990 et the following locations noted below, during 
regular woddng hours. 
-,To ensure conslderation, any wdtten comments must be 
made to the District Manager, Ministry of Forests, 200-5220 
Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 L1 by the above date, 
Ammsndmsnt 
Timber 8ale License Location Area (yes/no) 
A-30021 Aiyensh 2~.0 no 
A-30022 Nyansh g,4 no 
A-30023 Aiyansh 17.2 no 
FRk=~M• l i  
J~=======TO Mlnlslry of .Transportation " - 
.,'MOVE =d Hlohways ' 
;~r" PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUr/ABIA 
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION & HIGHWAYS i i  
:•  : ~ SKEENA HIGHWAYS DISTRICT ~i 
:PUBLICNOTICE J 
"I ~'~''~r~ ~  '~T H IRED EQUIPMENT I ~ ' i 
:, ~ Distrlot Highways Manager,~ ~ 
Dated at Terraoe this 2g day of January, 1090. • 
Honorable Rite M. Johnltbn 
REGISTRATION 
'rl~:MIn~lry loi Transportation & Highways In Skeena 
HigHways District is complgng Its hired equipment list and ad- 
visedallpemons or companies wishing to have theli;~rentable 
equilpment, such as trucks, backhoes, loaders, graders, 
rollers, scrapers or tractors listed that they should submit 
detailsof svalisble equipment on mlnistry4orms. :::i-7 
The~ f~ are available at the 8keenaDistrlot High~YsOf. 
rice, No. 300 - 4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1V4. 
Equll~nent previously listed must be re-registered. Full 
f¢le talis~Of equlpmjmt, .Including eerisl numbers, ere required 
registration. Dump,trucKregistrations requitals current 
The fist will be ~p l~ fm~ equipment mgister~ IBEFORE 
March i6 ,  1 ggO~ Lateregletretlona will not be ¢omp!led., ' 
J.R. New house .,:., ,- ,~ 
i:' . : 
% - 
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Origins of Va le  
By STEVE RAMZl 
We celebrate Valentine's Day 
every Feb. 14. We buy flowers, 
chocolates and cards for loved 
ones, people consider this day 
for romance. 
The greedy people use it as a 
month of profit, to sell pro- 
ducts. Actually Valentine's is 
for everyone, young or old, for 
those who are in hospital, those 
in love, for all the family. 
Many stories are told about 
Valentine's Day. The most well Christian and the 
known is, the name orginated community put this da 
from an Italian here who was his memory. 
tortured and killed by the • This day is not c0n 
Roman Emperor 'Clodyos'. religious holiday or sl 
Clodyos beheaded the hero in day, but it is considere, 
Rome on the 14 day o f  holiday. 'But what'sJc 
February, 296 AD. do k, ith it', as Tina Tm 
That hero was loved by the No one knows exa 
Italian people. To the poor and lovers tqke this da] 
the farmers he was like Robin speciall Some people 
Hood, and his name was Valentine's Day is a co 
'Valentino'. Valentino was a habit and old celebrati, 
Growing 
pa ns 
T:mRorRr:wC, tEhe KnowBl~ ~ntg 
work will premiere the Growing 
Up Series, a National Film 
Board of Canada production 
designed to help youngsters 
cope with the pressures of 
puberty and adolescence. 
Aimed at children aged nine 
to 12 yeats, the series begins 
with Head Full of Questions, 
covering sexual attraction 
through to the birth of a baby. 
Changes (Feb.22) deals with the 
physical and emotional changes 
of puberty and the final instal- 
ment, Especially You (Mat.l), 
gives children a chance to talk 
about issues and feelings that 
concern them. It will also pro- 
vide parents and teachers with 
an .opportunity to call in their 
questions to a panel of experts. 
In an effort o be entertaining 
as well as informative, the series 
combines animation, live ac- 
tion, original music with the 
participation of four or five 
students. Immediately follow- 
ing each film, a panel of experts 
discuss the issues raised. 
They include representatives 
of the B.C. Council for the 
Family and Planned Paren- 
thood association, a health 
education teacher, a community 
health nurse, a psychologist and 








Plusl ;;:i' ' 
When you book your classified *ad In the 
Terrace Standard you also cover the en. 
tire trading area FREE in the Skeena 
Market P/ace! 
, Noncommercial * 20. words maximum 
Terrace Standard 
In Rome they used 
"Lupercal ia"  and 
celebrated on the 15 
February; the Romans 
celebrate one of their g 
ed Lupercus - -  God o: 
tion from wolves. 
Some say thdt he traumon oz 
sending love letters and flowers 
on the 14 day of February came 
from another Roman celebra- 
tion, Juno. 
Juno was the name of a 
beautiful Roman Goddess; she 
was young, beautiful and loved 
flowers and dance. The young 
men use to choose young ladies 
to dance with after they col- 
lected wild flowers for them. 
If the lady took the flowers 
from the young man this would 
mean she accepted his invitation 
to dance on the 14 day of 
February and if they fell in love 
and decided to get married they 
would do so on the 14 of 
February. 
No one knows how Valen- 
tine's Day moved to Europe and 
North America, some say by 
Steve Ramzi 
merchants, sailors, travelers 
and missionaries. But England 
celebrated about 500 years ago, 
then Scotland, then France. 
The young men choose ladies 
the day before February 14, for 
the big party, sport and dance. 
i 
Terrace Public Library 
THE ANNUAL 
GENERAL MEETING 
of the Terrace Public Librap/Association 
will be held on 
THURSDAY, 
FEBRUARY 15, 1990 
at 7:00 pm In IM library meeting ream. 
Elections to the Board of Trustees will 
take plaoe, and nominations for these 
positions wi!l be accepted from the floor. 
Light refreshments will be served. 
638'SAVE 
' Torm~ ': "': . . . . . .  
• General Mgr. * Parts Mgr.: r " "  
Monday8 am. 5pro  Tuesday. Ffl~y8 am. 9 pm " .~9~-51~V'  
3467 Highway16 East::;::::': -'' : Bus in :~imi~e~g~i i~ '8 ;  ' 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 4P3 Fax: 03r~118 
I 
.CASH.and- CARRY] , . - , , :~. , :, - , . . <': ~ . 
SALE * 
On all in-store merchandise 
" (up to 30 % OFF 
on some Items) 
counter tops, windowsl 
doors, Iino remnants, 
cabinet units and medicine- . 
. . . .  cab inets .  " ,~ 
February 12 to 
February 28, 1990 
NTORTHWEST D ISCOUNT 
I ~[  SUPPL IES  LTD.  
4450-B Greig Avo.I. Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 M3 
PHONE: 635-6500 
- .  . , - .  
• - . . • . _ . ,  . . . .  
.Mazda 
oilersto free you from t 
clutches of manual labo 
, . \ •  
" :  < 
NO CHARGE 
automatic transmissic 
or equivalent  alue credit of up to 
Shift to Mazda before March 5 and get automatic transmission free on 626,,MX- 
323 Hatchback, 323 Proteg6 and on all Truck models including the SE-5. Or if you 1 
manual abour get an equivalent value credit of up to $950.* 
323 Itatchback 323 Proteg6 
. II .... i 
'Based on manufmu~'s su~estedretall price whl~ varles by~hicle llne o~d m(xlel. Offer a~ailal~le at panidp~tlug d~ers from FdmJa~6 to Mar~ 5,1990 See ~ dealer for comple(e de~IK' " • >: 
Ice B.C., 635-7286 ; : :'~ :' 
